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Abstract

Near-field microscopy is a versa le technique for non-destruc ve detec on of op cal proper es
on the nanometer scale. Contrary to conven onal microscopy techniques, the resolu on in near-
field microscopy is not restricted by the diffrac on limit, but by the size of the probe only. Typ-
ically, wavelength-independent resolu on in the range of few ten nanometers can be achieved.
Many fundamental phenomena in solid states occur at such small length scales and can be probed
by infrared and THz radia on. In the present work, nanoscale charge carrier distribu ons were
inves gated with near-field microscopy in classic semiconductors and state-of-the-art graphene
field-effect transistors. A CO2 laser, the free-electron laser FELBE at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dres-
den Rossendorf and a photoconduc ve antennawere applied as radia on sources for illumina on
of the samples.

In the theore cal part of the work, the bandmodel for charge carriers in semiconductors is briefly
explained to derive typical charge carrier densi es of such materials. The influence of the charge
carriers to the light-ma er interac on is introduced via the Drude model and evaluated for both
infrared and THz radia on. In field-effect transistors, charge carrier density waves can occurwhen
strong AC fields are coupled into the device. The phenomena in such transistors are introduced
as a more complex material system. To describe the near-field coupling of the samples to the
nanoscopic probe, the dipole model is introduced and extended for periodic charge carrier den-
sity, as elicited by low repe on-rate excita on lasers. Consequently, sidebands occur as new
frequencies in the signal spectrum, allowing for a more sensi ve probing of such transient pro-
cesses.

Experimental inves ga ons of these sidebands were performed with a CO2 laser setup on a bulk
germanium sample which was excited with femtosecond laser pulses. New frequencies up to
the 8th sideband could be observed. The results show a characteris c near-field decay for all
sidebands when the probe-sample distance is increased. A nanoscale material contrast in the
sidebands signatures has been demonstrated via near-field scans on a gold / germanium hetero-
structure.

Near-field signatures of graphene-field effect transistors have been examined u lizing FELBE. The
resultsmatch the predicted behavior of charge carriers in such a device and in par cular represent
the first direct observa ons of the plasma waves. In collabora on with the group of Prof. Dr.
HartmutG. Roskos (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt), the plasmawave velocity in the graphenefield-
effect transistor has been derived via fi ng to the model for two datasets on different devices



from independent fabrica ons. The obtained velocity is in good agreementwith literature values.
The results promise the applica on of field-effect transistors as THz detectors and emi ers and
may lead to faster communica on technology.
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Kurzfassung

Nahfeldmikroskopie ist eine vielseite Technik für das zerstörungsfreie Auslesen von op schen Ei-
genscha en auf der Nanoskala. Im Gegensatz zur konven onellen Mikroskopie ist die Auflösung
nicht durch Beugungseffekte, sondern durch die Größe der genutzten Sonde begrenzt. Überli-
cherweise werdenwellenlängenunabhängig Auflösungen von einigen zehn Nanometern erreicht.
Viele fundamentale Prozesse in der Festkörperphysik treten auf Längenskalen dieser Größenord-
nung auf und können mit Infrarot- und THz-Strahlung untersucht werden. In dieser Arbeit wur-
den nanoskalige Ladungsträgerverteilungenmit Rasternahfeldmikroskopie untersucht, einerseits
in klassischen Halbleitern, anderseits in state-of-the-art Graphen Feldeffek ransistoren. Zur Be-
leuchtung der Proben wurden ein CO2 Laser, der freie-Elektronen Laser FELBE am Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf und eine photoleitende Antenne verwendet.

Im theore schen Teil der Arbeit wird das Bändermodell für Ladungsträger in Halbleitern erklärt,
um daraus typische Ladungsträgerdichten in diesen Materialien abzuleiten. Der Einfluss der La-
dungsträger auf die Interak on mit Strahlung wird durch das Drude-Modell eingeführt und für
Infrarot- und THz-Strahlung abgeschätzt. In Graphen Feldeffek ransistoren können Ladungsträ-
gerdichtewellen au reten, wenn starke Wechselfelder in das Bauelement eingekoppelt werden.
Die Prozesse in solchen Transistoren werden als komplexeres Materialsystem eingeführt. Um die
Nahfeldkopplung der Proben an die Sonde zu beschreiben, wird das Dipol-Modell eingeführt und
für periodische Ladungsträgerdichten erweitert, wie sie bspw. durch Pumplaser mit niedrigen Re-
pe onsraten erzeugt werden können. In der Folge entstehen Seitenbänder als neue Frequenzen
im Signalspektrum, welche eine sensi vere Messung solcher transienten Prozesse ermöglichen.

Experimentelle Untersuchungen des erweiterten Dipol-Modells wurdenmit einemCO2 Laser Auf-
bau an einem Germaniumkristall durchgeführt, welcher mit Femtosekunden Laserpulsen ange-
regt wird. Neue Frequenzen im Spektrum konnten bis zu dem achten Seitenband beobachtet wer-
den. Die Resultate zeigen den typischen Abfall des Nahfeldes, wenn der Abstand zwischen Sonde
und Probe vergrößert wird. Ein Materialkontrast auf der Nanoskale im Seitenband-Signal konnte
durch laterale Rasternahfeld-Scans auf einer Gold/Germanium Heterostruktur gezeigt werden.

Die Nahfeldsignaturen der Graphen Feldeffek ransistoren wurden mit FELBE untersucht. Die Re-
sultate s mmen mit dem vorausgesagtem Verhalten der Ladungsträger in einem solchen Bauteil
überein und sind die erste direkte Beobachtung solcher Plasmawellen. In Koopera on mit der
Gruppe um Prof. Dr. Hartmut G. Roskos (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt) wurde die Geschwindig-
keit der Plasmawelle durch Regression der Daten berechnet. Dabei wurden zwei Datensätzen



an Bauteilen von unabhängigen Fabrika onsprozessen genutzt. Die berechnete Geschwindigkeit
ist in guter Übereins mmung mit Literaturwerten. Die Resultate verheißen die Anwendung von
Feldeffek ransistoren als THz Sender und Detektoren und könnten zu schnellerer Kommunika -
onstechnologie führen.
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1. Introduction

There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom.

(Richard P. Feynman)

Obtaining informa on about our surroundings by means of op cal analysis is one of the most
frequently applied methods in science, but also in our daily lives. The eye-sight is one of the
most developed senses of the human body. It has an enormous dynamic range, angular-resolved
detec on of the incoming light and a processing rate which is fast enough to correctly observe
most changes in our environment, like movements of objects.

Although the eyes’ func onality is very impressive, it has a number of limita ons. It cannot detect
the polarisa on of the light and is sensi ve to the intensity only. The biggest limita on is certainly
the wavelength regime the eye is sensi ve to. Covering the range from λ ≈ 400 - 700 nm, only
a ny por on of the whole electromagne c spectrum can be observed by the human eye. While
physicists and electrical engineers have developed sources and detectors for almost the whole
electromagne c spectrum and can deduce huge amounts of informa on with their techniques,
one part of the spectrum has just been opened for explora on in the recent years.

The THz range is roughly defined as the part of the spectrum where the frequency of the light
f is in the range of f = 0.1 - 10 THz (or λ = 30 - 3000 µm). It lies in between the infrared and
microwave area of the electromagne c spectrum. This range has not been covered by sources
or detectors un l a few decades ago, when laser scien sts started to find novel sources and de-
tectors to access at least certain laser lines in this regime. Nowadays, with the inven on of short
pulsed laser sources, a larger por on of the spectrum up to a few THz can be covered by op cal
rec fica on in electro-op c crystals, and just recently Scho ky-diode based sources developed
by electrical engineers became available for scien sts. Although the first quantum cascade lasers
nowoperate in the THz range, the range of 3 - 10 THz is s llmostly uncovered by radia on sources,
especially when large powers are needed.
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1. Introduc on

Many interes ng phenomena can be inves gatedwith light-ma er interac on experiments in the
infrared and THz regime [1], withmost of the origins for these phenomena lying at the nanometer
scale. Unfortunately, conven onal microscopy techniques are limited by diffrac on [2] and de-
liver a spa al resolu on propor onal to the wavelength employed in the microscope. This limits
the achievable resolu on to roughly ten µm for the infrared regime and one millimeter for low
THz radia on. This resolu on is far too low for the inves ga on of many processes, and a resolu-
on of a few hundred nanometers is needed to gain deep insight into fundamentals of solid state

physics as shown in this work.

In order to overcome the diffrac on limit, another approach of op cal explora onmust be taken.
Instead of probing the far field of the radia on, the near field may be accessed, that carries field
distribu ons that are not limited by the applied wavelength. This can be performed via a small
aperture, as proposed by Synge [3], or - employing Babinet’s principle - by a small sca erer lo-
cated close to the sample surface [4]. In such a setup, the resolu on is limited by the size of the
aperture/sca erer (few ten nm) and not by the employed wavelength. In experimental setups,
this concept is realized by either an op cal fiber [5] as an aperture, or by a metallic p [4] as a
small sca erer. When the fiber or p is scanned over the sample, we refer to this as a scanning
near-field op cal microscope (SNOM). As visible light is applied for illumina on in the two refer-
ences above, the enhancement in resolu on compared to a conven onal microscope is not very
large. The enhancement becomes much larger when infrared or THz radia on is needed for ex-
plora ons. However, the fiber based approach is not frui ul due to large losses in the fiber and
only the p-based sca ering-type scanning near-field op cal microscopy (s-SNOM) is applied for
such long wavelengths. The gain in resolu on easily reaches a factor of hundreds in the infrared
[6] and of several thousands [7] in the THz regime.

This work features the applica on of s-SNOM to inves gate nanoscale charge carrier density dis-
tribu on with both infrared and THz laser systems. In the first chapter of the work, the inves-
gated material systems namely semiconductors and graphene field-effect transistors are intro-

duced. While the theory of classic semiconductors is well understood and may be familiar to
many readers, the exci ng phenomena occuring in a graphene field-effect transistor is a topic un-
der inves ga on at the moment. In both material systems, the charge carriers play the dominant
role and are inves gated with infrared and THz radia on. Using the Drude theory it is described
that the charge carriers in Germanium need to purposely be excited by a short pulse laser to
probe them with an infrared laser. However, the theory shows that THz radia on is much more
sensi ve to lower charge carrier concentra ons. It can be applied to inves gate charge carriers
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without an addi onal excita on. The second chapter of the work features the dipole model to
describe an s-SNOM system. This analy cal theory is extended to a systemwhere a low-repe on
rate excita on laser is used to excite high charge carrier densi es. The main conclusion is that
new frequencies appear as sidebands in the signal spectrum of the near fiel. For the theore cal
inves ga on of more realis c p systems, a numerical approach is taken to es mate the field
enhancement of different probes.

The experimental part of the work features two sec ons. The first sec on describes the s-SNOM
setups in detail. All three setups u lize a home-built atomic forcemicroscope which was specially
designed for the applica on of THz radia on and mul ple laser sources at once. The first setup
is located at the free-electron laser FELBE at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf. The
narrow-band laser is tunable from 5 - 230 µm wavelength and the setup is capable to work with
almost any wavelength in this range. In this work, the laser was tuned to a wavelength of 150
µm (2 THz). At this wavelength, the performance of different commercial s-SNOM probes was
inves gated and compared. The results match the predic ons made in the theore cal part of
the work. The second setup is used to inves gate transient processes in Germanium with a CO2

probe laser a femtosecond laser for excita on. The third setup features a pulsed and broadband
low THz excia on and detec on via me-domain spectroscopy. Here, the whole spectrum of the
near-field response can be deduced in the low THz range.

The second part of the experimental work gives a detailed analysis of the results obtained with
these setups. The transient states in Germanium are inves gated with a demodula on technique
feeaturing cascaded Lock-In amplifiers. The existence of the sidebands is proven and parameter
studies are performed for both physical proper es of the system and technical se ngs of the
Lock-In amplifiers. A nano-op cal material contrast is shown in the sidebands via lateral scans.
Using the free-electron laser at 150 µm wavelength, the near-field response of graphene field-
effect transistors is studied in detailed. Here, charge carrier density waves could be observed
and via comparison to the theore cal model the wave velocity is derived. The results match the
expecta ons from theore cal calcula ons.
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2. Fundamentals

I was like: ’Oh my God, that sounds cool!’

(Donna Strickland,
about a lecture on electro-optics and laser physics.)

This chapter features the fundamentals of both the sample systems and the experimental tech-
niques used in this work.

Charge carriers are strongly influencing the light-ma er interac on of infrared and THZ radia on.
In order to es mate charge carrier densi es and their impact on the permi vity in semiconduc-
tors, calcula ons of densi es via the Fermi-Dirac sta s c and the Drude model are performed
for a Germanium crystal. Besides the intrinsic charge carriers, pulsed lasers can be applied to
deliberately excite charge carriers in the conduc on band and valence band in semiconductors.
Their transient influence on the permi vity is inves gated in this chapter as well. As a second
sample system, Graphene field-effect transistors are introduced. It will be presented that a two-
dimensional electron gas under the influence of an applied bias voltage can actually be described
by hydrodynamic equa ons, leading to fascina ng proper es in the THz range.

Conven onal op cal microscopes detect far-field radia on and hence are diffrac on-limited. Their
resolu on is limited by the applied wavelength, as shown in this chapter in two different ways. To
circumvent this fundamental limit of op cs, the near field can be probed directly. Several near-
field microscopy techniques featuring this capability are illustrated here. A detailed theore cal
descrip on of s-SNOM, the technique chosen for this work, can be found in chapter 3. As some
readers may be unfamiliar with THz op cs, typical emi er and detector concepts are presented
as the last part of this chapter.
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2. Fundamentals

2.1. Semiconductors

Semiconductors are defined as materials with an electric conduc vity G located in between the
conduc vity of metals (G ≥ 104 S/cm = 104 A/V·cm) and insulators (G ≤ 10−8 S/cm = 10−8

A/V·cm) covering a huge range of 12 orders of magnitude. These borders are not strictly defined
and the material classes can in general be overlapping in their conduc vity. The second prop-
erty classifying a material as a semiconductor is a rising conduc vity when the temperature is
increased. Semiconductors are of enormous interest in the scien fic community (the search en-
gine Google Scholar lists almost four million results for the keyword semiconductor) due to their
electronic proper es and how they can be taylored via doping for different applica ons as well
as their applica on in many micro- and nanoelectronic devices.

Semiconductors can be crystalline or amorphous. In this work, only crystalline semiconductors
are inves gated and the theore cal descrip on is limited to this subgroup in the following. Semi-
conduc ng materials are typically made of elements of the fourth group in the periodic table
(e. g. silicon, germanium) or compound semiconductors with a mix of group III and V or group II
and VI elements. Silicon and Germanium crystallize in a diamond structure, while the compound
semiconductors men oned in this work mostly crystallize in the zyncblende structure.

Band Structure

The scope of this work is on the electro-op c proper es of semiconductors. In general, semicon-
ductors have energy bands in their electronic structure which arise from the atomic orbitals of
the element. When a crystal is formed, the orbitals of different atoms overlap and the electrons
are delocalized, i.e. they are not bound to a certain atom anymore and form a large quantum-
mechanical system. Due to the Pauli principle, two electrons cannot have the same set of quan-
tum numbers. As a result the electrons gradually fill up states with different energy eigenvalues.
This behavior is illustrated in figure 2.1.1 for the s- and p-orbital. For large interatomic distances
(e. g., in liquids/gases) the orbitals have dis nct energies. When the distance is descreased, en-
ergy bands form. At the distance of the la ce constant a, the distance of the bands determines
the so-called bandgap.

The full band structure can be calculated with so-called k⃗ · P⃗ models, also called k⃗ · P⃗ pertuba on
theory. It is an o en used, semi-empirical approach to calculate band structures via Bloch waves
and pertuba on theory in quantum mechanics. Details will not be discussed in this work and
can be studied e. g. in [9]. The band structures for a germanium (Ge) and a gallium arsenide
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2.1. Semiconductors

Figure 2.1.1.: The forma on of energy bands from atomic orbitals in a semiconductor
arises when the distance in between the atoms becomes small. In a crystal
with the la ce constant a, the distance of the valence and conduc on
band is Eg = Ec−Ev. Electron states can have energies within the bands
(grey) but not in between them. Illustra on taken from [8].

(GaAs) crystal are shown in 2.1.2. Here, the electron energy is plo ed as a func on of the electron
wavevector k⃗. In the GaAs crystal, the highest point of the valence band (VB) and the lowest point
of the conduc on band (CB) are both located at the Γ-point. When an electron is li ed from the
valence band to the conduc on band no change of k⃗ is needed and hence no momentum needs
to be be transferred. For Ge, the highest point of the valence band is also at the Γ-point, but the
lowest point of the conduc on band is at theL-point. Here, amomentum transfer of |⃗k| = |L−Γ|
is needed to overcome the bandgap. Therefore, GaAs is a so-called direct semiconductor and Ge
is an indirect semiconductor.

In the ground state at T = 0 K, the valence band is completely filled and the conduc on band
is completely empty. At higher temperatures, electrons are li ed from the valence band to the
conduc on band and leave an unoccupied state, a so-called hole. The occupa on density of the
energy states is determined by the Fermi-Dirac sta s c. The propability f that a state with the
energy E is populated is given by

f(E) =
1

e(E−EF )/kBT + 1
(2.1.1)

where EF is the Fermi level, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. In intrinsic
semiconductors, the Fermi level is close to the middle of the bandgap. Figure 2.1.3 shows the

13



2. Fundamentals
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Figure 2.1.2.: Bandstructures of Semiconductors. (a) GaAs has a direct bandgap, with
minimum in the CB and maximum in the VB at the Γ-point. (b) Ge has
a indirect bandgap with the CB-mininum and VB-maximum are different
wavevectors. Illustra on taken from [10] and [11] and adapted.

popula on in a germanium crystal for different temperatures. The valence band has energy states
up to 0 eV and the conduc on band from 0.67 eV upwards. The bandgap in between cannot be
populated. For T = 0 K, f is one up to the Fermi level and jumps to zero for states above the
Fermi level. When the temperature is increased, distribu on is ge ng broader and the drop in f
is smoothened. However, the popula on above the bandgap is only significantly above zero for
high temperatures. At room temperature T = 293 K, the probability that the lowest energy state
of the conduc on band is populated is only f = 1.72 · 10−6.

The Fermi-Dirac sta s c determines the probability that a state with a certain energy E is pop-
ulated, but does neither state anything about the number of the states nor about the overall
number of electrons in the conduc on band. This informa on is given by the density of states gC
for a three-dimensional material. For electrons in the conduc on band in a semiconductor it is
given by

gC(E) =
8π

√
2

h3
(m∗

e)
3/2
√

E − EC for E ≥ EC . (2.1.2)

Here,EC is the lower energy limit of the conduc on band, h is the Planck constant andm∗
e is the
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2.1. Semiconductors
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Figure 2.1.3.: Popula on of valence and conduc on band in germanium: For T = 0 K,
the value drops from one to zero at the Fermi level. For higher temper-
atures, the distribu on becomes broader. The grey area is the bandgap
which cannot be filled with electrons, hence only at large temperatures, a
significant amount of electrons is found in the conduc on band.

effec ve mass1 of the electrons in the conduc on band. For the valence band, it is given by

gV (E) =
8π

√
2

h3
(m∗

h)
3/2
√
EV − E for E ≤ EV , (2.1.3)

with EV as the highest energy level of the valence band andm∗
h the effec ve mass of the holes.

In order to calculate the overall number of electrons and holes (or rather their densi es n and p,
respec vely) in the semiconductor, the density of states must be mul plied with the Fermi-Dirac

1In a crystal, the electrons and holes react stronger or weaker to electric fields than in free space. This effect is
mathema cally compensated for with an effec ve mass m∗

e and m∗
h being lower or higher than the electron

massme.
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2. Fundamentals

sta s c and needs to be integrated over the energy range of interest. Hence we obtain

n =

∞∫
EC

gC(E)f(E)dE and p =

EV∫
−∞

gV (E)f(E)dE. (2.1.4)

This equa on cannot be solved analy cally. However, for a non-degenerate2 semiconductor, the
Fermi-Dirac distribu on can be approximated via f(E) = e(EF−E)/kT . For this case the electron
and hole densi es are given with

n = 2

(
2πm∗

ekT

h2

)3/2

e(µ−EC)/kT and (2.1.5)

p = 2

(
2πm∗

hkT

h2

)3/2

e(EV −µ)/kT (2.1.6)

For undoped germanium at room temperature the effec ve masses are m∗
e = 0.08 · me and

m∗
h = 0.28 ·me [12]. The derived values are

n = 9.38 · 1011/cm3 and (2.1.7)

p = 6.20 · 1012/cm3. (2.1.8)

The mismatch of the results violates the charge conserva on of the system and is a result of the
approxima on used for non-degenerate semiconductors. To calculate the intrinsic charge carrier
density ni some sources simply argue that charge carrier conserva on must apply and calculate

ni = n = p =
√
np = 2.47 · 1012/cm3, (2.1.9)

giving a fair approxima on for the intrinsic charge carrier density. The experimental value usu-
ally stated for pure, high quality germanium is n = 2.4 · 1013/cm3 [12] and thus is one order of
magnitude larger than the derived value. This mismatch is a consequence of the approxima ons
performed during the calcula on. However, the next sec on will show that both the theore -
cal and experimental values are too small to significantly influence the s-SNOM response in the
infrared or THz range.

2A degenerate semiconductor is a heavily doped semiconductor in which the Fermi level is close to the conduc on
band. In this work, only non-degenerate semiconductors are used.
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2.1. Semiconductors

Drude Model

In this work, s-SNOM is u lized to probe several material systems with laser sources opera ng
at wavelengths from mid-infrared to millimeter waves. To es mate the impact of free charge
carriers on the op cal proper es in such a large wavelength range, the Drude model [13] is the
most commonly used theory. It will briefly be introduced below.

Let us assume the carrier density in a crystal is quasi-homogenic with no interac on in between
the electrons. When an AC electric field E ∝ e−iωt is applied to the crystal, all electrons exhibit
the same displacement from their ground state. The equa on ofmo on for a single electronwith
the charge e in the 1D-case is then

m∗
eẍ = −eE (2.1.10)

with the solu on

x =
eE

m∗
eω

2
. (2.1.11)

Each displaced electron contributes with a dipole moment of p = −ex. If we know the carrier
concentra on n (for semiconductors, we calculated it in chapter 2.1 above), we can derive the
polariza on of the crystal:

P = −nex = − ne2

m∗
eω

2
E. (2.1.12)

Via Maxwell’s equa ons, we can then calculate the permi vity induced by the free electrons.
The real part is given by

ε(ω) =
D(ω)

ε0E(ω)
= 1 +

P (ω)

ε0E(ω)
= 1− ne2

ε0m∗
eω

2
= 1− ωp

2

ω2
, (2.1.13)

where D(ω) is the electric displacement field and ωp = ne2/ε0m
∗
e is the so-called plasma fre-

quency. Here, the most important parameter is the carrier density n. In many cases, we can
influence this property via doping or the applica on of an electric poten al to the material. A
third op on is the induc on of free charge carriers via the absorp on of light described in sec on
2.1. If the frequency ω of the incident light is smaller than the plasma frequency ωp, the per-
mi vity ε is nega ve and the material is reflec ng the light. For frequencies above the plasma
frequency, ε is larger than zero andmost of the light will be transmi ed into the material. A more
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Figure 2.1.4.: Plasma frequency in germanium as a func on of the charge carrier den-
sity. The frequencies reachable with the applied laser sources in this work
are included in the plot.

figura ve explana on is that the electrons in the material have a maximum oscilla on frequency
(the plasma frequency). For frequencies up to this level, the electrons are displaced, but can com-
pletely compensate the external electric field at the surface by their movement. As they oscillate,
they emit electromagne c radia on, which is the reflec on. When the frequency of the incident
light is too high, the electrons cannot compensate the external field completely and the crystal
becomes transparent.

As shown in chapter 3.1, the strongest signal in s-SNOM is expected for slightly nega ve values
of ε. As ε changes its sign at ωp, the plasma frequency is a good star ng point to es mate a
suitable laser source for the inves ga on of a certain electron density. The plasma frequency of
germanium as a func on of the electron density is plo ed in figure 2.1.4. It coversmany orders of
magnitude, as germanium can be doped to the level of n ≈ 1018/cm3. Assuming realis c carrier
densi es in undoped, doped, and excited Germanium, we can conclude that an extremely broad
range of laser sources is needed to inves gate effects linked to plasma frequencies.

To this point, the Drude model was presented in the simplest case with just one type of charge
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Figure 2.1.5.: Permi vity as a func on of carrier concentra on for different laser
sources u lized in this work. A frequency of 2 THz was used with the
free-electron laser for the inves ga on of graphene field-effect transis-
tors. The emission spectrum from a photoconduc ve antenna used in the
TDS setup typically has a main peak at 1 THz and a lowest frequency of
0.1 THz.

carriers contribu ng to the formula. For semiconductors, the holes in the valence band must be
added as well as the electron sca ering mes in the material in order to include damping via
sca ering with phonons in the model. The real part of the permi vity is then given by [14]

Re[ε(ω, n)] = εb −
ne2

ε0

(
τe

2

me
∗(1 + ω2τe2)

+
τh

2

mh
∗(1 + ω2τh2)

)
. (2.1.14)

Here, εb = 16 is the bulk permi vity and τe,h are the sca ering mes for the electrons and holes.
It can be calculated by

τe,h =
m∗

e,h · µe,h

e
, (2.1.15)

where µe = 3900 cm2/Vs and µh = 1900 cm2/Vs are the electron and hole mobili es for germa-
nium [12]. The result of equa on 2.1.14 is depicted in figure 2.1.5 for several laser wavelengths
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2. Fundamentals

u lized in this work. For low carrier concentra on, only the bulk permi vity εb contributes to the
overall permi vity. For higher carrier concentra ons, the permi vity becomes nega ve for all
laser wavelengths. When the charge carrier density is increased, the Drude term in the equa on
leads to nega ve permi vity values. For a CO2 laser, the carrier concentra on must be very high
(≥ 1019/cm3) in order to reach a nega ve ε, hence strong photoexcita on must be applied (see
the next sec on). For lower frequencies, the needed carrier density needed is much lower and
can be induced by doping as well. Hence, THz radia on enables much more sensi ve examina-
ons of small carrier densi es as reported in [15]. In that work, the mapping of charge carrier

densi es is compared using a 2.54 THz alcohol laser and a CO2 laser at the same Si-based transis-
tor. The alcohol laser is clearly superior for sensing small carrier densi es and their profiles.

Absorption of Light

As men oned above, electrons can be moved from the valence band when enough energy (and
momentum for indirect semiconductors) is transferred to the electron. As discussed before, this
occurs due to thermal excita on, but can also be realized via photoexcita on. For the la er, a
photon is absorbed in the crystal and excites an electron into the conduc on band. The energies
required to overcome the bandgap usually lie in the range of visible to near-infrared light (few
hundredmeV to some eV). In this sec on we regard single-photon absor on only, processes with
more than one absorped photon, so-called mul -photon processes are neglected.

For indirect bandgap semiconductors such as Ge, amomentumof |⃗k| = |L−Γ| needs to be trans-
ferred as well. As photons have a small momentum, the absorp on needs to be supported by a
third par cle to fulfill the law of momentum conserva on. For example, phonons have enough
momentum and support the absorp on of photons in indirect semiconductors. At room temper-
ature, a high phonon density is present in the crystal, hence the absorp on of light in indirect
and direct semiconductors is comparable. Absorp on spectra for different semiconductors are
shown in figure 2.1.6. For photon energies larger than the bandgap, the absorp on coefficient α
is in the range of∼ 105 cm−1 and light does not penetrate deeply into the crystal. The steep fall
of the absorp on for larger wavelengths is a result of the lack of energy of the photons to excite
electrons into the conduc on band.

Physicists of all fields use the absorp on of laser light to excite electrons into the conduc on band
and in order to inves gate the charge carrier dynamics in me-resolved pump-probe experiments.
In this work, absorp on is used to excite charge carrier densi es high enough to enhance the
response of an s-SNOM system at the CO2 laser wavelength of 10.6 µm. As shown in figure 2.1.5,
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2.1. Semiconductors

Figure 2.1.6.: Absorp on spectra of different semiconductors in the visible and near-
infrared regime at room temperature (taken from [16]). Germanium has
a high absorp on coefficient and absorbs light even more than direct-
bandgap semiconductors and a few orders of magnitude more than the
most prominent indirect semiconductor silicon.

carrier densi es of up to 1019/cm−3 are needed to to reach a slightly nega ve permi vity and to
strongly enlarge the s-SNOM signal if it is operated with a CO2 laser. To reach such high values, a
pulsed laser system is needed as discussed in the following.

In general, the electron density in a semiconductor a er a laser pulse is determined by the energy
density ζ of the laser pulse, the absorp on coefficient α, the refrac ve index η and the laser
frequency ω [17]. The electron density is given by

n =
8πηαζ

hω(η + 1)2
. (2.1.16)

In this work, a Ti:Sa amplified laser system3 was used to excite electrons in an undoped germa-
nium crystal. The laser covers a spectral range of λ = (800± 10) nm due to its short pulse-length

3Legend, Coherent Inc.
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2. Fundamentals

of about 100 fs. For simplicity the center wavelength of 800 nm (corresponding to f = 374.75
THz⇔ ω =2354.49 THz) is used for further considera on. At this wavelength, the refrac ve in-
dex of Ge is given by η = 4.71 and the absorp on coefficient is α = 5.06·104/cm [18]. To excite
a charge carrier density of 1019 /cm3 a energy density of

ζ =
nhω(η + 1)2

8παη
≈ 0.09

mJ
cm2

(2.1.17)

is needed. The laser system used in this work can easily supply mJ pulses at a repe on rate of 1
kHz. It is focused below onemm at the p posi on to reach the needed power density with small
overall laser powers to minimize thermal impact on the system. The pulse energy density itself is
s ll below the damage threshold of zeta = 50 mJ/cm2 of the Ge crystal [17, 19].

When the electrons are excited into the conduc on band, they stay therewith an average life me
τCB un l they recombine back into the valence band. Here, several processes of recombina on
play a role. The dominant process and hence the carreir life me is determined by the charge
carrier concentra on. The processes are discussed in the following.

In band-band recombina on, an excited electron directly recombineswith a hole and emits a pho-
ton with the energy of the bandgap. It is the dominant process for semiconductors with few im-
puri es and low doping concentra on for low carrier concentra ons. Life mes can reach several
hundred µs for undoped, indirect semiconductors [20]. The second process is the recombina on
via impuri es (also called Shockley-Read-Hall or SRH recombina on). Here, the electron falls into
an energy state which lies in the bandgap due to an impurity atom or an unsa sfied atomic bond
as a result of imperfect crystal growth. The energy is transferred to a phonon. From that state, it
recombines with a hole and moves into the valence band. When the crystal has many impuri es,
this process has a much higher probability than band-band recombina on and dominates the
life me of the charge carriers. The third process is Auger recombina on. Here, two electrons in
the conduc on band sca er where one gives its energy to the other one and recombines into the
valence band. No photon is emi ed during the process. It only occurs at very high charge carrier
densi es when electron-electron sca ering becomes more likely. It is the dominant process for
charge carrier densi es n ≥ 1018 cm−3 and lowers the life mes to 100 ns [20]. When such a high
charge carrier densi y is reached, it is considered an electron-hole plasma.

An overview of carrier life mes in germanium is shown in figure 2.1.7. The life me depends on
many parameters as the crystal growth, the type of doping and if the carriers density is deter-
mined by the doping concentra on (k = 0.01) or induced via photoexcita on (k = 100). k is a
dimensionless parameter used in the simula on. In this work, undoped germaniumwas pumped
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0.1 THz 1 THz 2 THz CO2 

Figure 2.1.7.: Life me of charge carriers in germanium as a func on of the carrier den-
sity. The solid lines correspond to simulated values, the symbols to the ex-
perimental results. With increasing concentra on the life me decreased
down by several orders of magnitude. The colored lines marks the po-
si ons where the permi vity changes sign for different laser sources as
predicted by the Drude model. Illustra on taken from [20] and adapted.
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Figure 2.1.8.: Temporal behavior carrier densi es and the corresponding permi vity in
germanium a er photoexcita on for probing with a CO2 laser (a) and a 2
THz source (b). The me window of enlarged s-SNOM is depicted by the
red lines. Calcula ons were performed with the same material parame-
ters as in sec on 2.1 for both cases due to lack of experimental reports on
the material parameters during such a dynamic process.

with a pulsed laser, hence the values for k = 100 and the experimental values indicated with
black squares and triangles apply. The colored stripes mark the posi ons where the carrier den-
sity is high enough to change the sign of the permi vity for the different laser sources used in
this work and, hence, strongly increased sca ering cross-sec ons in s-SNOM are expected. For
the CO2 laser, carrier life mes are definitely shorter than one µs and rather in the range of 100 ns.
This value is in agreement with other surface-sensi ve techniques as reported in [14], who find
50 ns in their experiment. For the THz regime, the life mes are in the range of ten to hundreds
of µs.

Altogether it is not easily possible to state an exact life me for charge carriers when they are
induced by a focused laser. On the one hand, the carrier life me increases as soon as the first
charge carriers recombine. Secondly, the carrier density decreases due to diffusion and hence the
life me increases even without the recombina on of charge carriers. The diffusion coefficient
also depends on the carrier density. Overall, there are many phenomena interac ng with each
other in such a dynamic process. The full determina on of the interac on of these phenomena
is complex and is not part of this work. Interested readers may refer to [17], where these effects
are discussed further.

In order to es mate the period of me with an increased s-SNOM signal (ε = −1 to ε = −5, see
chapter 3), the temporal behavior of the permi vity is calculated for two cases in figure 2.1.8.
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2.2. Plasma Waves in Graphene Field-Effect Transistors

For the first case (CO2 laser), a photoexcited charge carrier density of n = 3 · 1019 cm−3 excited
at t = 0 with a constant carrier life me of 50 ns is assumed. For the second case (2 THz) an
photoexcited charge carrier density of n = 1.5 · 1017 cm−3 and a life me of 40 µs are chosen
as parameters. For both cases, the carrier densityis assumed to decay exponen ally and the
corresponding permi vity is calculated with the Drude model. The results are depicted in figure
2.1.8. The exponen al decay of the carrier density is shown on a mescale of 300 ns (a). In the
same me, the permi vity changes from ε = -30 to its bulk value of ε = 16. The period of me
when a strong s-SNOM signal is expected is only 10 ns long. In (b) the mescale is three orders
of magnitude longer and the me of enlarged s-SNOM signal is 10 µs.

The CO2 experiments performed in sec on 5.1 use a pulsed excita on laser with a repe on
rate of 1 kHz (=̂1 ms). This leads to a small duty cycle of 10−5, and the expected signals are
consequently low. S ll, the modula on of the charge carrier density could clearly be observed.
However, the effects would be much larger for the same experiment performed with a THz laser
source, as the duty cycle would be 10−2 for this case due to much longer charge carrier life mes.

2.2. Plasma Waves in Graphene Field-Effect Transistors

In the 90s, the two famous theore cians M. Dyakonov and M. Shur published a series of seminal
papers [21–24] on the behaviour of electronic transport in a 2-dimensional conduc ng channel
in a field effect transistor (FET). They showed that the charge carriers mo on can be described
by hydrodynamic equa ons, which is the reason they are o en named electron fluid. This fluid
has some fascina ng proper es and develops a so-called plasma wave, which can show resonant
behavior in certain cases. The scien fic impact of their theore cal work is large, however un l
today the evidence for the existence of the plasma waves is indirect and phenomenological [25–
27]. Par cularly, they have not been observed directly, as the conduc ng channel in conven onal
semiconductor devices is buried under encapsula on material and cannot be accessed directly.
There is strong interest in a direct observa on because of an ongoing debate whether such FETs
can also be used as emi ers of THz radia on arising from the non-thermal excita on of plasma
waves by a strong source-drain current. This was predicted by thework of Dyakonov and Shur [21,
24] and some experimental indica ons for this type of emission exist [28], however the results
could be explained by thermal emission as well.

While plasma waves have been studied and been taken to prac cal applica ons [29–32] in many
classical semiconductor devices, the examina on of such waves in graphene field-effect transis-
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tors (GFETs) only recently became part of fundamental research in the recent years. The impact of
electric fields in graphene proper es is the main topic in the first work on graphene by Novoselov
and Geim [33] and has been exploited in GFETs since then [34–36]. For this work, GFETs with the
channel of the transistor located on top of the device and without an encapsula on layer were
produced, hence the plasma waves could be inves gated directly. The devices have sizes in the
low micrometer range, thus an inves ga on with a sub-diffrac on technique is mandatory and
has been performed via s-SNOM in this work. The results are presented in sec on 6. The the-
ore cal background and the resul ng proper es of a gated, two-dimensional electron fluid are
discussed further in this sec on.

The main results of Dyakonov and Shur from their theore cal reports [21, 24] are presented in
the following. They discuss the proper es of a classic field effect transistor as shown in 2.2.1.
The source and drain electrodes are separated by a layer which is non-conduc ng when the gate
voltage is zero4. When a voltage is applied, electrons form a thin conduc ng channel next to the
gate insulator, which can be regarded as a two-dimensional electron gas. The electron transport
behavior is dominated by sca ering on phonons or impuri es if the channel length L is long. If
the channel length L is small enough and the material is of good quality, the average momentum
relaxa on me τ is much longer than the transit me of the electrons to move from drain to
source. Hence, an average electron passes the device without a single sca ering event with a
phonon or an impurity, a mo on o en called ballis c transport. However, the electron density in
the two-dimensional layer can easily reach n=1012 cm−2 leading to an average electron distance
of≈ 100 Å. As the average distance in between electron-electron sca ering is in the same range,
the number of electron-electron collision during transit is high even for a small device with a
length of L = 1 µm. The transport behavior is thus dominated by electron-electron sca ering
and consequently the electron gas behaves like a fluid which can be described by hydrodynamic
equa ons.

For thin insula ng layers in between the gate and the channel, the electron density n is given by

n =
CUg

e
, (2.2.1)

4This is a result of different doping (n and p) of source and drain and the layer in between them. Without a gate
voltage, current cannot flow from source to drain as one of the pn-junc ons cannot be passed by electrons.
However, this effect does not play a role in the theory.
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2.2. Plasma Waves in Graphene Field-Effect Transistors

Figure 2.2.1.: Typical field-effect transistor. Source and drain are separated by a non-
conduc ng layer. When a gate voltage is applied to the gate, a conduct-
ing, thin channel of a 2D electron gas is formed. Illustra on taken from
[21].

where,C is the capacitance per unit area andUg is the effec ve gate voltage in the channel5. The
Euler equa on of mo on for the one-dimensional case is given by

∂v

∂t
+ v

∂v

∂x
= − e

m∗
e

∂Ug

∂x
− v

τ
. (2.2.2)

Here, v(x, t) is the local electron velocity, ∂Ug/∂x is the longitudinal electric field in the channel
and the last termaccounts for damping fromelectron sca ering at phonons and impuri es. When
the equa on of mo on is solved, the con nuity equa on

∂Ug

∂t
+

∂(Ugv)

∂x
= 0 (2.2.3)

must be taken into account. The equa ons 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 coincidence with the hydrodynamic
equa ons of shallow water given in many textbooks on hydrodynamics (e. g. [37, 38]). In shallow
water, thewater level is the analogon to the charge carrier density and is determined by gravity. In
the case of a field-effect transistor, the electron density is controlled by the gate voltage andnot by
the Poisson equa on as in the standard two-dimensional case. This fact has dras c consequences
on the behavior of the electron fluid, which will be discussed subsequently.

As a first case, let us assume the following boundary condi ons of the system with a constant
current in driven from source to drain and a constant voltage Ug applied to the gate. For the

5In classic field effect transistors, a threshold voltage must be reached before the channel is formed. As the
graphene channel is present at all mes, no threshold must be reached and the offset can be neglected here.
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boundary condi ons this gives us

Ug(x = 0) = const and (2.2.4)

j(x = L) = const, (2.2.5)

where the current density j = n·v is given by the electron density and the electrons’ propaga on
speed. Dyakonov and Shur define the boundary condi ons as a constant voltage in between
source and gate and a constant current density at the drain (x = L), however this is arbitrarily
chosen and can be interchanged.

As a next step, they regard the influence of a small, random fluctua on of the propaga on speed
and the gate voltage. Let the voltage and velocity at x =0 be modulated

Ug(x = 0) = U0 + Uexte
iωt and (2.2.6)

v(x = 0) = v0 + vexte
iωt. (2.2.7)

Taking the boundary condi ons and into account, the real and imaginary part of ω = ω′ + iω′′

can be derived. They read as follows:

ω′ =
|s2 + v20|
2Ls

πl (2.2.8)

ω′′ =
s2 + v20
2Ls

ln
∣∣∣∣s+ v0
s− v0

∣∣∣∣ (2.2.9)

with s =
√

eU0/m∗
e, the speed of the plasma wave. Here, l is an odd integer for |v0| ≤ s and an

even integer for |v0| ≥ s. As a realis c case is given when |v0| ≤ s, this will be considered further.

The important result at this point is the logarithmic dependence ofω′′. The term (s+v0)/(s−v0) is
the reflec on ra o of thewave atx = L. It is larger than one for v0 ≤ s, hence the reflec on leads
to an amplifica on in the system! This instability to an external fluctua on is an interes ng feature
of such a device. By running a constant current through the device, strong plasma oscilla ons are
induced in the device and hence electromagne c waves should be emi ed. Conclusively, the
device could in general be a radia on source. Mechanisms opposing a growth to an infinitely
strong wave are external and internal fric on by electron sca ering at phonons or impuri es and
internal fric on due to the viscosity of the electron fluid.

However, with other boundary condi ons, the device can also be used as a detector. This is the
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2.2. Plasma Waves in Graphene Field-Effect Transistors

second case which will be discussed in this work. Let us assume we apply a voltage Ug = U0

at the gate and run no current through the device. We now induce an external AC field (e.g. by
illumina on) in between gate and source. The boundary condi ons for this case are

Ug(x = 0) = U0 + Uext cos(ωt) and (2.2.10)

j(x = L) = 0. (2.2.11)

We will in general search for solu ons of 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 in the form ofUg(x, t) = U0+U1(x, t)+

U2(x, t)+ ... and v(x, t) = v0+v1(x, t)+v2(x, t)+ .... Here,U1 is propor onal toUext,U2 toU2
ext,

etc. The same applies for the terms of v. For the first order, the differen al equa ons reform to

∂v1
∂t

+
∂u1

∂x
+

v1
τ

= 0 (2.2.12)

∂u1

∂t
+ s2

∂v1
∂x

= 0, (2.2.13)

where u1 = eU1/m. The solu ons of 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 for the first-order case are given by

Ug = Re[(C1e
ik0x + C2e

−ik0x)e−iωt] and (2.2.14)

v = Re[ωk−1
0 s−2(C1e

ik0x + C2e
−ik0x)e−iωt] (2.2.15)

where C1 and C2 are given in [24], and depend linearly on the field Uext, a parameter which
cannot be controlled with absolute measures in our experiment. k0 = k′

0 + ik′′
0 has a real and an

imaginary part. The dispersion of the wave is given with

k′
0 =

ω

s

√(
(1 + ω−2τ−2)1/2 + 1

2

)
and (2.2.16)

k′′
0 =

ω

s

√(
(1 + ω−2τ−2)1/2 − 1

2

)
(2.2.17)

We have now derived the full wave equa on induced by an AC field at the gate for the first order
of the differen al equa on. Higher orders are much less efficiently excited and are neglected at
this point. When the solu ons of the first order at x = 0 and x = L are calculated, we find

∆U = U1(x = 0)− U1(x = L) ̸= 0! (2.2.18)
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The plasma wave induces constant a poten al in between the source and drain and hence a DC
current is flowing through the device. This effect is quite commonly named rec fica on and
can be detected with simple electronics, although the external AC field may have a frequency
way higher than the maximum opera ng frequency of the transistor (in this work ω is in the THz
range). While Dyakonov and Shur evaluate this behavior further in their publica ons [22–24]
and interested readers can refer to their reports for more details, we discussed their findings in
sufficiently to analyze the experimental findings of sec on 6.

As men oned before, the DC current induced by electromagne c radia on has been observed
in many cases, however the scien fic community disagrees on the origin of the findings. Some
scien sts believe the source are plasma waves as predicted by Dyakonov and Shur [25–27, 39,
40], while others believe the origin is a photothermal effect as shown in [41]. A shown above,
the plasma wave show a decaying electric field in the channel, while a photothermal effect is not
associated to an electric field in the channel. The detected signals in s-SNOM depend on the local
electromagne c field as shown in sec on 3.2, hence an inves ga on with s-SNOM is a suitable
tool to perform an explora on of the plasmawave. As shown in sec on 6, plasmawaves could be
found using s-SNOM on GFET devices. They show a characteris c response to the gate voltage,
finally proving the existence of the waves with a direct approach.

2.3. Near-Field Microscopy

Near-field microscopy is the most important scanning probe technique for this work. It circum-
vents the diffrac on limit of conven onal microscopes and enables the access to many funda-
mental phenomena in solid state physics at the nanometer scale. Unfortunately, there are many
abbrevia ons for this technique. Some varia ons are due to different order and highligh ng of
the words, like SNOM (scanning near-field op cal microscopy), NSOM (near-field scanning op-
cal microscopy), NFOM (near-field op cal microscopy) and near-field op cal-scanning (NFOS)

microscopy. As the focus of the research went to longer wavelengths in the last decade, there is
also the term SNIM (scanning near-field infrared microscopy). Some other names are obsolete,
like op cal stethoscopy. In the THz range, the most common term is THz near-field microscopy,
which does not have an abbrevia on, since SNTHzM cannot be enunciated. In this work, both
infrared and THz near-field microscopes are u lized. Due to a lack of an abbrevia on for those
two techniques, SNOM is chosen in the text, as it is the oldest and most common term. However,
the fundamentals of these techniques are the same. Evanescent waves are probed to break the
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2.3. Near-Field Microscopy

diffrac on limit of conven onal microscopy.

In conven onal microscopy, the achievable resolu on ∆ is defined by the distance two objects
must have to be seperated in the image. It is fundamentally limited by the wavelength used in
the microscope. In 1873, Ernst Abbe, a pioneer in modern op cs, determined the lower limit of
the resolu on [2] as

∆ =
λ

2n sin(θ)
. (2.3.1)

Here, λ is the u lized wavelength, n is the refrac ve index of the medium in between the object
and the microscope and θ is half of the opening angle of the light collected with the lense. In-
creasing the refrac ve index (e. g. with immersion oil) and the opening angle may improve the
resolu on to a certain degree, however for a fixed wavelength, there will always be a limit for the
resolu on.

There are several ways to derive equa on 2.3.1 or a similar formula with different approaches.
Two of them are presented below.

Rayleigh Criterion

The simplest way to derive this formula is the heuris c approach with the so-called Rayleigh cri-
teria. Let us assume a slit as a light source. The intensity distribu on behind the slit on a screen
is given by

I(α) ∝

sin
(

πb sin(α)
λ

)
πb sin(α)

λ

2

. (2.3.2)

Here, b is thewidth of the slit andα is the propaga on angle of the light a er the slit. The intensity
has a maximum value at α = 0 and further maxima at higher angles with the criterion of

b · sin(α) =

(
k +

1

2

)
· λ with k = 1, 2, 3, ... (2.3.3)

and minima at

b · sin(α) = k · λ with k = 1, 2, 3, ... (2.3.4)
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For small angles we can subs tute sin(α) ≈ α. Hence the main maximum has a half-width Λ of

∆ = l tan(α) ≈ l

b
· λ (2.3.5)

at a screen at the distance l. Let us now assume two slits as light sources. Rayleigh argues that the
maxima of the two sources can be dis nguished only if they are separated by at least the length
of the half-width. As ∆ depends on the wavelength, the achievable resolu on is clearly limited
by it. Higher resolu on is only possible when the distance of the screen is the same range as the
width of the slit. This behavior becomes more obvious when taking a look at paragraph 2.3.1.

Pendry’s Superlense Approach

In the highly recognized paper introducing superlensing as a concept for unlimited resolu on
in microscopy, John B. Pendry gives a very conclusive explana on for the diffrac on limit [42].
Considering a point dipole in a sample (x-y-plane) with the frequencyω in front of a lense, w.l.o.g.
the emi ed electric field can be wri en as

E⃗(r⃗, t) =
∑
kx,ky

E⃗(kx, ky) · ei(kxx+kyy+kzz−ωt). (2.3.6)

The wavevector k⃗ can be wri en as

k⃗2 = k2
x + k2

y + k2
z =

ω2

c2
. (2.3.7)

Let us now regard waves traveling into z-direc on. The kz component can be expressed for two
cases

kI
z =

√
−k2

x − k2
y +

ω2

c2
for

ω2

c2
≥ k2

x + k2
y, (2.3.8)

kII
z = i

√
k2
x + k2

y −
ω2

c2
for

ω2

c2
≤ k2

x + k2
y. (2.3.9)

Inser ng this back into equa on 2.3.6, we derive two cases for the field:

E⃗(r⃗, t) =
∑
kx,ky

E⃗(kx, ky) · ei(kxx+kyy−ωt) · eikIzz︸︷︷︸
prop.

(2.3.10)

E⃗(r⃗, t) =
∑
kx,ky

E⃗(kx, ky) · ei(kxx+kyy−ωt) · eikIIz z︸ ︷︷ ︸
evan.

. (2.3.11)
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2.3. Near-Field Microscopy

Equa on 2.3.10 will lead to propaga ng waves which will reach the lense and are detected in a
macroscopic experiment. The in-plane components are restricted by k2

x + k2
y ≤ ω2c−2, hence

there is a maximum wavevector kmax, thus limi ng the smallest detectable lateral change of op-
cal informa on in the real space. Pendry approximates the limit of the resolu on to

∆ ≈ 2π

kmax

=
2π√

k2
x + k2

y

≥ 2πc

ω
= λ. (2.3.12)

For the evanescent case, the wavevectors kx and ky do not have an upper limit and thus can
carry informa on of the op cal proper es with infinite resolu on. The key to circumvent the
diffrac on limit is the detec on of these waves. The following two chapters feature the ideas for
successfully performing such an experiment.

2.3.1. Aperture-SNOM

Roughly 50 years a er Abbe determined the limit of conven onal microscopy, E. Synge proposed
a method to achieve resolu ons beyond the diffrac on limit [3]. His idea was simple: If a small
aperture is posi oned close to the sample surface, the illuminated area is determined by the size
of the aperture and hence the resolu on is not limited by the wavelength anymore. At the me
he proposed the idea, he was not able to build such a small aperture, neither could he place it
precisely enough above the sample surface. Also, light detectors at that mewere too insensi ve
to detect the small amount of light passing through such a small aperture. The technical devel-
opments allowing for such an experiment needed decades to be developed. He died way before
his fundamental idea for aperture-SNOM (a-SNOM) could ul mately pay off.

The first report on such super-resolu on technique came by Ash and Nicholls in 1972 [5], where
they used microwaves with λ = 3 cm and achieved a resolu on of λ/20. Here, the long wave-
length facilitated the experiment dras cally, as the aperture had a size of 1.5 mm and no nano-
posi oning system was needed to place the aperture on the sample. For shorter wavelengths,
scanning probe microscopy needed to be developed first. The first report in the visible regime
was published in 1984 by Pohl et al. [43], where a resolu on of λ/20was achieved at λ = 488nm.

Today’s aperture-SNOM s ll use the same principle. An edged glass fiber is coated with a metal
film to achieve a small hole at the end. To approach and scan the sample surface, the so-called
tuning-fork method is applied, which works in a very similar way as an atomic force microscope
(AFM) in non-contact mode (see sec on A.1 for a detailed descrip on of the method). The fiber
oscillates with a small amplitude in the x-y-direc on. When it reaches the sample surface, the
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Figure 2.3.1.: Concepts of SNOM: (a) shows the idea of Synge to place a small aperture
close to a sample. The illumina on comes from the top (blue) and the
sample is illuminated only below the hole (blue semi-ellipsoid). The scat-
tered light (red) is passing the aperture and travels in all direc ons. The
experimental implementa on of three different a-SNOM is shown in (b),
where metal-coated glass fibers are applied. The illumina on is always il-
lustrated with blue, the sca ered light with red arrows. The relevant part
of the sample, contribu ng to the sca ered signal, is shown with the blue
semi-ellipsoids. When Babinet’s principle is applied to Synge’s idea, the
aperture is replaced with a small sca erer (c). The experimental imple-
menta on is shown in (d), where a metallized AFM p is used as such a
small sca erer close to the sample surface.
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2.3. Near-Field Microscopy

oscilla on is damped and the eigenfrequency shi s. This shi is used as the control parameter in
the a-SNOM. The op cal resolu on achieved with this technique is limited by two factors. Firstly,
the amount of light transmi ed through a nanoscale hole is very small, hence the detector must
be sensi ve enough for the applica on. Secondly, the light penetrates into the metal coa ng via
the skin effect [44], leading to a lower resolu on limit of roughly 30-50 nm [45].

Today, a-SNOM is not longer a topic of fundamental research in physics but a rather common
and commercially available technique applied in many other scien fic areas like biology. A re-
cent and detailed review ar cle is found in [46]. One major point why a-SNOM has less impact
in fundamental solid state physics in the recent years can be explained with the trend towards
shorter and longer wavelengths. Here, compared to the visible regime, many more phenomena
are far less explored (compare sec on 2.4). At smaller wavelengths, the diffrac on-limit is less
problema c, as an UV or X-ray microcope achieves good resolu on intrinsically. For larger wave-
lengths, the interest for tools for the inves ga ons on the nanometer scale is unevenly higher
due to the reduced resolu on with conven onal techniques. However, the power transmi ance
of this fiber-based technique is too ny to be u lized in this field of research.

Figure 2.3.1 (a) illustrates the idea of Synge. An aperture is placed above a sample and illuminated.
The light reaches the sample only in the area where the aperture’s hole is placed. The sca ered
light from the sample can be detected. The experimental implementa on of Synge’s idea is de-
picted in (b). Three types of a-SNOM are shown. All u lize a metal coated glass fiber with a small
opening at their ends. On the le , the illumina on is performed through the fiber and the light
is collected a er transmission through the sample. In the second case (center), the illumina on
comes from the bo om and the sca ered light of the small area is collected with the fiber. Both
these two methods have the disadvantage that only transparent samples can be inves gated. In
the third case (right), both illumina on and collec on of the light is performed through the fiber.
This can be performed on absorbing samples, however the light must go through the small hole
of the fiber two mes, strongly reducing the amount of light which can finally be detected.

2.3.2. Scattering-SNOM

According to Babinet’s principle, the diffrac on pa ern of an aperture and its complementary
body is the same. For this reason, the aperture proposed by Synge can be exchanged by a small
sca erer placed close to the sample surface, depicted in figure 2.3.1 (c). When this idea is trans-
ferred to a-SNOM, the fiber can be replaced by a metal AFM p (d). Here, the illumina on is
coming from the side and the p sca ers the light arising from the area below the p towards
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the detector. Although this vivid explana on of the s-SNOM working principle is plausible, the
theory of the fundamental mechanisms and the detec on principle is much more complex and
described in detail in sec on 3.1. In the following paragraph the state-of-the-art of s-SNOM is
briefly described.

The p-sample system is usually illuminated from the top/side direc on via a non-dispersive
parabolic mirror (or less o en a lense) and most groups collect the backsca ered light with the
same mirror [7, 15, 47–52] which has the advantage that only one parabolic mirror (with 6 de-
grees of freedom) has to be properly aligned. However, some groups also use a forward sca ering
detec on scheme [53] for measurements less sensi ve to beam fluctuac ons. It is also applied
in me-domain-spectroscopy-SNOM (TDS-SNOM) for easier alignment of the setup and due to
a larger dynamic range of the detectors [54–56] allowing for the correct separa on of the large
background and small near-field signals. Although the setups are most commonly illuminated
from the top under an angle, some groups use an a enuated total reflec on (ATR) illumina on
scheme from the bo om [57]. This strongly reduces influences of the background, but has the
disadvantage that a prism is needed as a light-transmissive op cal element, taking away the ad-
vantage of a completely wavelength-independent setup. Today, this illumina on is rarely applied
in s-SNOM as the data interpreta on is complex when the light has passed the sample and the
prism two mes. Recently, ATR illumina on was applied in p-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(TERS) [58].

All s-SNOM techniques have two aspects in common: Firstly, the background is sufficiently sup-
pressed via the modula on of the p sample distance, as the near-field is only present close to
the sample surface (see sec on 3.2.3). While most group apply higher-harmonic demodula on
via lock-in amplifiers, there is also a report on phase-domain sampling of the can levers’ phase
correla ng it to the detectors’ signal with data post-processing [59]. Secondly, the resolu on only
depends on the apex of the u lized p and not on the wavelength. The typical resolu on lies in
the range of a few ten nanometers [7, 15, 60], even values of 3 nm were reported [45].

Since the first s-SNOMs reported by Inouye et al. and Zenhauser et al. in 1994 [4, 45], the tech-
nique has come a long way. Only two years later, the first mid-infrared s-SNOM showed a reso-
lu on of 17 nm at a wavenlength of λ = 10.6 µm [6], the clear proof that the wavelength does
not play a role in the resolu on of s-SNOM. A er that, homodyne [49], heterodyne [50], pseudo-
heterodyne [51] and synthe c op cal holography [61] have been developed to seperate ampli-
tude and phase of the sca ered near field signal. Broadband radia on allows for the deduc on
of nano-op cal spectra via nano-FTIR [62]. In the recent years, low-temperature s-SNOM is in
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the scope of several researchers [63–67]. Another field of research was opened through the inte-
gra on of pump-probe setups with s-SNOM for me-resolved measurements with fs resolu on
[68–70].

In general s-SNOMmaps a material contrast at the nanoscale (see sec on 3.1). With correct ref-
erencing, it can even deliver quan ta ve values for the dielectric constants [52]. Almost every
effect influencing the op cal proper es that can be measured at the macroscopic scale can be
measured with s-SNOM as well. Below, some examples are given. Areas of different electron
densi es can be iden fied with the technique [15] including also transient phenomena like plas-
mon resonances [71, 72]. Phonon resonances can be iden fied [63, 73–77] as well as vibra onal
bonds of chemical reac on products [62, 78, 79]. It has been successfully combined with Raman
spectroscopy [58, 80] and can also be used to directly map stress and strain [81, 82].

The integra on of s-SNOM to infrared and THz beamlines of large scale facili es is becomingmore
and more common to u lize the unique characteris cs of either ultra-broadband radia on from
synchrotrons [53, 77, 83–85] or narrow-band radia on from free-electron lasers [7, 63, 86, 87]
realized at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf by the group of Prof. Eng.

Low THz s-SNOM has seen a huge interest in the last few years. Many scien fic groups working
with s-SNOM reported on their progress in this field. There are few light sources available offering
narrow-band radia on, either tunable and from free-electron lasers with low availability [7] or
only at dis nct laser lines [15, 48, 88]. These sources offer the inves ga on of resonant behaviour.
Other groups use short and broadband THz pulses with me-domain spectroscopy to deduce
nano-spectroscopic informa on in the lowTHz range [54–56, 89]. One advantage of this approach
is the direct probing of the near-field compared to detec on schemes where the near-field needs
to interfere with a background before it can be detected.

In this work THz s-SNOM u lizing both broadband radia on from a photoconduc ve antenna as
well as narrow-band radia on from the free-electron laser FELBE has been applied. The results
are presented in sec on 4.3 and 6.

2.4. THz Optics

THz radia on is part of the electromagne c spectrum and is quite roughly determined. Defi-
ni ons cover frequencies of 0.1 THz up to the so-called mul -THz range of 40 THz6. The main

6As the term THz has become a buzzword in the last decade, it is quite o en used for mid-infrared radia on as well.
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reason part of the electromagne c spectrum is commonly named THz gap is the lack of available
THz sources, espacially from 1 to 10 THz . Only in the last three decades, THz sources have be-
come available to more than just a few pioneer scien sts and almost none of them are turn-key
devices. The main reason for the lack of sources is that concepts of op cs and electronics can-
not simply be transferred to this range. To achieve an inversion popula on the lasing material
must be cooled down 7 with liquid helium. Also, electronic devices reaching such high frequen-
cies become highly inefficient and thus deliver very low radia on power. They same is valid for
THz detectors. Although there has been quite remarkable progress in the field, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the area of 3-10 THz s ll is not covered by table-top laser sources suitable
for s-SNOM. In this sec on, an overview of physical phenomena in the THz range, of THz sources
and THz detectors will be given.

Physical Phenomena in the THz regime

Many interes ng physical phenomena in THz range exist, and there has been a significant rise in
the number of publica ons in the last years. Raising no claim to completeness, some are listed
below.

• Phonon energies can lie in the low THz range. e. g., for GaAs, acous c and op cal phonons
have frequencies of 0.5 and 0.8 THz [90].

• As shown in sec on 2.1, charge carrier densi es of 1016 to 1018 /cm3 have plasma frequen-
cies in the THz range. Thus, THz radia on is very sensi ve to small electron concentra ons.

• Zeeman spli ng effects can be inves gated with THz radia on [91].

• Another effect controlled by applied magne c fields is the cyclotron resonance, which can
lie in the THz region and is of relevance for THz detec on. [92].

• Dopants in semiconductors can have ioniza on energies of fewmeV [93] (e. g. an Sb donor
in Ge will induce a resonance of the system at 2 THz).

• In so called highly correlated material systems, energies of la ce vibra ons, spin waves
and electron-hole pairs can have energies in the low THz range. As these phenomena have
the same energy range, they are strongly entangled and show fascina ng proper es. [94].

• Surface Plasmons exist also at THz frequency [95].

• Magnons usually have resonances in the low THz regime [96].
71 THz =̂ 300 µm =̂ 4.1 meV =̂ 47.6 K
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• Quite recently, non-linear effects due to ultra-strong THz fields could beobserved in graphene
[97].

Interested readers may also refer to the review paper by Lewis [1].

THz sources

The lack of high power and reliable THz sources has been the main reason for the slow develop-
ment in THz science and technology in the past. However, as interest in the explora on of the
THz regime has risen in the last decades, now more and more THz sources are available using
different concepts. As THz science as a field of research may be rela vely unfamiliar to some
readers, the most common concepts will be briefly introduced in this sec on. For more details,
readers may consult the review ar cles and book given in [98–100]. The first THz sources were
incoherent and broadband radia on sources, like the globar source and the mercury lamp (the
la er is s ll used in many FTIR applica ons today), however state-of-the-art THz sources are all
coherent. Hence, we will focus on these sources in this sec on.

The first high power cw sources in the THz regime were alcohol lasers, running at dis nct laser
lines. The most common lasermedium is CH3OH delivering radia on with a frequency of 2.54
THz. They can have output powers of≥ 100 mW [101] and have even been u lized for THz near-
field microscopy [15]. However, the cavity of such a laser must be several meters large, the pump
power is usually supplied by a very strong CO2 laser and hence a heavy duty and precise cooling
system must be installed to guarantee stable laser performance. Overall, this makes the use of
such a laser very imprac cal.

Other narrow-band cw sources are quantum cascade laser (QCLs). They can in general be de-
signed to a desired wavelength and newest designs are quite tuneable [102]. There are more
and more companies offering turn-key solu ons, however the devices are expensive. The output
power ranges around 1 mW. Also, cryogenic temperatures are needed to operate the systems.
With state-of-the-art closed-cycle cooling systems, this has become less challenging in the last
years. In s-SNOM QCL with a frequency of 3 THz have successfully been applied [103] as well as
mid-infrared QCLs [104]. However, the regime from 3 to 10 THz is s ll not covered.

A very new cw source for THz scien sts are high-power Scho ky diodes. With frequency upmixing
they now reach almost one THz and have even been applied for s-SNOM [48]. The are commer-
cially available with powers of up to a few ten mW [105]. However, the upconversion efficiency
of the diodes will decrease further for higher frequencies and probably never reach the range of
few THz.
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While the sources men oned above are narrow-band emi ers, there are also pulsed and broad-
band emi ers available. A quite common concept is the u liza on of short and broadband visible
or infrared laser pulses for op cal rec fica on. The fs pulse is shot on a crystal which shows a
significant non-linearity in intense electric fields. Most commonly, ZnTe is used for this applica-
on. Here, the non-linear dependence of the polarisa on to the electric field leads to difference

frequency genera on of all spectral components included in the laser pulse. This creates a ps THz
pulse with a spectrum ranging from few ten GHz up to roughly 5 THz. The disadvantage is that
even for small THz powers of few ten µW, the crystal is already at the breakdown input power
due to very low conversion efficiency. Recently, lithium niobate has been u lized for pulsed THz
emission. Here, the breakdown of the crystal can be circumvented through strong dispersion at
visible wavelengths. As many scien sts are interested in large THz fields, this concept is mostly
used with low repe on-rate laser sources to create intense THz pulses. Due to the low repe -
on rate, it has not been applied with s-SNOM yet. Both types of sources are explained in more

detail in [106].

In this work both broadband and narrow-band THz sources were applied. The working principles
are presented in detail in the follwing.

The broadband source is a photoconduc ve antenna (PCA). The concept is depicted in figure
2.4.1. Two electrodes are seperated by a semiconductor8. Between the electrodes, a DC voltage
is applied. In the ground state, almost no current is running in between the electrodes. Electrons
are now excited into the conduc on band by a fs laser pulse (red) and leave holes in the valence
band. The charge carriers are separated by the applied voltage and induce a current flow rising
and then falling again in between the electrodes. This process lasts for a short period of me and
is limited by the charge carrier life me9.

Moving charges will always induce an electromagne c field following Eind ∝ dI(t)/dt. As a
result, broadband THz radia on (blue) is emi ed from the device. For this work, a large-area
device combining many of such antennas was used10. It has a spectrum from roughly 200 GHz to
5 THz and a peak emission frequency of 1-1.5 THz. The output power reaches up to 1 mW [107].
As fs lasers are used to excite the antenna, it is a suitable source to be combined with other
me-resolved techniques and can be detected via me-domain spectroscopy (TDS, see following

sec on). The emission spectrumof a PCA is quite similar to the spectrumof a rec fica on emi er.
However, the efficiency of rec fied emission is very low and cannot be improved further due to
8most commonly low-temperature grown GaAs
9for GaAs typically in the range of few ns

10Tera-SED 10, LASER QUANTUM LTD
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fs laser pulse 

Single cycle and 
broadband THz 
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e h 

VDC 

Figure 2.4.1.: Schema c drawing of a PCA. On a substrate material, two electrodes (or-
ange) and a suitable semiconductor (green) in between them are grown.
When a fs laser pulse hits the semiconductor, charge carriers are sepa-
rated and transferred between the electrodes, inducing an electromag-
ne c field propaga ng out of the device.
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the breakdown limit of the crystals when the excita on laser is focused in the crystal. PCAs are
already at least as strong as rec fied emi ers, but s ll under development and become more
efficient every year. Although PCAs are ac ve devices as they need to be driven with a power
supply, theywill very likely be the broadband emi er of choice formany applica ons in the future.

The narrow-band THz source applied in this work is the free-electron laser FELBE located at the
Helmholtz-Center Dresden-Rossendorf. Free-electron lasers (FEL) deliver intense and narrow-
band radia on and are usually tuneable over a wide spectral range. FEL theory is complex, but
can be managed. However, the technical implementa on is costly and challenging, the opera ng
costs are also high due to large power consump on (e. g. by LHe cooling). Hence only few of this
large facility lasers are available. To the best of our knowledge, the s-SNOM u lized in this work
is the only near-field microscope at such a beamline and can be used in the wavelength range of
λ =5 - 230 µm. In the following, the FEL working principle will be explained.

A schema c picture of an FEL is shown in figure 2.4.2. A rela vis c electron beam is guided
into an array of alterna ng magnets. Here, the electrons experience an undula ng movement
around their propaga on direc on. On each curve, they emit electromagne c radia on as they
are accelerated radially. This kind of radia on is called synchrotron radia on or also magneto-
bremsstrahlung. The wavelength of the emi ed radia on is on the one hand determined by the
distance of the undulator’s magnet and their magne c field strength. On the other hand, the
electron energy is an important and tunable parameter. Addi onally, one needs to consider rel-
a vis c effects, namely the Lorentz contrac on of the undulator as viewed from the electrons
coordinate system and secondly the change of the wavelength for an observer outside the FEL
due to the rela vis c Doppler effect. The overall wavelength is given by [109]

λ =
λu

2γ2

(
1 +

K2

2

)
with γ =

1√
1− v2/c2

and K =
eBuλu

2πmec
. (2.4.1)

Bu is the magne c field of the undulator and λu the distance of two equally poled magnets.

At FELBE, the accelerator delivers electron bunches with a repe on rate of frep =13 MHz with
electron energies of up to 40MeV. The cavity length is matched to a value that a round trip of the
light matches this frequency and for every cycle new electrons are injected into the undulator.
The electron bunches are longer than the wavelength λu of the undulator. All electrons in general
emit at a random phase and the radia on is incoherent. Coherent emission is achieved by so-
called micro-bunching. Here, the electromagne c field in the cavity interacts with the electrons,
decreasing or increasing their energy depending on their phase compared to the electromagne c
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2.4. THz Op cs

Figure 2.4.2.: Schema c drawing of a free-electron laser taken from [108]. An electron
accelerator (1) delivers electron bunches which are guided by dipolar mag-
nets (2) into the cavi ty. The electrons’ movement in the cavity is influence
by alterna ng sta c magne c fields and they emit radia on at each wig-
gle un l they reach the end of the undulator and are directed towards a
beam dump. The emi ed radia on is stored in the laser cavity. In contrast
to a usual laser systems, the outcoupling is established via a hole instead
of a par ally transmi ng laser mirror. The reason is the tuneability of the
laser and the lack of materials which are par ally transmi ng over the
large spectral range of the FEL.
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field. The randomly distributed electrons become concentrated in microbunches. Their distance
matches the wavelength of the emi ed electromagne c field and coherence is achieved. Inter-
ested readers may refer to [110] for a short theore cal essay of free-electron lasers, [109] for a
much more detailed discussion and [108] for a review of state-of-the-art technologies and their
future applica ons.

Free-electron lasers in general can be used to create strong coherent radia on from hard X-rays
to millimeter waves. A list with many parameters of the roughly 50 facili es worldwide can be
found in [111]. The free-electron laser FELBE delivers radia on from 5-230 µm wavelength with
two different undulators and delivers powers of several wa s at any wavelength. Depending of
the se ngs, more than 100 wa s of power can be reached [112]. In contrast to most other
facili es, FELBE delivers pulses with a repe on rate high enough for the usage in s-SNOM. In
this work, the U100 undulator of FELBE was used with 2 THz (=̂ 150 µm) radia on.

THz detection

In general, THz detec on concepts can be classified in two categories. On the one hand, detec-
on systems which detect intensi es I ∝ E2 of the THz field and can detect incoherent radia on

are e. g. applied in FTIR spectroscopy. They can directly detect any THz radia on and thus also
pick up any random background noise, like blackbody radia on from the surroundings. On the
other hand, coherent detec on systems are more complex in their applica on and can only be
applied for pulsed and coherent detec on. However, as they directly detect E and usually inte-
grate the signals over a certain amount of me, random background fluctua ons are averaged
to zero and efficiently suppressed. In this work, both coherent and incoherent detec on systems
were applied. Their working principles are explained below.

The most prominent incoherent detec on systems for THz radia on are photodetectors with
shallow impuri es such as gallium-doped germanium and pyroelectric detectors like bolometers
[113]. Both achieve best sensi vity and signal-to-noise ra o when they are cooled to cryogenic
temperatures. Assuming the electrons’ distribu on in the detector to be given by the Maxwell-
Boltzmann sta s c, 2 THz radia on corresponds to a temperature of∼ 95 K11.

In this work a LHe-cooled hot-electron bolometer12 was used to detect 2 THz radia on from the
free-electron laser FELBE. Here, the InSb sensor is cooled to a temperature of 4.2 K. The elec-
trons are only weakly coupled to the crystal la ce and interac on with phonons is minimized.
112 THz =̂ 8.2 meV, kB = 8,62·10−2 meV/K⇒ T = 95 K.
12QMC Instruments QFI/XBI
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2.4. THz Op cs

Figure 2.4.3.: Rela ve response of standard and magne cally tuned InSb hot-electron
bolometers. Figure taken from [114]. The InSb applied in this work is
tuned to roughly 2 THz (dahed line).

Whenever photons are absorbed by thematerial, the temperature rises and the electronmobility
µe ∝ T 3/2 changes [114]. The low effec vemassm∗

e of the charge carriers allow for fast detec on
of the changes. In InSb bolometers, the effec ve relaxa on me of the system is roughly 0.3 µs
and the bandwidth (-3 dB) is stated to be 1 MHz. For a typical s-SNOM, this should be the lower
bandwidth limit of the detector. During this work, signals with even higher frequencies of 1.6
MHz were detected.

Standard InSb bolometers can be used to detect radia on with frequencies below 1.5 THz. The
key to use such a bolometer for higher frequencies is to exploit the cyclotron resonance of the
electrons in the crystal. As already men oned above, this resonance o en lies in the THz range.
Here, a permanent magne c field B is used to tune the cyclotron resonance to the desired fre-
quency ωc = eB/m∗

ec. As this resonance is accompanied by strong absorp on, the highest sensi-
vity of the detector can be deliberately tuned to the desired frequency. Typical sensi vity spec-

tra of such a detector are shown in figure 2.4.3. Here, the response peak is only a few hundred
GHz wide. By using an inhomogeneous magne c field, the resonance peak can be broadened as
the effec ve cyclotron resonance is spa ally varying within the InSb crystal. However, a broader
peak corresponds to lower sensi vity at a fixed frequency and the tuning should be chosenwisely
for each applica on.

For coherent detec on, either photoconduc ve antennas or electro-op c sampling can be ap-
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plied. In photoconduc ve antennas the detec on principle is as follows: No DC voltage is applied
when the fs laser pulse creates free charge carriers in the semiconductor. If a THz pulse hits the
antenna at the same me, the carriers are transported to the electrodes due to the presence of
the THz field and create a net current which can be measured. Although the alignment is rela-
vely simple, the me-resolu on of this technique is limited by the carrier life me and are in this

sense inferior to electro-op c sampling, where the me-resolu on is only limited by the laser
pulse length.

Electro-op c sampling is a highly efficient and low-noise detec on method for pulsed and syn-
chronized THz radia on. As it measures the THz field in the me-domain it is o en called me-
domain spectroscopy or TDS. The term spectroscopy applies as the pulse informa on can be
fourier-transformed into the frequency-domain directly allowing for spectral inves ga on. A typ-
ical setup is shown in figure 2.4.4. A focused THz pulse and a linearly polarized fs laser pulse are
focused onto an electro-op c crystal13. If there is no temporal overlap of the beams (a), the fs
laser pulse first passes the electro-op c crystal and then a λ/4 waveplate, where its polariza on
is changed to circular. The two polariza on components are now equally split up by a Wollaston
prism (WP) and detected by two highly sensi ve photodiodes. If the laser pulse and the THz pulse
have a temporal overlap at the electro-op c crystal (b), the linear polariza on of the laser pulse
is rotated via the Pockels effect induced by the THz pulse. Please note that the Pockels effect is
sensi ve to the THz electric field and not to its intensity. A er passing the λ/4 waveplate, the
beam has ellip cal polariza on and is unequally split up by the Wollaston prism. The intensity
change at the photodiodes can be measured with high sensi vity and precision by differen al
amplifiers and hence leads to the most sensi ve detector for THz radia on. As the measurement
is usually averaged over thousands or millions of pulses, random background fluctua ons of the
electric field are simply averaged out. In comparison, incoherent detectors will show random
background field fluctua ons as a noise floor. If the temporal delay of the fs laser and the THz
is changed via a delay line, the amplitude and phase of the THz pulse can be measured with a
temporal resolu on limited only by the pulse length of the fs laser. For this reason, this is o en
called sub-cycle resolu on, as the resolu on is shorter than the THz pulse. Full amplitude and
phase informa on makes the coherent detec on inherently superior to incoherent detec on,
as phase informa on is lost unless it is combined with a phase-sensi ve detec on method like
interferometry. Whenever possible, coherent detec on should be applied.

13There are other devices such as PCAs which can be applied as well, however electro-op c crystals were used in
this work and the theore cal descrip on is regarding this method only.
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Figure 2.4.4.: Electro-op c sampling setup. (a) shows the principle with no temporal
overlap of the THz (blue) and fs laser (red) pulse. The fs laser is equally
split at the photodiodes (PDs). With temporal overlap (b), the polarisa on
of the laser pulsed is turned at the electro-op c crystal (EO) and the beam
is unequally split up to the PDs.
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Electro-op c sampling can in general be applied for any combina on of synchronized THz pulse
and fs laser. The only requirement is a detec on crystal which is transparent and show the Pockels
effect for both the THz radia on and fs laser. It can be applied for mid-infrared [68] and for low
THz radia on [56]. To achieve a larger signal-to-noise ra on, a chopper is usually placed into the
beam path of the THz pulse and the signal at the photodiodes is modulated with the chopping
frequency. Using a Lock-In amplifier demodula ng the signal using the chopping frequency as the
reference frequency, it reaches a dynamic range of more than 90 dB [115] and is hence the most
sensi ve THz method available.
THz s-SNOM is a field of research which is s ll under explora on. It has been applied with narrow
band radia on from cw sources [15, 116] and with the tuneable free-electron laser FELBE [7] for
mapping charge carrier densi es. In a recent report, a fully electronic THz source has been applied
for the very low THz range [48]. Another track is the u lisa on of broadband THz radia on and
detec on in a TDS s-SNOM system. Here, first reports are from 2008 [54], while quality has been
improved dras cally in the last years [55, 56]. Recently, a TDS s-SNOM has been applied to study
the proper es of graphene [89]. Now, even commercial systems are available [117]. However,
there is s ll much open room for explora on.
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3. SNOM-Theory

Alles, was noch nicht gewesen ist, ist Zukunft, wenn es nicht gerade
jetzt ist.

(Dr. Angela Merkel)

This chapter provides a discussion on the theore cal background of sca ering-type scanning near-
field microscopy. As the focus of this thesis is on experimental work, the fundamental theory
introduced by Knoll and Keilmann is explained briefly. Although this analy c descrip on of a
model sca ering-type near-field microscope is rather simple, it s ll predicts the experimental
behaviour quite well. The experimental detec on of the predicted signatures with Lock-In am-
plifiers at higher harmonics is explained as well. Moreover, several experimental methods for
phase-resolved detec on are presented. Furthermore, the model is expanded for systems with
non-constant sample proper es in sec on 3.3. Here, amplitude-modula on leads to the crea on
of sidebands in the s-SNOM signal which can be detected with enhanced signal-to-noise ra o. As
a last point, more realis c p geometries are inves gated with numerical methods to explain the
divergence of the dipole model to experimental observa ons.

3.1. Dipole Model

Themost common analy c descrip on of a sca ering-type near-field microscope was introduced
by Berhard Knoll and Fritz Keilmann in their seminal paper in 2000 [118]. Although the model is
analy c and rela vely simple, in many cases the predic ons of this approach match quite well to
the experimental results and can even be used for quan ta ve analysis of complex permi vity
at the local scale [52]. This sec on is summarizing Knoll’s and Keilmann’s model as it is needed
for further discussions in this chapter and for the interpreta on of the experimental results.

Firstly, they propose a sphere much smaller than λ as an approxima on for the sca ering p,
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Figure 3.1.1.: Schema c sketch of the dipole model. (a) shows the case for the electric
field E direc on perpendicular to the surface. The sphere with the radius
a and the distance z to the sample surface has a dipole moment p⃗p (red
and blue color) in the same direc on. The induced mirror dipole has the
same direc on for |εs| ≤ 1, but not necessarily the same size. In the case
of field direc on parallel to the surface (b), the dipole moments show in
opposite direc on.

which is made of an isotropic material with a radius a ≪ λ and the polarizability α. In textbooks
on classical electrodynamics (e. g. [119]), the polarizability of such a sphere in vacuum is given by

α = 4πa3 ·
(
ϵp − 1

εp + 2

)
. (3.1.1)

Here, εp is the complex dielectric constant of the sphere, labeled with p as it is the probe material
in the s-SNOM.Whenever there is an electric field present at the sphere, a dipole moment p⃗p will
be induced

p⃗p = αE⃗. (3.1.2)

Secondly, they assume the center of the sphere is located at a distance r from the sample filling
the lower halfspace and, firstly, consider the case of E⃗ perpendicular to the surface (see figure
3.1.1 (a)). The dipole of the sphere has a field at the sample surface underneath the p given by
E⃗surf = p⃗/(2πr3), leading to surface charges which will again induce an electric field in the upper
halfspace. This effect is well known and is best described by an image dipole p⃗s which is located
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3.1. Dipole Model

in the sample at a distance of r below the surface. This dipole moment is labeled with s for the
sample and is given by

p⃗s = β · p⃗p =
(
εs − 1

εs + 1

)
· p⃗p. (3.1.3)

The image dipole’s an electric field alters the total field at the posi on of sphere. Hence, the
dipole moment pp will be larger as well and is now given by

p⃗p = α

(
E⃗ +

p⃗s
16πr3

)
=

(
α

1− αβ
16πr3

)
· E. (3.1.4)

The whole system now exhibits a total field induced by both the sphere’s and the image dipole.
At large distances, it can be describe as a single dipole with the effec ve polarizability

αeff =
α(1 + β)

1− αβ
16πr3

. (3.1.5)

for the perpendicular case.

For the case of the incident field being polarized parallel to the sample surface, two changes in
the calcula on must be considered. Firstly, the p dipole’s field at the sample surface is given
by E⃗surf = −p⃗/(4πr3) and the image dipole moment is then given by p⃗s = −βp⃗p as depicted in
figure 3.1.1 (b). Following the same path as before, the effec ve polarizability reads

αeff =
α(1− β)

1− αβ
32πr3

(3.1.6)

for the parallel case.

Please note that all thoughts to this point neglect phase retarda on in between the two dipoles
and is thus o en called the quasi-electrosta c solu on to the problem. To find the sca ering
cross-sec on of the system, theMie-theory for sca ering of electromagne c waves on small par-
cles is applied. In the Rayleigh-limit (a ≪ λ) the cross-sec ons for sca ering and absorp on

are given by

Csca =
k4

6π
|αeff|2 Cabs = kIm{αeff}, (3.1.7)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavevector. The sca ering cross-sec on as a func on of r is depicted
in figure 3.1.2 for a laser wavelength of 10.6 µm. The sphere and sample are made of pla num
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Figure 3.1.2.: Sca ering cross-sec on of a small sphere (a = 20 nm) with εp = −1450

and εs = −4679 (both taken from [120]). The wavelength is 10.6 µm.
Please note that values with a distance below a are neglected as the
sphere touches the surface and the cross-sec on has unphysically large
values.

and gold, respec vely. The typical non-linear distance-dependence for small distances is visi-
ble for both the perpendicular and parallel case of the calcula on. At a distance of a few ten
nanometers, the near-field signal completely vanishes. The cross-sec on in the perpendicular
case is more than a factor of 107 larger than in the parallel case. The reason for this is that the
sample response func on β = 1.0004 is close to 1 and the effec ve polarizability becomes ny.
Figura vely speaking, the image dipole p⃗s in figure 3.1.1 (b) has the exact same dipole moment
p⃗p and thus they cancel each other out. The overall sca ering cross-sec on is very small and also
the contrast of the signal close to the surface and far away from it is small. The next sec on will
illustrate the experimental way to find such small signals.

To this point, the shape of the p has been approximated by a sphere. To incorporate the p’s
elongated shape in the theory, the dipole model has been expanded to the so-called finite dipole
model introduced by Cvitkovic et al. [121], where the p is approximated by a spheroid with the
long axis perpendicular to the sample surface. However, the model is restricted to lengths of the
spheroid of L ≤ λ/4 and is not suitable for large p sizes as supplied by Rocky Mountain Nan-
otechnology (see sec on A.2). To inves gate these ps’ behavior in more detail on a theore cal
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Figure 3.1.3.: Modifica on of the dipole model in [121] for the perpendicular case. The
incident light does not only illuminate the sphere, but also the reflected
light is also taken into account. When the sphere is located on different
materials the amount of reflected light can change strongly. As the sphere
is located close to the sample surface, the reflec ons illumina ng it are
located very close by and hence do not annihilate the sub-diffrac on res-
olu on.

level, a numerical simula on is a suitable choice and performed in sec on 3.4.

In her model, Cvitkovic also takes the sample reflec vity into account, as it has been discussed
by others, e. g. [122]. Experimentally it is impossible to illuminate the probe without illumina ng
the sample beyond the p. The reflected beam will contribute to the effec ve field at the probe
(see figure 3.1.3). When scanning different sample areas, the amount of reflected light needs to
be taken into account via the Fresnel coefficients of the inves gated sample. Here, the effec ve
probe polarizability is given by

αeff,rn =
α(1 + rn)

2

1− αβ
16πr3

(3.1.8)

for the perpendicular case, where rn is the Fresnel coefficient of the sample. The same argu-
ments apply for the parallel case. Note that the sub-diffrac on resolu on is not compromised by
this reflec on as the p is only a few ten nanometers above the sample surface in an s-SNOM
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experiment. Hence, the reflec on contribu ng to the effec ve field at the sphere is laterally only
few ten nanometers apart from the sphere.

3.2. Detection and Demodulation

As discussed above, sca ering cross-sec ons in near-field microscopy are small, compared to far-
field experiments they are ny. This fact is an obstacle on its own. Addi onally, most of the
illumina ng radia on is not even contribu ng to the near-field interac on at all. Whenever a
light, infrared or THz source is u lized to illuminate a p for a near-field experiment, its focus will
be much larger than the p apex and hence create a large area of intense radia on around the
p. The area at the p end which actually contributes to the near-field interac on is small. This

problem worsens for larger wavelengths, as the focus size increases due to diffrac on and the
radia on density at the p end decreases. Ul mately, a much larger amount of far-field radia on
is sca ered directly from larger structures (e. g. the p shank and large structures on the sample)
and eventually reach the detector than the sca ered radia on from the near-field interac on.

In order to deduce the ny near-field signal from these far-field contribu ons, the most com-
monly used technique is called higher-harmonic demodula on [118, 123]. The idea is to use the
short interac on lengths of the near-field as an advantage for probing these small signals. By
periodically changing the p-sample distance z = r − a, the p exhibits stronger and weaker
near-field coupling during each oscilla on, hence the sca ered signal amplitude is modulated as
well. These small changes with a dis nct frequency can be detected with Lock-In amplifiers with
enormous sensi vity, gain and noise reduc on. Signals in the nV range can be detected with a
dynamic reserve of 100 dB, hence the near-field signal can be extracted from the much larger
background noise. The principles and state-of-the art of Lock-In amplifiers applied in this work
are well explained in [124] and will not be discussed in detail here.

Let us now assume the p oscillates with an amplitude of zosc and a frequencyΩ close above the
sample surface. The distance can then be expressed by

z(t) = z0 + zosc ·
(
1 + cos(Ωt)

)
. (3.2.1)

Consequently, r(t) = z(t) + a and thus αeff(t) are now me-dependend.

The overall sca ered field reaching the detector is now consis ng of near-fieldEnf , field sca ered
at the p shank Ets and background Ebg far-field radia on, while all field scale linearly with the
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size of the incoming field Einc. The background field Ebg does not depend on the oscilla on
frequency of the p, as it is sca ered only at parts in the setupwhich are located at fixed posi ons.
The field can be it can now be expressed by a Fourier series

Esca(z) = Enf (z(t)) + Ets(z(t)) + Ebg = E0 + E1 cos(Ωt) + E2 cos(2Ωt) + ... (3.2.2)

where E0 is by far the largest field and does not depend on the me. As the detector measures
only intensi es, the interference of these fields leads to

Idet ∝ const.

+
(
E1E2 + 2E0E1

)
cos(Ωt) +

(
0.5E2

1 + 2E0E2

)
cos(2Ωt)

+ higher harmonics. (3.2.3)

It is feasible to assume that only mixed terms with E0 are detected, as all other terms are much
smaller and can be neglected. As E0 is assumed to be constant, the change in signal strength
on the detector is origina ng from the change in electric field Esca. For the field Ets sca ered
from the p shank, the change is linear with z and thus only contribu ng toE1. For the near-field
contribu onEnf , the distance dependence is strongly non-linear (see equa on 3.1.5) and hence
contributes to E1, E2 and all higher harmonics. Accordingly, the detector signal demodulated at
higher harmonics of Ω leads to the near-field informa on.

This technique is schema cally shown in figure 3.2.1. The near-field microscope is illustrated
in (a). The p end, shank and the sample are illuminated by a diffrac on-limited focused light
source. The p is oscilla ng close to the sample surface with a frequency Ω. Light which is scat-
tered from the p shank does not exhibit near-field interac ons and therefore has a linear de-
pendence on the p-sample distance z (b). As discussed in chapter 3.1, the near-field signal (c) is
strongly non-linear with z and mostly contributes on the first few nanometers above the sample
surface. The lower row of the figure schema cally shows the Fourier coefficients in the frequency
domain. The far-field (d) only has a contribu on at the p oscilla on frequency Ω. The near-field
however has components at mul ples of Ω as well (e). When these higher harmonics are de-
tected with a Lock-In amplifier, the deduc on of the near-field informa on is possible.

The detec on method presented above is o en called direct detec on or self-homodyne detec-
on mode as it u lizes the background field Ebg to amplify the small near-field contribu ons. It

has the obvious disadvantage that the size of the background field cannot be determined easily
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and the amplifica on is unknown. Addi onally, the phase rela on in between background field
and near field are unknown. In order to have a well-determined amplifica on and phase rela on,
s-SNOM can be combined with interferometric techniques. Similar to macroscopic experiments,
the disentanglement of these two op cal proper es can deliver important informa on about the
characteris cs of a material, i.e. the real and imaginary part of the dielectric constant. In the
following, various techniques to deduce the amplitude and phase-informa on separately on the
nanoscale will be explained, namely interferometric methods and me-domain spectroscopy as
applied in this work.

In far-field op cs, many of such techniques and concepts have been developed and applied for
more than a century. The most famous and widely applied one is surely the Michelson interfer-
ometer, which takes the sca ered signal from an object and correlates it to a defined reference
beam. When the length of the reference beam is changed, the phase can be deduced from the
data. Recently, the technique gained public interest again when it was applied with outstanding
engineering exper se in the LIGO collabora on [125]. With their advanced Michelson interfer-
ometer, the existence of gravita onal waves was proven in 2015. Their effort was awarded with
a Nobel Prize in physics just two years later.

The combina on of aMichelson interferometer with an s-SNOM is a well-known concept [49, 51,
126] and schema cally shown in figure 3.2.2. It allows for the disentaglement of the amplitude
and phase informa on of the sca ered near-field signal. The laser source is divided in two arms
by a beamspli er. One arm illuminates the near-field microscope, the other arm is reflected at a
mirror. The sca ered signal from the s-SNOM and the reference beam are aligned to a detector
and interfere. To change the phase ϕref of the reference beam and near-field, the reference
mirror can be moved along its op cal axis. This setup is usually called homodyne interferometric
detec on in s-SNOM.

In a homodyne interferometer, the detected intensity at the is given by

Idet(z) = |Esca(z) + Eref |2 = |Esca(z)|2 + |Eref |2 + 2|Esca(z)||Eref | cos(ϕhom) (3.2.4)

where Esca(z) is the overall field sca ered from the microscope (equa on 3.2.2), Eref is the
field from the reference arm of the interferometer and ϕhom = ϕref − ϕsca is the op cal phase
difference at the detector. When higher-harmonic demodula on is applied, similar assump ons
as in equa on 3.2.3 can bemade. |Eref |2 does not depend on the p-sample distance andwill not
be detected via Lock-In demodula on. |Esca(z)| is small compared to |Eref |, thus only the mixed
term 2|Esca(z)||Eref | cos(ϕ)will be detected. Here, similar to the self-homodyne case discussed
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Figure 3.2.1.: Schema c illustra on of higher-harmonic-demodula on: (a) the near-
field microscope is working in tapping or non-contact mode with an os-
cilla on frequency Ω. (b) Far-field reflec ons, e. g. from the p shank
have a linear dependence with the distance z. Hence, the spectrum of the
detected signal (d) has only one Fourier coefficient at Ω. The near-field
(c), however, is strongly non-linear with the distance z and consequently
also carries higher harmonics at mul ples of Ω.
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Ωt 

sample 

Figure 3.2.2.: Homodyne detec on setup. A Michelson interferometer is combined with
s-SNOM. A laser beam is divided by a beamspli er. One half reflected by
the reference mirror, the other half is used to illuminate the s-SNOM. The
backsca ered near-field signal and the reference beam are interfering at
the detector.

above, higher-harmonic demodula on will extract the near-field informa on for 2Ω and higher.

The advantages of this method are the are firstly the mul plica on of the near-field with a well
defined reference. This leads to a known, constant, controlloable and ul mately much larger
signal amplifica on. Secondly, the phase informa on is encoded in the signal. By changing the
reference arm length, the near-field amplitude A and phase ϕ can then be obtained. In general,
two measurements with different reference phase se ngs are sufficient to correctly extract this
informa on. Let us assume that two measurements of the sca ered intensity I1 and I2 with a
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3.2. Detec on and Demodula on

reference phase shi of π/2 are performed. The measured intensi es are then

I1 = 2|Esca(z)||Eref | cos(ϕref − ϕsca),

I2 = 2|Esca(z)||Eref | sin(ϕref − ϕsca),

→ A2 = I21 + I22 = 4|Esca(z)|2|Eref |2,

A =
√

I21 + I22 = 2|Esca(z)| · |Eref |. (3.2.5)

Please note that higher-harmonic demodula on will again suppress far-field contribu ons to the
signal and A is directly propor onal to the near-field amplitude. To determine the phase, simple
calcula ons have to be performed:

I2/I1 = sin(ϕref − ϕsca)/ cos(ϕref − ϕsca)

= tan(ϕref − ϕsca) = tan(ϕhom),

→ ϕhom = arctan(I2/I1). (3.2.6)

Higher-harmonic demodula on will suppress the influence of any far-field phase fromEsca in the
experiment and deduce op cal phase in between the sca ered near-field signal and the reference
beam.

Although successfully performed by e. g. Taubner et al. [49], the experimental implementa on of
homodyne interferometry is challenging as the shi by π/2, which corresponds to a displacement
of the reference mirror by λ/8, must be exact and constant. Otherwise the equa ons 3.2.5 and
3.2.6 do not apply anymore. In a typical scanning me of several minutes, thermal dri s will
lead to unstable op cal path lengths and consequently unstable phases - the reason for the rare
applica on of this technique.

To tackle these problems, two methods can be applied, both using oscilla ng reference mirrors.
Firstly, a p-i control loop can be added to the setup, keeping the measured amplitude at the max-
imum at one selected harmonic by adding a constant phase to ϕref [126]. Here, much smaller
and arbitrary oscilla on amplitudes can be applied, but the method s ll affected by dri s. This
also halves the measurement me compared to Taubner’s method. The second method is the
so-called pseudo-heterodyne detec on [51] which is patented by the company Neaspec. The
oscilla on amplitude is 0.21 λ, inducing sidebands to the higher harmonics. It is phase-stable
and not effected by dri s, can in principle be adapted for any wavelength, but need large oscil-
la ons amplitudes of the reference mirror. For large wavelengths, this can be very challenging.
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It is mathema cally much more complex but nowadays the most commonly applied method in
s-SNOM simply due to the fact that the NeaSNOM is the most widely distributed commercial
instrument for s-SNOM.

Another approach is the heterodyne detec onmethod. Here, the op cal frequency of the refer-
ence arm is changed typically with a acousto-op cal modulators (AOM) [50], leading to a bea ng
signal at the detector which can be used to separate the near-field amplitude and phase. Al-
though the method is very stable against thermal dri s, the lack of acousto-op cal modulators
for many wavelengths and especially in the THz regime makes this approach unsuitable for many
applica ons and is nowadays rarely used in s-SNOM. The detec on scheme has recently been
used for THz s-SNOM with a fully electronic radia on source [48].

In the THz region, homodyne and heterodyne detec on have successfully been applied [15, 48]
with cw sources. Mostly, THz radia on is generatedwith electro-op c crystals or photo-conduc ve
antennas and hence very broadband. Here, me-domain spectroscopy (TDS) is applied to detect
the sca ered radia on and delivers in situ electric field and phase informa on of the sca ered
signals, as described in sec on 2.4. Typically, the me-domain spectroscopy setup is aligned using
the direct reflec on of the THz beam from the sample, before the p is placed at the focus posi-
on. When the p is oscilla ng above the sample surface, the near-field is modulated and hence

the overall field at the electro-op c crystal is modulated as well. To demodulate the near-field
signal, the demodula on frequency at the Lock-In amplifier has to be changed from the chopper’s
freuquency to Ω, 2Ω, . . . in order to easily extract the full near-field near-field informa on. This
was first demonstrated by von Ribbeck [54] in 2008 and significantly improved in sensi vity by
Moon [55, 56] in 2012 and 2015. This setup is described in more detail in sec on 4.3, where THz
TDS s-SNOM is applied.

3.3. Pump-induced Sidebands in SNOM

In sec on 3.1 the permi vity εs is assumed to be constant during all mes. This is true for many
near-field experiments, but does not apply to pump-probe experiments, where the sample prop-
er es are changed periodically with a short pulse pump laser. This sec on will discuss the impact
of a non-constant sample permi vity. Experimentally, this is most commonly performed with
two different types of pulsed laser sources:

1. Either with a laser oscillator where the repe on rate is defined through the laser cavity
length and the me of a round-trip of the laser pulse inside it. A typical repe on rate is∼
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3.3. Pump-induced Sidebands in SNOM

80 MHz.

2. Or with a regenera ve laser amplifier storing and amplifying the laser energy in the cavity
before releasing the whole strong pulse at once via a pockels cell. Here, the repe on rate
is much smaller but can in general be chosen arbitrarily. Usually this lies in the range of
several Hz to hundred kHz.

The former case does not effect the thoughts of the previous sec on. The repe on rate of 80
MHz is much higher than the modula on frequencies of an s-SNOM. Also, the detector speed
is usually too slow to directly detect such high frequencies. In the la er case, the repe on
rate of the pulsed laser can be much lower than the modula on frequencies in s-SNOM, which
has serious consequences on the s-SNOM theory and especially the demodula on technique in
par cular. In this sec on, not only the induced changes are discussed, but we also present how
it is possible to take advantage of this modifica on.

Assuming the s-SNOM system now exhibits twomodula ons (of the p-sample distance z(t) and
the change of the sample permi vity εs(t)), so-called amplitude modula on will be discussed in
general, before the conclusions will be adapted to s-SNOM theory.

Let us assume a high frequency carrier signal u1 = U1 cos(f1t), where U1 is changed via an ad-
di on of a low frequency and small modula on signal u2 = U2 cos(f2t), with f1 ≫ f2. The
amplitude modulated signal is then given by

uam =
(
U1 + U2 cos(f2t)

)
· cos(f1t)

= U1 cos(f1t) + U2 cos(f2t) · cos(f1t)

= U1 cos(f1t) +
U2

2

(
cos((f1 − f2)t) + cos((f1 + f2)t)

)
(3.3.1)

with f1 ≫ f2. Equa on 3.3.1 clearly shows that the signal now consists of components at three
different frequencies namely f1, f1 + f2 and f1 − f2, where the component at f1 is the largest.

This theory will now be applied to the basic s-SNOM theory of sec on 3.1. As shown in equa on
3.2.2, the sca ered signal can be expressed as

Esca(z) = E0 + E1 cos(Ωt) + E2 cos(Ωt) + ... (3.3.2)

Let us for a moment assume the p-sample distance is not modulated, but instead the permet-
vity of the sample εs is periodically changed with a frequency fp. Hence, β = (εs − 1)/(εs + 1)
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is also modulated with fp. Depending on the value of fp in the ground state and the strength of
the modula on, beta can have very different shapes. In general, it can be wri en by the Fourier
series

β(t) = β0 + β1 cos(fpt) + β2 cos(2fpt) + ... (3.3.3)

That means β(t)will change the effec ve polarizability of the system, the sca ering cross-sec on
and thus also the sca ered electric field (equa on 3.2.2) with the me t. Due to the non-linearity
and asymmetry in β of the polarizability of the the system (see equa on 3.1.5), the sca ering
cross-sec on will contain all frequency components of β (e. g. fp, 2fp, 3fp, . . .). Hence, the
overall sca ered field (including the modula ons arising from Ω and fp) will now be modulated

Esca(z) = E0 + Eβ
0 +

(
E1 + Eβ

1 (t)
)
cos(Ωt) +

(
E2 + Eβ

2 (t)
)
cos(2Ωt)︸ ︷︷ ︸

= ξ2

+ . . . , (3.3.4)

where each me-dependend Eβ
n(t) component will carry frequency components of fp, 2fp and

so on. The corresponding fields will be labelled by Eβ
n,m. If we now look at ξ2 and apply the

amplitude modula on from equa on 3.3.1 this leads to

ξ2 =
(
E2 +

∑
m

Eβ
2,m(t)

)
cos(2Ωt)

=
(
E2 + Eβ

2,1 cos(fp) + Eβ
2,2 cos(2fp) + Eβ

2,3 cos(3fp) + . . .
)
cos(2Ωt)

=E2 cos(2Ωt)

+
Eβ

2,1

2

(
cos((2Ω− fp)t) + cos((2Ω + fp)t)

)
+

Eβ
2,2

2

(
cos((2Ω− 2fp)t) + cos((2Ω + 2fp)t)

)
+

Eβ
2,3

2

(
cos((2Ω− 3fp)t) + cos((2Ω + 3fp)t)

)
(3.3.5)

+ . . .

We can now show that the sca ered field of a system with periodic change of εs will in general
lead to sidebands with distancesmfp around the frequencies of the higher harmonics nΩ. Please
note, the shape and origin of the periodic change were not defined in this discussion and will
dras cally change the prefactors βm and consequentlyEβ

n,m. For example, it can be a short pulse
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3.3. Pump-induced Sidebands in SNOM

laser source as in an op cal pump-probe experiment or a sinusoidal change of an applied bias
voltage at the sample. Calcula ng these prefactors is in general straight forward. However, for the
comparison to a to a real experiment such as the pump-probe experiment performed in sec on
5.1, one would need a number of parameters with much higher accuracy (e. g., pump fluence,
carrier life me, field enhancement of the pump by the p, ...). The fourier transforma on for a
realis c case was calculated twice, once with a numeric approach star ng from the dipole model
and a second me fromaCOMSOL simula on comparable to the simula ons performed in sec on
3.4.3. For both cases, the numerical fourier transforma on suffered from numerical ar facts
making a quan ta ve analysis impossible.

The system becomes even more complex when the sample reflec vity is taken into account (see
equa on 3.1.8). In this case, not only β is a func on of fp and its higher harmonics, but also rn.
The sca ering cross-sec on now depends on several func ons with the parameters Ω and fp

αeff =
α(1 + rnrnrn)

2

1− αβββ
16πrrr3

, (3.3.6)

where the bold symbols indicate the me dependent quan es. rn(fp, t) is the me-dependent
change of the Fresnel coefficient, β(fp, t) represents the me-dependent near-field coupling of
p and sample, and r(Ω, t) = z(Ω, t)− a is the me-dependent p-sample distance. When this

is implemented in equa on 3.3.5, addi onal fields Ern
2,m will contribute to ξ2:

ξ2 =
(
E2 +

∑
m

Eβ
2,m(t) + Ern

2,m(t)
)
cos(2Ωt)

=
(
E2 + Eβ

2,1 cos(fp) + Eβ
2,2 cos(2fp) + Eβ

2,3 cos(3fp) + . . .

+ Ern
2,1 cos(fp) + Ern

2,2 cos(2fp) + Ern
2,3 cos(3fp) + . . .

)
cos(2Ωt) (3.3.7)

These addi onal fields are changing the overall amplitudes of the harmonics and sidebands. How-
ever, as these addi onal prefactors have their origin in the reflec on directly beyond the p, they
will not compromise the sub-diffrac on resolu on of this method.

A schema c illustra on of the frequency spectrum of an amplitude-modulated s-SNOM experi-
ment is shown in figure 3.3.1. A pulsed pump laser (green) is introduced in (a), leading to side-
bands in the far-field (b) and near-field signatures (b) with a distance of m · fp to the higher
harmonics. Here, only sidebands up tom = 3 are shown due to simplicity.

Experimentally, the direct detec on of the sidebands can be exploited for a vastly increased sensi-
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Figure 3.3.1.: Schema c illustra on of amplitude-modulated s-SNOM: (a) the near-field
microscope is complemented with a pulsed pump laser with the repe on
rate rp. (b) The far-field signal now has sidebands with the distances of
m · fp to the Ω-peak. The same behavior is depicted for the near-field in
(c) for the higher harmonics of Ω.

vity to changes of the sample proper es. When the sca ering cross-sec on is calculated for typ-
ical sample perme vi es εs (e. g. semiconductor, gold) in the mid-infrared regime, the changes
are rela vely small. A few values are given in table 3.1. For a germanium sample in the ground
state, the cross-sec on is 2.31 · 10−22 m−2, for a gold sample it is 3.49 · 10−22 m−2. When the ger-
manium sample is excited with a strong pump laser as described in sec on 2.1, the permi vity
can easily reach εs = −100 for a probing laser wavelength of 10.6 µm. However, due to carrier
life mes on the range of few tenµs [20], the germaniumwill relax to the ground state in≈ 100µs.
Directly a er the pump pulse, the cross-sec on is only 12% larger than the cross-sec on of the
ground state. However, when the permi vity passes the resonant regime of εs = −1 . . . − 5,
the sca ering cross sec on rises strongly (e. g. 1.15 · 10−21 m−2 for εs = −3). For a strongly
resonant system (ε = −1.5 + 1.2i), the cross-sec on can become an order of magnitude larger
than the ground state’s value. The me period where the cross sec on is actually enlarged can
be es mated by roughly the double of the decay me [127] and is in this case few ten µs. Due to
this fact and a typical repe on rate of only 1 kHz, the duty cycle of this pump-probe system is
only a few percent and the me-averaged change of the signal is too low to be detected with the
sensi vity of a typical s-SNOM.
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3.3. Pump-induced Sidebands in SNOM

εs Cperp[m
−2] sample type

−4679.9 + 1674.5i 3.49 · 10−22 gold [128]

16 2.31 · 10−22 germanium [128]

−1.5 + 1.2i 1.15 · 10−21 strongly resonant system

−100 + 3.5i 3.74 · 10−22 germanium a er pump

Table 3.1.: Sca ering cross-sec on for the dipole model at a distance of 25 nm for dif-
ferent sample perme vi es. The wavelength is 10.6 µm and the p is made
of pla num (εp = −1450) with a radius of 20 nm.

In contrast, if the sidebands are detected directly, the pump-induced changes can easily be de-
tected [47, 127]. Without a periodic excita on, sidebands are non-existent. Theore cally, the
contrast in between the pumped and unpumped system is infinitely high. In a real experiment,
the noise floor of the detec on method limits the contrast to ∼ 95 % [47] which is s ll an ex-
tremely large value for a s-SNOM experiment. In sec on 5.1, a two-Lock-In detec on method is
described and applied to directly deduce the sideband signal in the experiment.

In a pump-probe experiment, the change of sample proper es can also induce macroscopic ar -
facts in the measurement. When the sample proper es are changed on a macroscopic scale due
to the diffrac on limited pump laser pulse, the background field E0 can also exhibit an unknown
periodic change due to changed reflec on on the sample surface. The strength of the reflec on
is determined by the Fresnel coefficients, which are non-linear func ons of the refrac ve index.
Addi onally, the refrac ve index exhibits a non-linear change when the Drude model for semi-
conductors is applied (sec on 2.1). Following the previous concept E0 is then a func on of

E0

(
rn(t)

)
= E0

0 + E1
0(fp) + E2

0(2fp) + . . . (3.3.8)

which will consequently induce sidebands. As E0 is the largest field contribu ng to the detected
signal, one can assume that this will cause sidebands in equa on 3.2.3with extremely large ampli-
tudes. AsE0 is a macroscopic quan y, this ar fact will undermine the sub-diffrac on resolu on
and must be handled carefully. To minimize it, the laser focus of the pump laser should be small
compared to the focus of the probe laser to make sure the overall change of the backgroud field
reaching the detector E0 is small. In experiments with other s muli (such as AC bias voltages,
temperature jumps, ...), the excited area should be much smaller than the probe laser focus as
well. In addi on, it should always be checked if the sideband signal vanishes on a material which
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cannot be excited by the pump laser (e. g., a dirt par cle or a small gold reference patch on the
inves gated sample) and if the sideband signal shows contrast with sub-diffrac on resolu on.

Despite the challenges arising from ar facts as described above, this technique has successfully
been applied in this work. The results are presented in sec on 5.1.

3.4. Field Enhancement by Resonant Probes

The analy c descrip on of s-SNOM offers many insights into the fundamentals of such a model
system, however the predicted sca ering cross-sec ons are much smaller than the findings in
an actual experiment. In the seminal paper by Knoll and Keilmann [118] they find the detected
power in the experiment to be four to fivemagnitudes larger than the predic ons by their model.
Already at this point, they correctly a ributed this to the antenna effect of the p (o en referred
to by ”lightning rod effect”). Without this effect, the detec on of the small near-field signatures
in s-SNOM would be impossible.

The field enhancement has been inves gated in numerous studies so far [15, 80, 88, 129–131]
and depending on the geometry, wavelength andmaterial the calculated enhancement is ranging
from below 10 [129] up to 25000 [131]. One study inves ga ng the enhancement in the THz
range used the geometry of a self-assembled p system leading to field enhancements of∼ 3500
[88]. Unfortunately, the assembly of this p costs a lot of effort and is not commercially available.
Another theore cal study used an excessively long and thin wire [131] leading to unrealis c high
values of the field enhancement with a factor of more than 25000. In a real experiment, this large
field would instantly damage the ps’ apex.

For the THz near-field experiments performed in sec on 4.3 a commercially available RockyMoun-
tain Nanotechnology p [132] was chosen. The p’s proper es for the applica on in s-SNOM are
discussed in sec on A.2 in general . Due to its geometry with a p shank length of 80 µm a strong
field enhancement in the THz regime is expected, an antenna effect which is inves gated with a
numerical simula on. In this sec on, numerical simula ons of the field enhancement are per-
formed for different p geometries with COMSOLMul physics 1 with a finite-element-method in
the frequency domain. The model was developed by Lisa Ortmann in her master thesis [133] for
the same geometry used in the dipole model and adapted by the author for other p geometries.

The main features of the model are explained in this sec on. For a more detailed discussion see
[133], the COMSOL general introduc on [134] and thewave op cs package documenta on [135].
1version 5.3, www.comsol.com
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Figure 3.4.1.: Field enhancement in s-SNOM: (a) Sketch of the 2D COMSOL simula on
geometry (not to scale). The p is located 5 nm above the sample surface
in air. The p-sample system is surrounded by perfectly matched layers
(orange) to avoid interference. The incident field is injected via an input
port (red) and can exit the simula on via the output port (blue). The green
lines mark two planes with a periodic boundary condi on. The calculated
field enhancement is shown in (b). Simula on with 300 µm wavelength.
The strongest field is located in between sphere and sample and is a fac-
tor of 3.5 larger than the incident field. The sphere also shows a field
enhancement at the top. The slightly asymmetric behaviour is a result of
the 60 degree incident angle of the light.
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The sca erer is located five nm above the sample surface and is either a sphere or a hemiellipsoid
with a height of 10 or 80 µm. All three geometries have an apex radius of≈ 10 nm. A rectangular
geometry around the sca erer is used to implement periodic boundary condi ons and to avoid
unwanted interference effects due the finite size of the simula on. A sketch of the simula on
geometry is shown in figure 3.4.1 (a). All materials are isotropic jus fying a 2D simula on instead
of a me-consuming 3D calcula on. The sphere has a radius of 50 nm and is made of pla num
with a strongly nega ve permi vity. As the samplematerial, germaniumwith ε = 16was chosen.
Sphere and sample are located inside a rectangle assembled out of an input and output port and
two layers with a periodic boundary condi on. The input port injects a plane wave with an angle
of 60 degree with p-polariza on. The output port ensures that no reflec on is going back into
the system which would cause an infinite amount of energy stored in the model. The periodic
boundary condi on allows for the virtual calcula on of an infinite space. The perfectly matched
layers (PML) suppress any reflec on of the waves at the outer edges of the model and hence
eliminate ar facts arising from the finite model size. Please note that the PML size is changing
with the wavelength. For the calcula on, the mesh size is chosen to an equally spaced quadra c
mesh in the PML. In the sample, the mesh is automa cally conceived by the COMSOL so ware
with a minimum element size of 1 nm. For the region of the sphere and the air, the mininum
element size is 0.1 nm.

The result of a simula on with a wavelength of 300 µm =̂ 1 THz is shown in figure 3.4.1 (b). The
strongest field enhancement of 3.5 is reached directly in between sphere and sample. The sphere
also shows an increased electric field at its top ≈ 2.5 and a reduced field at its side. The slightly
asymmetric behavior is a result of the 60 degree input angle of the incident field. The areas of low
field are mostly determined by this angle. Nonetheless, the area of strongest field enhancement
is only slightly influenced by the angle and depends much stronger on the chosen geometry.

More realis c geometries were chosen for the simula on presented in figure 3.4.2. Here, the
sphere was replaced with a hemi-ellipsoid with a length L of either 10 or 80 µm in simula on (a)
and (b) respec vely to take the height of different p types into account. They represent either
a Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt (10 µm, named PPP in the follwing) or a Rocky Mountain Nanotech-
nology 25PT300B (80 µm, named RMN) p. The shorter semi-axis is chosen to a value that both
geometries have the same apex radius of ≈ 10 nm, a realis c value for a new p. At the upper
end of the p, the edges of the hemi-ellipsoid were rounded to avoid ar facts in the simula on.
The wavelength is 300 µm =̂ 1 THz. The field enhancement of the PPP p reaches a value of
≈ 250, whereas the RMN p produces an enhancement of 530 due to its larger long axis and
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Figure 3.4.2.: Field enhancement with enlarged near-field probes: For a hemiellipsoid
with 10 µm height (a), the field enhancement reaches up top 250. For a
height of 80 µm the enhancement is 530.
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be er coupling to longer wavelengths. Also the lateral size of the field enhancement is slightly
larger with the la er p. The influence of the 60 degree incident angle is not visible in the field
distribu on, which is determined completely by the long axis of the p.

To determine the enhancement efficiency for a large wavelength range the simula ons shown in
3.4.1 and 3.4.2 were repeated for a number of wavelengths covering the whole range from the
far-infrared down to low THz radia on. In each solu on the largest value was determined with
COMSOL. The results are depicted in figure 3.4.3.

The field enhancement for the sphere is≈ 3.81 for all wavelengths from 5 to 300 µm. Only at the
highest value, the enhancement is slightly larger with≈ 3.84. Here, the simula on is much larger
due to the increased PML thickness and the change of enhancement is probably a numerical
ar fact.

The behavior is completely different for the PPP and the RMN p. For this geometry, the en-
hancement is already more than 20 for a wavelength of 5 µm. The PPP p shows a overall rising
trend for larger wavelengths and a resonance at≈ 15 - 16 µm. The posi on of the peak is in the
same range as reported in [131] and is a ributed to the first eigenmode of the long axis of the p.
For an ideal antenna illuminated under an angle of 60 degree without a sample, the first eigen-
mode is found at λ = 2 · L sin(60°) ⇔ L/λ ≈ 0.6. In the simula on it is found at L/λ ≈ 0.63

and in good agreement with the theore cal value. The field enhancement reaches values of up
to 290 for λ =750µm. The enhancement seems to reach a plateau of≈ 250 for values up to 300
µm and is rising again for larger wavelengths.

For the RMN p, the simula on is much larger due to the eight mes larger p size which strongly
increases the mesh size and the calcula on me. Due to the scalability of the problem, the same
behaviour, is expected from the simula on, but simply shi ed to longer wavelengths. However,
the results seem to be less stable with more varia on in the field enhancement compared to the
smaller PPP p. The field enhancement is slightly lower for small wavelengths. For wavelengths
larger than 17.5 µm, the enhancement with the RMN p is in general larger than for the PPP p
and reaches values of more than 1200 for λ = 750 µm. Despite lower stability, the resonance
peak at λ = L/0.61 ≈ 130 µm is s ll visible for this p as well.

The simula on shows that the dipole model is not sufficient to quan ta vely describe a s-SNOM
system, in par cular not at long wavelengths. The enhanced model by Cvitkovic et al. for elon-
gated p shapes is limited to L ≤ λ/4 and cannot be used at this point. The field enhancement
is very strong for geometries which are approxima ng the ps shape in a much more realis c
way. At the longest wavelengths, the difference in between the sphere and the RMN p is more
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Figure 3.4.3.: Field enhancement at different wavelengths. The sphere (black) shows
no wavelength dependence. The PPP (blue) and RMN (red) p show ris-
ing field enhancement for larger wavelengths. The long axis geometric
resonance is visible at ≈16 µm and ≈130 µm, respec vely.
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than a factor of 300. Hence, the detected near-field signal of a sphere in a real experiment would
simply perish in the noise level. The simula on also jus fies the applica on of the RMN p for
a THz near-field experiment despite its weaker performance as a non-contact AFM p (compare
sec on A.2). Although the commercially available RMN ps have been successfully u lized for
scanning microwave microscopy (SMM) for several years now [136–138], the p is barely applied
for s-SNOM. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the first applica on was performed during
this work in 2017. Recently, a first report by Keilmann and Hillenbrand [48] was published where
the p was applied for s-SNOM in the range of λ =400-600 µm.
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4. Near-Field Microscope Setups

Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic.

(Arthur C. Clarke)

This chapter features the near-field microscopy setups u lized in this work. The fundament of the
s-SNOM are the self-built non-contact AFMs described in the appendix (A.2). The narrow-band
THz setup is located at the free-electron laser FELBE at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf
(HZDR) and is described first. It has been used for the inves ga on of graphene field-effect transis-
tors (see sec on 6). The second setup is sta oned at the TELBE beamline at the same accelerator
facility. It has been employed for sideband measuremements with a CO2 laser and reassembled
for the combina on with a me-domain spectroscopy inves ga ons in the low THz regime.

4.1. FELBE THz SNOM

The setup at the free-electron laser FELBE features a self-built AFM as described in the appendix
A.2, however some details of the can lever defelc on readout are unique compared to this setup.
The AFM is connected to the commercial controller1 with a self-built four-channel second stage
preamplifier2 before it is processed via a four-channel interface3 and fed into the controller. The
setup features reliable performance for many AFM measurement types (as described in the ap-
pendix A.2).

All op cal elements in the setup must be non-dispersive to un lize the setup in the enormous
wavelength range FELBE can deliver (λ =5 - 230 µm). Hence, only metal-coated reflec ng op cal

1RHK Technology Inc., R9
2Specifica on are listed in A.2.
3RHK Technology Inc., PSD interface
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4. Near-Field Microscope Setups

elements are employed. The size of the elements is 2 inches as the FEL can easily reach such
diameters. The setup is shown schema cally in figure 4.1.1 and includes a visible alignment laser
and a CO2 laser for pre-examina on to save precious me during FEL shi s. They can be coupled
in via magne cally mounted mirrors and are directed through two apertures to make sure the
beams are collinear. The alignment laser can be aligned by eye, for the invisible lasers, a 1 cm2

512x512 pixel pyroelectric sensor4 is applied. The CO2 laser and FEL have a polarisa on parallel
to the op cal table when entering the setup (s-pol.). It can be changed via a set of flip mirrors
by 90 degree. The whole setup can be flooded with nitrogen gas to avoid absorp on of the free-
electron laser due to water vapor at ambient condi ons.

A erwards, the beam is split up into two equal parts with a geometrical beam-spli er, i.e. a
gold-coated silicon wafer with a sharp edge produced with a water jet cu er. This unconven-
onal beamspli er is chosen due to the lack of an affordable non-dispersive cubic or thin film

beam-spli er. The only material known to cover this extremely large regime with a spectrally flat
response in transmission is diamond and simply too expensive in the large size of 2 inch needed for
the setup. Moreover, unwanted interferences of the FEL can occur in a thin film beamspli er. As
a consequence of the geometrical beamspli er, the focus of the parabolic mirror at the s-SNOM
is less well defined due to a smaller numerical aperture. Due to a focusing angle of roughly 35 de-
grees to the sample surface, the focus will contain both p- and s-polarized components when the
incident polariza on is solely p- or s-polarized. This can be compensated by changing the incident
polariza on to an angle in between zero and 90 degree. This procedure is me-consuming and
has not been performed in this work. The usual spli ng ra o is 50:50, but can be changed with a
micrometer screw by shi ing the posi on of the beam-spli er in the direc on of the plane where
no realignment of the setup is necessary. In some cases, the deliberate change of the ra o can be
desirable, i.e., when especially low powers at the sample are required and most of the sca ered
near-field signal shall be collected. In this work, the signal-to-noise ra o needed to be as good as
possible, which was found for a ra o change towards higher values in the direc on of the p. A
possible explana on is a be er focusing and hence less sca ering of the FEL at larger structures
of the sample and/or AFM, which will eventually also reach the detector and create noise in the
signal.

The beam is focused on the metallized p with a parabolic mirror5. For best focussa on and col-
lec on of the sca ered light, it can be moved in three dimensions via a nanoposi oning system6.

4Ophir Optronics Solu ons, Inc., Spricon Pyrocam III
590 degree off-axis parabolic mirror, effec ve focal length 7.5 cm.
6mechOnics ag, MS30, 50 nm precision, closed loop.
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Figure 4.1.1.: Setup at the free-electron laser FELBE: the different laser sources can be
coupled in via magne c mounted mirrors to allow for fast switching with
good reposi oning of the mirrors during experiments. A er the alignment
through two apertures, only the FEL (blue) is shown in the drawing. The
near-field microscope is shown in more detail. A beamspli er (bs) cuts the
beam into two parts to illuminate the AFM p and to measure the power
at a powermeter. The back-sca ered light is detected in the third arm of
the setup.
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4. Near-Field Microscope Setups

With a home-made LabView so ware7, six posi ons can be saved and addressed e. g. for differ-
ent laser sources and polarisa ons. The second part of the beam is directed into a powermeter to
record the incident power at all mes. A MCT detector8 is applied to detect the CO2 laser, other
models are available for the wavelength range frommid-IR up to λ = 28 µm. For the detec on of
longer wavelengths from ∼ 32 µm , a LHe cooled detec on system is applied9. For wavelengths
up to 100 µm a Ge:Ga photodetector is u lized, for longer wavelenghts up to the mm-range, an
InSb superconduc ng bolometer is used. Both entraces have polyethylene windows with metal-
meshed filters to cut off undetectable wavelength which would only enlarge the heat impact in
the cryostat from the outside. A free-standing wire grid polarizer can be put in front of the de-
tector to analyze the polarisa on of the sca ered light or to detect a certain polariza on of it. All
detectors systems in the setup measure AC signals only and have a bandwidth up to 1MHz which
is required for the detec on of s-SNOM signals. Their signals are fed into the AFM controller to
record the sca ered near-field signal.

As described in appendix A.2, a gold sample is typically chosen to align the setup before the sam-
ple of interest is inves gated. In figure 4.1.2, the near-field decay on a gold sample measured
with the FEL at λ =150 µm is shown for a Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt p both in linear (a) and log-
arithmic (b) scale for best visibility. Here, s-polarized illumina on was chosen and a p-polarized
filter was in front of the InSb detector to collect only the p-polarized sca ered field and to sup-
press background noise [139]. The pulse-to-pulse stability of the FEL is not very high, thus the
noise spectrum of the FEL contains any frequency below 13MHz. If randomly sca ered light (i.e.,
from parts of the AFM or oxygen molecules in the air) reaches the detector, it induces noise in
the detector and consequently in the SNOM signal. Although the quality of the signal is quite
remarkable already, this measurement has been performed before the setup was purged with
nitrogen, hence a further improvement of the signal is possible. Interes ngly, the wavelength is
already long enough that the near-field decay is visible in the first harmonic as the demodula on
technique is more efficient for longer wavelengths [50]. However, the decay length is twice as
large as in the second harmonic and hence the resolu on of a scan will be much be er in the
second harmonic.

As discussed in sec on 3.4.3, full-metal RockyMountainNanotechnology ps should showamuch
be er near-field coupling than silicon-based Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt ps. In order to compare

7So ware wri en and implemented by Hans-Georg von Ribbeck
8Teledyne Technologies Inc., J15D12-M204-S100U-60 with PA-101 amplifier
9QMC Instruments Model QFI/3BI(2+Ge:Ga) in a TK1840 cryostat, a detailed manual can be found in [114]. The
sensi vity spectra can be found in fig. 2.4.3. In this work the detector was enhanced at 2 THz.
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Figure 4.1.2.: Near-field signal as a func on of the distance on a gold sample mea-
sured at λ = 150 µm up to the fi h harmonic of the can lever oscilla-

on measured with a Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt p. The input polariza on
is s-polarized, the filter passes only the p-polarized component of the scat-
tered light. The near field can be detected with sufficient signal-to-noise
ra o up to the fourth harmonic. The noise level is below 100 µV at a sig-
nal level in the range of several mV for an incident power of 18 mW, a
oscilla on amplitude of 80 nm and a lock-in integra on me of 100 ms.
Please note the linear (a) and logarithmic scale (b) for best visibility. The
constant signal up to 15 nm is a consequence of a low tapping amplitude
setpoint for this measurement. The values below 15 nm can be ignored.
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Figure 4.1.3.: Near-field signal as a func on of the distance on a gold sample measured
at λ = 150 µm measured with a RMN p. The input polariza on is s-
polarized, the filter detects the p-polarized component of the sca ered
light. The near-field can clearly be detected up to the third harmonic. The
noise level is in the range of 100 µV at a signal level in the range of several
ten mV for an incident power of 11 mW, an oscilla on amplitude of 80 nm
and a lock-in integra on me of 100 ms. Please note the linear (a) and
logarithmic scale (b) for best visibility.

the performance, the same experiment as discussed abovewas repeatedwith a RMN25PtIr200B-
H p with a p sha length of 80 µm. One major difference in this experiment is the shorter
focal length of the parabolic mirror focusing the beam onto the p, which was included into the
setup for be er performance. With an effec ve focal length of 50 mm, the numerical aperture
increases by a factor of ≈ 1.5 compared to the 75 mm effec ve focal length mirror used with
the silicon-based p. The result is depicted in figure 4.1.3. In general, the RMN p shows a
similar decay behavior when the p-sample distance is increased. Notably, even the decay length
matches quite well for both fresh p models. The most significant difference is the much larger
signal with the RMN p compared to the PPP ps. The detected signal is much larger although
a smaller illumina on power of 11 mW was applied to the setup. A more detailed comparison is
performed in the following.

Tip Performance Comparison

For a more quan ta ve analysis of the ps’ characteris cs and their performance at 2 THz on
a gold sample, the distance dependence of the near-field is analyzed and compared for all ps
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4.1. FELBE THz SNOM

used with the free-electron laser at λ =150 µm in the table 4.1. The beam-spli ng ra o. The
data chosen for the comparison were the overall near-field signals demodulated at the second
harmonic of the can lever oscilla on, the corresponding noise levels far away from the sample
surface, the input laser power and the numerical aperture (NA) used in the experiment. From
this values, the weighted near-field response (WR) per input power at the p and signal-to-noise
ra o was deduced for an overall number of eleven measured curves with fresh and used ps. To
correct for the higher power density at the p apex due to the different parabolic mirrors, we
assume the NA has to be considered with its second power as the focus diameter will scale with
the NA in its first power. As the amount of near-field collected by the parabolic mirror depends
on the solid angle covered by it, this has to be accounted for as well. Here we choose the NA,
although this simple assump on does not consider many details of near-field microscopy, such as
unequal near-field emission for different propaga on angles. However, as all measurementswere
performed with similar alignment and se ngs of the setup, these assump ons might influence
calculated values but do not have an effect on their ra os. Overall, the WR is given by

WR =
signal[mV]

power[mW] · NA3 . (4.1.1)

The signal-to-noise ra o is calculated with the basic defini on of SNR=signal/noise.

The PPP p measurements were mostly obtained with powers in the range of several ten mW,
whereas the RMN ps givemuch stronger signals alreadywith powers of 12 and 16mW. The signal
itself ranges below 5 mV for the PPP ps and in the range of 20 mV for RMN ps. The noise level
in both measurement is determined by the FEL noise itself and can dras cally change in between
two beam mes due to different alignment and machine parameters. On the one hand, the FEL
noise will directly couple into the sca ered near-field signal and into the background field E0,
as any fluctua on of the power density at the p will change the near-field coupling efficiency.
However, this should scale linearly with the near-field signal. On the other hand, sca ering of
the FEL on sample structures, p sha , can lever, can lever chip, water molecules in air and
other sca erers ul mately reaching the detector will cause noise in the detected signal, hence
alignment and the sample structure will influence the noise level. Here, the scaling in between
near-field signal and noise can scale in a different way. These two factors can be observed when
the PPP ps are compared. The tendency is a larger noise level for larger signals, however the
signal-to-noise ra o ranges from 2.75 up to 16. In general, fresh ps should have a lower coupling
efficiency, as the effec ve probe radius is smaller. This tendency can be observed when fresh and
worn PPP ps are compared. Here, the WR is higher for used ps and can be almost a factor of
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4. Near-Field Microscope Setups

type power [mW] signal [mV] noise [mV] NA comment WR SNR

PPP 17 0.55 0.2 0.33 fresh 0.9 2.75

PPP 40 0.8 0.07 0.33 fresh 0.6 11.42

PPP 48 1.1 0.15 0.33 fresh 0.6 7.33

PPP 55 1.3 0.1 0.33 fresh 0.7 13

PPP 44 1.1 0.15 0.33 fresh 0.7 7.33

PPP 29 4 0.25 0.33 used 3.8 16

PPP 24 5 0.4 0.33 used 5.8 12.5

PPP 50 3.5 0.3 0.33 used 1.9 11.67

PPP 50 1.8 0.3 0.33 used 1 6

RMN 12 17.5 0.5 0.5 fresh 11.7 35

RMN 16 25 1.5 0.5 fresh 12.5 16

Table 4.1.: Comparison of p performances with the free-electron laser at λ = 150 µm.
The best weighted response and signal-to-noise ra o (marked in bold) were
obtained with RMN ps in the setup shown in 4.1.1.

ten larger. The signal-to-noise ra o does not show a clear tendency for old and used ps and lies
around ten for most ps.

The two RMN ps used for this analysis were fresh and show a much be er performance with
the FEL: The weighted response is a factor of 10 larger than for any new PPP p. This allows for
measurements at much lower incident power. For sample systems sensi ve to heat impact, this
can be a significant argument to use RMN ps in the THz range. Also, the signal-to-noise ra o is
larger for the RMN ps. One p reaches a SNR of 35 and is more than a factor of two be er than
any PPP p. Overall, RMN p are clearly superior to PPP ps for the applica on in the THz range.

It is not trivial to compare this data to the simula on performed in sec on 3.4.3, as themeasured
data depends in many ways on alignment and other experimental parameters. Also, the simula-
on accounts for the field enhancement and not for the overall near-field signal. However, the

tendency of enhanced coupling and hence be er performance is covered by both simula on and
experiment.
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4.2. Pump-modulated s-SNOM

In order to inves gate pump-induced sidebands as predicted in sec on 3.3, a copy of the setup
described in 4.1 was u lized with few modifica ons. The instrumenta on with a CO2 probe laser
is located in the TELBE lab at HZDR, where many different laser sources are available, allowing for
a systema c inves ga on sidebands induced by a NIR pump laser. The results on the sidebands
are analysed in sec on 5.1.

The modified s-SNOM setup is depicted in figure 4.2.1. In most parts, it is similar to the setup
at the free-electron laser so the descrip on will focus on the parts which are different in this
experiment. To avoid incoupling of the strong pump laser into the four-quadrant diode of the
AFM, a high-pass op cal filter10 is mounted in front of the diode, sufficiently blocking the pump
laser. The AFM signal second stage preamplifier is a commercially available four channel device
supplied by RHK technology11. Instead of using mirror op cs to change the polarisa on of the
CO2 laser, a polarizer/a enuator12 u lizing two free-standing wire grids placed consecu vely in a
mechanical holder is applied. Here the twowire grids can be rotated individually, with the second
grid determining the outcoupling polariza on and the first determining the outcoupling power.
With this setup the polarisa on and power can be changed steplessly and without any beam-
steering as the wires are free-standing. Here, p-polarized light was used for pump and probe and
no polarisa on filter was used in front of the detector.

Excita on of the sample under the p is experimentally challenging as the p’s shade is preven ng
the pump laser to reach the sample directly at the this posi on, and it is hard to confirm that
the pump laser13 focus is actually at the p end. A er many experimental trials using shadow
images and pyroelectric detectors power measurements of the beams reflected at the sample,
a collinear scheme of the pump and probe was confirmed to be the most prosperous approach
to achieve an overlap at the focus posi on. To achieve collinear beams, an addi onal mirror is
included into the setup. It is made of a gold-coated silicon wafer with a hole drilled by the author
to transmit the pump laser. The CO2 laser has a much larger diameter and is reflected at the
parts around the hole. As the detec on path is aligned to collect radia on from the p, parasi c
incoupling of the pump laser radia on sca ered at the p into the detector must be avoided.
To ensure this, a germanium filter is placed directly in front of the detector effec vely blocking

10Edmund Op cs 84-714, OD4
11RHK Technology Inc, Beetle AFM Preamp.
12LASNIX, con nuously variable a enuator model 401
13Legend, Coherent Inc.
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Figure 4.2.1.: Setup for sideband inves ga ons: For alignment, a visible laser can be
coupled into the setup, using two apertures to achieve collinearity with
the CO2 (red) laser. The near-field microscope is shown in more detail.
A beamspli er cuts the beam into two parts to illuminate the AFM p
and to measure the power at a powermeter. The back-sca ered light is
wavelength-filtered with a germanium crystal detected in the third arm
of the setup. To couple in the pump laser (green), a mirror with a drilled
hole is employed in the arm of the AFM.
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Figure 4.2.2.: Sideband demodula on setup: (a) Expected signal spectrum with higher-
harmonic peak (red) and sidebands (green). The classic near-field demod-
ula on is depicted in (b) where the detector signal and the can lever os-
cilla on frequency is used for higher-harmonic demodula on. For the de-
modula on of the sidebands (c), two cascaded Lock-In amplifiers are used,
where the second Lock-In demodulates the desired sideband.

any radia on from the pump laser as its wavelength λp = (800± 10) nm is strongly absorbed by
the semiconductor (see sec on 2.1). The s-SNOM performance of this setup before incuding the
pump laser is described and evaluated in sec on A.2.

For demodula on of the sidebands predicted in sec on 3.3, a cascaded Lock-In amplifier scheme
was applied. The basics are depicted in figure 4.2.2. The expected signal spectrum is sketched
in (a). The red bar indicates the nth harmonic of the can lever oscilla on Ω and the green bars
show the sidebands with a spectral distance ofm · fp to the main peak. When the conven onal
near-field shall be detected, the detector signal is fed into a Lock-In amplifier with the reference
frequency Ω (b). Choosing the desired harmonic and applying a steep filter, the Lock-In amplifier
extracts only the main peak of the nth harmonic and hence the unmodulated near-field signal
which is sent to the SPM controller for data acquisi on.
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For the demodula on of the sidebands, two Lock-In amplifiers are u lized. The first Lock-In14

needs to have the op on of short integra on mes τi and a fast output channel, specifically τi
must be below the me of two consecu ve pump pulses and the bandwidth must be larger than
the repe on rate of the pump laser. If the Lock-In amplifier does not support this speed, the out-
put signal will be averaged over more than a period of the pump laser and any temporal change
of the near-field signal will be averaged. Hence no sidebands could be detected. Moreover, the
Lock-In amplifier also needs a broad filter which s ll passes the sidebands in the frequency do-
main. The demodulated and at this point amplitude-modulated near-field signal amplitude is
then fed into a second Lock-In amplifier15 and uses the pump laser repe on rate as a reference
to demodulate the signal at the mth harmonic of the sideband frequency. The output signal is
passed to the SPM controller for data acquisi on.

A parameter study for different Lock-In amplifier se ngs has been performed in [127] in detail
for an amplitude-modulated signal from a waveform generator and will not be discussed at this
point. The experimental results of this work are discussed in chapter 5.1, where higher-order
sidebands could be observed on a germanium sample.

4.3. THz Time-Domain-Spectroscopy SNOM

Addi onally, a me-domain spectroscopy (TDS) s-SNOM setup has been installed to be combine
this setup with the accelerator-based TELBE beamline. It enables phase-resolved detec on of
broadband THz near-field pulses. As beam me is rare and valuable, the setup was aligned first
with a table-top laser source to simulate the experimental behavior as realis c as possible before
the u liza on of TELBE can be performed. The major obstacles of TELBE are a low repe on rate
of 100-200 kHz and very unstable pulses, including amplitude and ming ji ers, making a post-
mortem data sor ng mandatory [140]. One the one hand, the setup described in this sec on
allows for gaining experience with a forward-sca ering TDS-SNOM setup. On the other hand it
allows for pre-alignment of the op cs before the TELBE beam is guided into it during beam mes.

The setup consists of a pump and a probe beam. Please note that the nomenclature of pump and
probe in this sec on is used as common in me-domain spectroscopy. While the pump beam
excites the THz pulse, the probe beam is used to probe the sca ered near-field pulse. Both beams
are supplied by a pulsed laser from a regenera ve amplifier16 with a center wavelength of 800 nm
14Standford Research Systems SR 844 in this setup
15Standford Research Systems SR 830 in this setup
16Coherent Inc., RegA
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and a pulse length of 100 fs. A repe on rate of 200 kHz is applied. This unusual low frequency
is a major obstacle for a decent signal-to-noise ra o in s-SNOM as explained in the following:
Assuming a typical tapping frequency of 150 kHz of the AFM p, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem [141] yields a minimum sampling frequency of 300 kHz for the first harmonic, 600 kHz
for the second harmonic and so on. To avoid undersampling, a low tapping frequency p (ideally
below 20 kHz) is mandatory. Moreover, a p with a strong field enhancement at THz frequencies
is beneficial to achieve the strongest near-field coupling in between p and sample. Both needs
are fulfilled by the Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology 25Pt300B p (80 µm long, see sec on A.2),
which has been successfully applied in this sec on.

The setup u lizes the same AFM as in sec on 4.2. However, the op cal setup follows a forward
sca ering geometry, where the light reflected from the sample and the light sca ered from the
p is guided towards the detector. This is quite unusual in s-SNOM as much more background

radia on reaches the detector and makes the setup more suscep ble to ar facts. In the infrared
range, there has only been one publica on [53] using this scheme in the last years, as the ap-
plied MCT detectors are quite easily saturated from the strong far-field radia on. In contrast, for
me-domain spectroscopy s-SNOM, all reported experiments have been performed in forward

sca ering direc on [54–56, 89]. As the detec on scheme for TDS setups has an enormous dy-
namic range and operate far from satura on, the near-field can be detected although they do
not interfere with a large background field. The alignment is more complex as spa al and tem-
poral overlap must be achieved in the setup. Typically, the signal is first aligned via the direct
far-field reflec on from the sample and the near-field is then op mized in a second step. For low
THz radia on up to frequencies of few THz as applied here, a ZnTe crystal is typically used as an
electro-op c detector of the radia on.

The TDS-SNOM setup is depicted in figure 4.3.1. The incoming beam of the above described
pulsed laser is divided by a beamspli er (BS) into a strong pump beam (P ≈ 800mW) and a
much weaker probe beam (P ≈ 1 mW). The pump is guided via a delay stage17 and hits a pho-
toconduc ve antenna (PCA)18, which emits p-polarized radia on. As the antenna is a large-area
emi er and emits with an opening angle of several ten degrees, a pair of lenses is applied to
achieve a decent collima on of the THz beam before it is focussed with a parabolic mirror19, on
the AFM p. The forward-sca ered part of the near-field is collected with a second parabolic
mirror using the same focal length and then focused with a third parabolic mirror onto a ZnTe

17Newport Corp., M-IMS series
18Laser Quantum GmbH, TeraSED 10, specifica on can be found in [107]
1990 degree off-axis parabolic mirror, focal length 75 mm
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Figure 4.3.1.: Time-domain spectroscopy setup: The incoming laser pulse is divided into
two parts. One excites the photoconduc ve antenna which emits a THz
pulse. The second part is used for probing of the THz pulse via electro-
op c sampling at a ZnTe crystal.
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crystal. The linearly polarized probe beam is guided through a hole in the parabolic mirror to the
crystal as well, then passes a λ/4waveplate leading to a circular polarized beam. When it passes
the Wollaston prism (WP), it is equally split up on two balanced detectors (see sec on 2.4).

Similar to concepts discussed in sec on 2.4, this setup allows for direct probing of the THz field’s
amplitude and phase. As the oscilla ng p modulates the sca ered near-field amplitude, the
near field can be detected with higher-harmonic demodula on when the signal of the balanced
detector is fed into a Lock-In amplifier20. The setup can be used for both local spectroscopic
inves ga ons of the material and for broadband scanning of nanostructures. In the la er, the
detected signal is spectrally integrated. Hence, the setup is in general a powerful device to detect
nanoscopic material composi ons (similar to FTIR spectroscopy) and small varia ons in it, but
the dectec on of resonant sample areas is not as straight forward as compared to a narrow-band
laser source. The broadband excita on of the sample will always excite all resonant features
in the spectrum at the same me, hence a spectral separa on of different material proper es
via the amplitude informa on may in some cases not be possible. For the la er examina on, a
narrow-band source is the be er choice.

The field emi ed from the photoconduc ve antenna is shown in the me- and the frequency-
domain in figure 4.3.2. Please note that a chopper in the pump arm of the laser is used to detect
the THz signal via a lock-in amplifier. The p is not part of the setup at this point. The emi ed
electric field as a func on of the me delay is shown in (a) and set via the delay stage. Before the
photoconduc ve antenna is excited, no THz field is emi ed. When the pulse hits the antenna, a
large single-cycle THz pulse with a length of roughly 2 ps is emi ed. It is followed by fluctua ons
which are most likely the result of water vapor absorp on in the air. The spectrum of this pulse is
shown in (b). The strongest emission occurs at frequencies in the range of few hundred GHz. The
power loses several orders of magnitude at frequencies above 1 THz and reaches the noise floor
at roughly 3 THz. The difference of the spectrum compared to the specifica ons of the commer-
cial photoconduc ve antenna, where higher frequencies are reached, can be explained by many
factors. Firstly, the THz radia on travels an unusual long distance before it reaches the detector.
Absorp on and sca ering at water molecules in air can strongly change the spectrum. Secondly,
as men oned before, the emission of the THz radia on has a large opening angle and not all fre-
quencies are emi ed isotropically. When the emission is not fully collected by the lenses, certain
frequencies can be suppressed. Thirdly, as the beam cannot be perfectly collimated due to the

20In this setup, an external Stanford Research Systems SR 830 Lock-In amplifier is applied which was connected to a
LabView so ware to control the delay lines.
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Figure 4.3.2.: Emi ed single-cycle THz pulse from the photoconduc ve antenna in the
me-domain (a) and the frequency-domain (b). The sample used for this

measurement is a gold sample with a ckness of 100 nm gold on a silicon
wafer which should not influence the spectrum of the THz pulse. Please
note the logarithmic scale in (b).

large area emission, the focused THz beam at the ZnTe crystal will be far from a diffrac on-limited
focus and some frequencies will be more pronounced in certain areas of the focus than others.
Please note that the far-field alignment of the setup has been carried out by maximizing the sig-
nal, the spectrum was only regarded a er the alignment was finished. With other alignment, it
might likely be possible to achieve a broader spectral response.

A er the p is included into the setup and approached to the gold sample, the chopper is re-
moved from the setup and the sca ered near-field signal is detected via higher-harmonic de-
modula on of the sca ered signal. The setup is again aligned by maximizing the signal through
the adjustment of the op cal elements. The result is shown in figure 4.3.3. The sca ered signal
in the me-domain (a) does not show a single cycle anymore, but rather a mul -cycle pulse with
a length of more than 5 ps and at least three oscilla ons before the signal vanishes in the noise
floor. The signal-to-noise ra o is in general much lower since the near-field measurement signal
is much smaller but the noise floor of the setup stays the same. The reduce of signal-to-noise
ra o has been observed in other TDS near-field experiments as well [54–56]. The sca ered near-
field in the frequency-domain shows a strong change compared to the far-field emission of the
antenna. Here, the peak frequency lies in the range of 2 to 2.5 THz and decays slower to smaller
and larger frequencies. This is a result of the dipole-antenna enhancement of the p discussed in
sec on 3.4.3 for this 80 µm long AFM p. A qualita ve comparison of the experiment to the sim-
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Figure 4.3.3.: Emi ed THz near-field pulse from the RMN p in the me-domain (a)
and the frequency-domain (b). The pulse is now a mul cycle pulse with a
broad resonance around 2 THz. Please note the logarithmic scale in (b).

ula on cannot be performed due to too many uncertain es considering p shape, experimental
se ngs and other difficul es, s ll it is impressive that the most pronounced frequencies of the
experiment and the simula on are in good agreement. This may change from p to p as they
are etched individually and do not have the high reproducibility as offered by silicon-based ones.
As the setup is aligned on a gold sample for each p anyway, a far-field and near-field spectrum
should be collected on this spectrally flat sample to allow for comparison of other materials for
reference.

In order to demonstrate the capability of mapping material contrast on the nanometer scale with
this setup, a Si/SiO2 nanostructure has been chosen as a prove-of-principle sample. Here, the
main peak of the near-field pulse in the me domain has been chosen for best signal-to-noise
ra o in the spectrally integrated lateral 500x500 nm scan of the sample. The topography is shown
in figure 4.3.4 (a), where a diagonal stripe is visible in between two areas of elevated material.
The corresponding near-field response is shown in (b). Here, the diagonal stripe shows a much
stronger response and can be iden fied as siliconwith thismeasurement. The free charge carriers
(p-doped with n ≈ 1015 cm−3 contribute to the THz near-field response as predicted in sec on
2.1 on the Drude model, whereas the SiO2 is an insulator in the THz range and does not have a
strong near-field response. This finding has been confirmed in other near-field experiments as
well [48, 117]. The resolu on cannot be determined with high accuracy due to low signal-to-
noise ra o, however can be confirmed to be below 100 nm from the data. When compared to
the be er signal-to-noise ra o presented in similar experiments [55, 56, 117], the difference can
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4. Near-Field Microscope Setups

(b) (a) 

topography 1st harmonic 

Figure 4.3.4.: 500 nm, 64x64 pixel broadband THz near-field scan of a Si/SiO2 structure.
(a) shows a stripe of Si surrounded by two areas of SiO2. The near-field
response is shown in (b), where Si has a much stronger response due to a
doping concentra on of ≈ 1015 cm−3.

be explained by the much lower sampling rate of 200 kHz in this setup.

Ul mately, the goal of this experimental work is to use TELBE instead of the PCA for probing
with a high-power and narrow-band THz source. Unfortunately. the combina on of this setup
with the TELBE beamline has been unsuccessful when first tried. A er a 24-hour shi with the
TELBE beam, the post-mortem pulse analysis and data correc on [140] of the signal performed
by Thales de Oliveira did not show evidence of near-field interac on in between p and sample.
Most likely, the pulse-to-pulse stability of TELBE and the amplitude ji er is insufficient for an
s-SNOM experiment and the correc on accuracy is not high enough to push the noise level to
a point where near-field signals can be deduced from the background. A second approach is
planned for the end of March 2019, where the pulse-to-pulse stability of TELBE will be op mized
for this experiment.
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5. Sideband Results
Physics is like sex: sure, it may give some practical results, but
that’s not why we do it.

(Richard P. Feynman)

This chapter covers the systema c inves ga on of sidebands predicted in sec on 3.3 was per-
formed with the setup described in sec on 4.2. To demonstrate the capabili es of the setup, a bulk
germanium sample was chosen as a sample for proof-of-principle measurements. The proper es
of such a semiconductor are discussed in sec on 2.1. Below, experimental evidence of higher-
order sidebands in a pump-probe s-SNOM setup is presented. To gain insight into fundamental
aspects of such a system, parameter studies of physical and technical proper es have been per-
formed. The sub-diffrac on resolu on and the nanoscale material contrast compared to a gold
island are presented as well. As a last step, the results will be compared to the theory.

5.1. Pump-induced Sidebands in Germanium

Themain aimof this experiment is the confirma onof the predic onsmade in sec on 3.3, namely
the observa on of higher-order sidebands. For this, the setup as described in 4.2 has been u lized
with a germanium sample1, which electronic proper es have been discussed in sec on 2.1. A CO2

laser has been applied for probe and a Ti:Sa pulsed laser (frep = 1 kHz) to excite the sample. For
probing the near-field, a Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt, f ≈ 160 kHz. p has been used.

For each parameter studied in this sec on at least two retract curves were obtained to ensure the
reproducibility of eachmeasurement. Overall, the influence of nine parameters such as the pump
fluence, the harmonic of the near-field and sidebands, as well as the oscilla on amplitude of the
11cm2, single crystal, n-type, ρ = 30 Ω cm
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5. Sideband Results

p was inves gated. Addi onally, technical parameter se ngs of the employed Lock-In amplifier
have been in the scope of this work. To present the characteris cs of the system to the reader
while keeping the length of this chapter reasonable, only some retract curves are presented in
its en rety. Later on, the data is presented in the following way: For each curve, the sideband
amplitude data of the first 10 nm above the sample surface is averaged. As the p will be in this
regime during lateral scans, this method gives a reasonable measure to compare the influence
of the parameters. When a signal-to-noise ra o is calculated, this value is compared to the RMS
noise of the same retract curve for the distance of 75-150 nm to the sample surface. In plots,
the nota on is chosen as follows for an unequivocal presenta on: Whenever the near-field is
demodulated it is noted with NF with addi onal informa on on the harmonic order, e.g. the
first harmonic is labeled with NF1H, second harmonic with NF2H, and so on. When a certain
sideband is demodulated, the harmonics of both the near-field and the sideband are given. The
second sideband of the first harmonic is labeled NF1H SB2H and the fourth sideband of the third
harmonic with NF3H SB4H.

Figure 5.1.1 (a) shows a set of typical near-field retract curves on germanium with a probe and
pump laser power of 25mWand 5mW, respec vely, for the first three harmonics of the can lever
oscilla on. The second and third harmonic show the typical near-field decay with a decay length
to half of its contact value of ∼ 15-20 nm. Compared to the measurements in the THz region,
the first harmonic inhibits stronger far-field contribu on for this measurement with the CO2 laser
(λ = 10.6 µm). The signal decays and reaches the point of zero at around 35 nm distance of the
sample before it rises again towards larger distances. This behaviour is a result of either a field
minimum or maximum of the background roughly at distance. At this point the p modula on
does not change the overall sca ered field, hence the modula on is not visible at the detector
and the Lock-In amplifier detects a value of zero. The change in direc on is associated with a
180 degree phasejump in the Lock-In phase (not shown in the figure). This is a common effect in
the first harmonic with such low wavelengths and will induce ar facts during lateral scans as the
background field is not constant. For this reason, the first harmonic is inmany cases not recorded.
With regard to this novel technique of sidebanddemodula on it is however frui ul to demodulate
and analyse this signal to be er understand the physical background of the sidebands’ behavior
as far-field effects may influence the higher harmonics as well if the effect is too large.

The corresponding first-order sidebands2 are shown in (b). NF2H SB1H and NF3H SB1H show a

2The Lock-In amplifier se ngs for thismeasurement are τi=100µs, 12 dB/octave filter for the SR 844 and the output
was set to the amplitude R. For the SR830 an integra on me of τi= 30 ms and a 12 dB/octave filter were used
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5.1. Pump-induced Sidebands in Germanium
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Figure 5.1.1.: Retract curves with a pump power of 5 mW. The near-field signals of the
first three harmonics are shown in (a) and were measured with an internal
Lock-In amplifier of the R9. The corresponding first sidebands are shown
in (b). Please note that the sideband signal is three orders of magnitude
larger due to amplifica on of the external Lock-In amplifiers before it is
fed into the data acquisi on.

typical near-field decay with a slightly short decay length as in (a). The signal-to-noise ra o of
the sidebands is smaller than in the overall near-field signal, but is s ll large enough to perform
a scan on the sample. The NF1H SB1H signal shows an ar facts in form of an unphysical peak at
the distance of ∼ 35 nm. It is associated with the first harmonic reaching zero at this posi on.
At this point, the cascaded Lock-In demodula on inherently produces this error. When the first
harmonic reaches values close to zero, the signal stability is lost as the SR844 Lock-In amplifier is
not delivering a stable near-field signal but rather a random noise floor, containing all frequencies
- including 1 kHz. This directly couples into the second Lock-In demodula on and produces this
peak without a physical meaning. For distances higher than 40 nm, the signal slowly decays and
reaches the noise level for values above 120 nm. Assuming the decay length is associatedwith the
lateral resolu on of the s-SNOM, the resolu on of NF2H SB1H and NF3H SB1H will be superior
to the resolu on of NF1H SB1H, however it is quite remarkable that NF1H SB1H shows a clear
near-field characteris c although the corresponding NF1H signal suffers from far-field effects.
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5. Sideband Results

5.2. Fluence Dependence

The influence of the pump laser’s power is inves gated in steps of 1 mW average power up to the
point when a cri cal heat impact to the AFM is reached (P ≈ 8 mW)3. In the near-field signals
of the second and the third harmonic (see figure 5.2.1 (a)), no significant influence is found for
pump powers up to 7 mW. Although the induced charge carriers strongly increase the near-field
response, the duty cycle of this effect is too low to induce a visible change in the overall near-
field signal. At higher powers, the signals drops by ∼ 25 % as a result of the heat impact. At
this point, the control loop becomes instable which leads to an effec vely larger distance from
the sample surface when the retract curves are obtained. As the near-field signal drops strongly
with the distance, an unstable control loop couples quite strongly into the near-field signal. For
the first harmonic, this effect is visible for high power and is even more pronounced. The data
of the first harmonic below the power of 7 mW is not very stable either. Here, the data points
follow a non-steady pa ern which cannot be explained directly by theory and may be influenced
by various ar facts. When the raw data is analysed, a shi of the point of z = 0 near-field by up
to 10 nm can be iden fied, hence the maximum value at a distance of z = 0 nm exhibits a quite
strong change for each measurement. As the data does not show a random pa ern but rather
follow a quite slow change (each point corresponds to the retract curves and needs more than
a minute to collect and they were obtained in chronological order), a slow dri (e. g. change of
the background field due to a thermal dri of the op cal setup) is most likely the origin of the
change in signal. The exact source of the dri is unclear, however, most dri s will simply change
the amplitude and phase of the background field. As the supression of the background effect
is much less efficient in the first harmonic than at higher harmonics, this effect is not visible for
NF2H and NF3H.

The data for the corresponding first-order sidebands is presented in (b). For NF2H SB1H andNF3H
SB1H a rise in amplitude is observedwith the strongest gradient from 3 to 5mW. For powers from
5 to 7 mW, a plateau is reached before the heat impact induces ar facts to the signal. The NF1H
SB1H amplitude shows a linear behaviour with rising pump powers up to 7 mW of pump power.
The rise in signal with increasing pump powers fits in general to the theory: As predicted by the
Drude theory and the expected rise in the sca ering cross-sec on in s-SNOM (see sec on 2.1),
the strongest contribu on to the near-field signal is expectedwhen the permi vity of the sample
becomes slightly nega ve. When the pump power is strong enough to excite the needed charge

3Due to low absorp on of the probe laser, its heat impact can be neglected. Furthermore a cw heat impact does
not influece the feedback control loop as much as a pulsed laser.
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5.3. Higher-order sidebands
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Figure 5.2.1.: Pump power dependence of the near-field signal (a) and the correspond-
ing first sidebands (b). The dashed red line indicates the power where the
heat impact has a significant impact to the s-SNOM and the data becomes
unreliable.

carrier density, a further increase of power has a smaller contribu on to the sideband signal.
From the data, the pump power where the permi vity becomes nega ve is most probably in the
range of 3-5 mW. A pump laser focus size of roughly 400 µm (FWHM) was determined using a
beam profile camera4, the probe laser focus was a bit larger with a size of roughly 600 µm. From
this value and a indident angle of ∼ 55 degree, the fluence for a power of 4 mW is 0.55 mJ/cm2.
This value has the same order as observed in previous studies [47, 127] and is also in the same
range as reports on macroscopic experiments [19, 142, 143] sta ng 1-15 mJ/cm2.

5.3. Higher-order sidebands

The existence of the first sideband in s-SNOM and the applica on for nanoscale imaging has been
proven before [47, 127]. Moreover, it is a fundamental ques on howmany orders of the sideband
can be detected as the theory discussing the sidebands does not consider the damping in the
amplitude modula on. Here, the first sideband may s ll suffer from ar facts of the heat transfer
into the p-sample systeme. g. via themechanical oscilla on of the p. The heatwhich is induced
by the laser in the sample changes the can lever’s temperature and its proper es. This could lead
to a periodic change in oscilla on amplitude of the can lever with a repe on rate of 1 kHz and

4Spricon Pyrocam III
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Figure 5.3.1.: Sideband amplitude for higher sidebands of all three harmonics (a).
Please note the logarithmic scale. The transfer func on of the SR844 Lock-
In amplifier is shown in the dashed line (blue). The calculated signal-to-
noise ra o is depicted in (b).

hence contributes to the signal although it is not related to the change of the sample proper es.
As the oscilla on amplitude and the corresponding near-field signal have a linear rela onship
to amplitudes up to 200 nm [144], such a heat ar fact cannot occur in higher-order sidebands.
Hence, the higher-order sidebands are expected to be less affected by such ar facts.

A systema c inves ga on of higher sidebands is depicted in figure 5.3.1. (a) shows the sideband
amplitude with logarithmic scale for the different orders of the sideband5. The sidebands am-
plitude of all three harmonics follow an exponen al decay quite well up to the seventh order.
Above that, the noise level is reached and the data becomes untrustworthy. For the first-order
sideband, the value slightly deviates from the exponen al behaviour and is too large in all three
harmonics. The origin of this devia on cannot be verified with this dataset, but might be a re-
sult of the heat impact discussed above. The blue dashed line shows the transfer func on of the
SR844 Lock-In amplifier filter. The sideband amplitude shows a stronger decrease than the filter,
hence the sidebands decay is of a physical origin and not an ar fact of the demodula on tech-
nique. When the data is compared to the transfer func on, the drop below the noise level for
the 7th-order harmonic and higher is clearly visible. The signal-to-noise ra o for the measure-
ments is calculated in (b). It is becoming smaller for higher-order sidebands and shows in general
a rather linear behavior for the first harmonic and a faster decay for the second and the third

5The Lock-In amplifier se ngs for this measurement are τi=100 µs, 12 dB/octave filter for the SR 844 and τi=30
ms, 24 dB/octave filter for the SR 830
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5.4. Oscilla on Amplitude

harmonic. The ra o is by far the largest for the first harmonic and sufficient up to the seventh
sideband. For the second harmonic, the ra o is good enough for a scan up to the fourth side-
band and for the third harmonic only the first and second sidebands are suitable. For the first
sidebands, the signal-to-noise ra o is significantly larger than for higher-order sidebands. This is
a result of the devia on in the first-order sideband, where an increased amplitude is observed.
The noise level does not show such an increase and hence the calculated signal-to-noise ra o is
larger. However, as the increased signal might be the result of the heat impact, it might carry un-
wanted contribu ons. To avoid the detec on of these contribu ons,m ≥ 2 should be preferred
duringmeasurements. In general, the detec on of such high-order sidebands is quite remarkable
and indicates a very small damping of the amplitude modula on.

5.4. Oscillation Amplitude

The oscilla on amplitude of the can lever is a parameter in s-SNOM which is commonly chosen
to values which roughly matches distance where the near-field has decayed to almost zero. In
most reports, the amplitude ranges around 60 nm, a quite large value for tapping mode AFM al-
ready. Some scien st increase this to values above 100 nm as larger near-field signals are found
(e. g. [89]). In this range, the near-field amplitude has a linear dependence to the oscilla on am-
plitude of the p [144]. However, increasing the amplitude too much will cause severe ar facts
in the s-SNOM measurement as the mechanical oscilla on becomes anharmonic and inherently
carries higher harmonics of the driving frequency [145]. Hence, higher harmonics not associated
with near-field interac ons will be found in s-SNOM signals [146]. To inves gate the influence
of the oscilla on amplitude on the s-SNOM signals and the sidebands, the oscilla on amplitude
was increased while measuring the first three harmonics of the near-field and the corresponding
first sidebands. Due to limited amount of me in the laboratory, this measurement could not be
performed for higher sidebands. The dependency of the near-field and sideband amplitudes on

the oscilla on amplitude is depicted in figure 5.4.1. The second and third near-field harmonics
follow a linear behavior when the oscilla on amplitude is increased from 40 to 120 nm. When
being increased to 160 nm, the rise in amplitude becomes smaller as the addi onal distance cov-
ered by the p is in the range where the near-field in close to zero. This behavior is quite typical
for an s-SNOM experiment [144]. For the first harmonic, the signal rises by ∼20 % when the os-
cilla on amplitude is increased from 40 to 60 nm, for larger values the signal is rela vely stable.
Depending on the alignment of the setup and the posi on of the p at the sample, this might
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Figure 5.4.1.: Near-field (a) and corresponding sideband (b) amplitudes for different os-
cilla on amplitudes of the p. The Se ngs for the SR 844 were chosen to
an integra on me of 100 µs, a 12 dB filter and a sensi vity of 30 mV/V.
For the SR 830, the integra on is 30 ms and the filter is 24 dB.

change quite dras cally, as it strongly depends on the background field. Please note that this
measurement was performed several hours a er the measurements of the higher-order side-
bands summarized in figure 5.3.1. During this me, the p was worn off a bit, leading to a larger
effec ve p radius and a slightly enhanced near-field signal. The sideband data is shown in figure
5.4.1 (b). The NF2H SB1H and NF3H SB1H amplitudes in general follow the same behavior as the
corresponding near-field signals. They rise with the oscilla on amplitude up to 120 nm, although
the slope is a bit smaller. For amplitudes above 120 nm, the rise decreases. For NF1H SB1H there
is a rising trend towards larger amplitudes, but the fluctua ons of the NF1H data is visible in the
sideband as well.

In order to find a suitable oscilla on amplitude for suchmeasurements, the signal-to-noise ra o is
determined and depicted in figure 5.4.2. (a) shows the data for the near-field signals. The values
for the first harmonic decrease constantly from ∼25 to ∼15 when the oscilla on amplitude is
increased following a rather linear behaviour. For the second harmonic, the value decreases as
well. However, a strongly enlarged signal-to-noise ra o is calculated. The reason is the enhanced
near-field amplitude while the noise floor does not change from 40 to 60 nm amplitude. Most
likely the noise floor is limited by the Lock-In amplifier itself for small amplitudes, while it is limited
by the above discussed ar facts from the higher harmonic demodula on and/or anharmoni es
from the can lever oscilla on. To inves gate this further, more data points in the range from 40
to 80 nm would be needed. For the third harmonic, the signal-to-noise ra o rises rather linearly
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5.5. Technical Aspects of the Sideband Demodula on
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Figure 5.4.2.: Calculated near-field (a) and corresponding sideband (b) signal-to-noise
ra os for different oscilla on amplitudes of the p.

up to 120 nm and does not rise further a erwards. The corresponding data for the first order
sidebands is plo ed in (b). Here, both NF2H SB1H and NF3H SB1H show a strong rise towards
higher amplitudes and do not saturate for amplitudes above 120 nm. The NF1H SB1H has by far
the largest amplitude and does not show a clear trend.

In conclusion, the sweet spot of oscilla on amplitude lies in the range of 80 to 120 nm. Here, both
the absolute signal strengths and the signal-to-noise ra os of all signals is in a suitable regime.
Only NF1H has quite a comparably small SNR, but this signal carries toomany ar facts for a proper
near-field scan and is usually neglected for this purpose. The achievable resolu on in a scan is a
bit be er for smaller amplitudes but will s ll be fine for an amplitude around 100 nm.

5.5. Technical Aspects of the Sideband Demodulation

In this sec on the influence of the Lock-In amplifier se ngs on the sideband signals is examined.
As the cascaded method for the sideband demodula on is new in this field, this examina on
enables the op miza on of se ng and significantly improves the quality of the data.

The influence of the SR 844 sensi vity is evaluated in table 5.1. Here, largest sensi vity was
chosen in a way that the cascaded SR830 Lock-In amplifier could s ll receive the signal without
any processing error, meaning that both the input and output ranges were not fully exploited.
For the evalua on, the NF2H SB1H signal was taken into account. The signal-to-noise ra o is best
for a sensi vity of 30 mV/V (10 % of the full range exploited), however the small change when
using 10 mV/V could arise from sta s cal noise fluctua ons during the measurement. When the
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5. Sideband Results

10 mV/V 30 mV/V 100 mV/V

Signal [V] 2.64 0.95 0.222

Noise [V] 0.22 0.07 0.026

SNR 11.56 12.15 8.65

Table 5.1.: Calculated signal-to-noise ra o for different sensi vi es of the SR844 Lock-In
amplifier. For this measurement an integra on me of 100 µs and a filter of
12 dB/octave has been used for the SR844 Lock-In amplifier. The SR830 was
set to an integra on me of 30 ms and a filter of 24 dB/octave. The pump
power of this measurement is 5 mW and the p had an oscilla on amplitude
of 160 nm.

output range of the SR 844 is exploited only by 2%, the signal-to-noise ra o drops down by almost
30 %. The conclusion of this measurement can be transferred to other harmonics and sidebands
without hesita on.

The influence of the SR844 filter is analysed in table 5.2. Here, all possible filter se ngs are
tested. The trend shows larger signal-to-noise ra os for steeper filters when the NF2H SB1H is
demodulated. Thismeasurement cannot be transferred to themeasurement of higher sidebands,
as the filter will determine how strongly signals around themain peak of the harmonic are cut off.
I.e., a 24 dB/octave filter will only pass 4% of the second sideband and 1% of the third sideband.
For the measurements of the higher-order sidebands described above, the filter was set to 12
dB/octave, which passes signals up to the 7th sideband. A smaller filter may pass even more
sidebands. To gain a full picture, the measurement of higher sidebands should be repeated with
different filter se ngs.

The last technical se ng of the SR 844 inves gated is the integra on me τi of the Lock-In am-
plifier. Again, NF2HSB1H is measured while τi is changed. The obtained signal-to-noise ra os are
given in table 5.3. A massive drop by a factor of more than 400 in the signal amplitude passed
by the SR844 is observed when the integra on me becomes larger than 1 ms and hence larger
than the period of the excita on laser. The op mal integra on me is 300 µs, were the integra-
on is long enough to suppress the noise, but s ll easily passes the 1 kHz modula on. For the

inves ga on of higher-order sidebands, the modula on n· 1 kHz becomes faster and hance the
op mal integra on me should tend towards smaller values as the modula on.

As the SR 830 Lock-In amplifier is the last device in the cascade, its se ngs should influence the
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0 dB/oct 6 dB/oct 12 dB/oct 18 dB/oct 24 dB/oct

Signal [V] 7.65 6.19 5.61 4.60 4.53

Noise [V] 0.70 0.66 0.51 0.42 0.35

SNR 10.97 9.38 10.99 11.02 12.89

Table 5.2.: Calculated signal-to-noise ra o for different filters of the SR844 Lock-In am-
plifier. For this measurement an integra on me of 100 µs and a sensi vity
of 10 mV/V has been used for the SR844 Lock-In amplifier. The SR 830 has
an integra on me of 30 ms, a filter of 24 dB/octave and a sensi vity of 10
mV/V. The pump power of this measurement is 5 mW.

100 µs 300 µs 1 ms 3 ms

Signal [V] 2.761 0.966 0.076 0.006

Noise [V] 0.246 0.061 0.005 0.001

SNR 11.22 15.72 14.31 7.029

Table 5.3.: Calculated signal-to-noise ra o for different integra on mes τi of the SR844
Lock-In amplifier. For this measurement a filter of 12 dB/octave and and a
sensi vity of 10 mV/V is used for the SR844 Lock-In amplifier. The SR 830 had
an integra on me of 30 ms, a filter of 24 dB/octave and a sensi vity of 20
mV/V. The pump power of this measurement was 5 mW.
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1 ms 3 ms 10 ms 30 ms 100 ms 300 ms

Signal [V] 1.111 0.969 0.947 0.895 1.001 0.818

Noise [V] 0.176 0.156 0.105 0.076 0.049 0.025

SNR 6.284 6.223 9.034 11.74 20.71 32.74

Table 5.4.: Calculated signal-to-noise ra o for different integra on mes τi of the SR830
Lock-In amplifier. For this measurement a filter of 12 dB/octave, an integra-

on me of 100 µs and a sensi vity of 10 mV/V is used for the SR844 Lock-In
amplifier. The SR 830 has a filter of 24 dB/octave. The pump power of this
measurement is 5 mW.

signal-to-noise ra o as expected for any Lock-In amplifier (as decribed in [124]). Firstly, steep
filters will enlarge the signal-to-noise ra o at the cost of quick onset of the signal when the mod-
ula on is started. Secondly, long integra on meswill enlarge the signal-to-noise ra o at the cost
ofmeasurement speed. The obtained values for different SR 830 integra on mes are given in ta-
ble 5.4. Here, the SNR clearly rises for larger integra on mes as the random noise is suppressed
more efficiently. The best trade-off in between SNR and integra on me needs to be found for
each experiment. For many measurements, an integra on me of 10 ms will be sufficient for a
sideband scan. This value is in the typical regime used for imaging in near-field microscopy and
will not decrease the scanning speed. If a larger SNR is needed, an integra on me above 30
ms needs to be chosen and will increase the scanning me to more than an hour for a 128x128
pixel scan. For such long scans, the AFM setup must be very stable against dri s and should be
in thermal equilibrium before the scan is started.

As a last technical parameter, the SR 830 filter is regarded. When it is changed, a slight change
towards smaller signals and lower noise, is observed. When the signal-to-noise ra o is calculated,
no clear trend can be observed. The results are given in table 5.5.

5.6. Nano-optic Material Contrast

The ul mate proof that the measured sidebands are related to the op cal informa on of the
near-field is a near-field scan with sub-diffrac on resolu on. Here, a germanium crystal with a
gold nanostructure on top is chosen as a demonstra on system. In the ideal case, the sidebands
should not appear on the gold areas and only on the germanium crystal, as the charge carrier
density is increased by the excita on laser only in the la er case. Figure 5.6.1 (a) shows the
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6 dB 12 dB 18 dB 24 dB

Signal [V] 3.78 2.31 2.58 2.58

Noise [V] 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.22

SNR 11.84 8.78 9.99 11.54

Table 5.5.: Calculated signal-to-noise ra o for different filter se ngs of the SR830 Lock-
In amplifier. For this measurement a filter of 12 dB/octave, an integra on

me of 100 µs and a sensi vity of 10 mV/V is used for the SR844 Lock-In
amplifier. The SR 830 has an integra on me of 30 ms. The pump power of
this measurement is 5 mW.

topography of the sample. A undefined gold patch with a size of roughly 10x5 µm and a height
of 50 nm was fabricated via lithography on a single crystal germanium substrate6. At the edges,
a thin area of elevated topography is observed. The top row of the figure moreover shows the
near-field amplitude (b) of the second harmonic and the corresponding first sideband (c) without
the excita on laser. In the near-field, a clear material contrast in between the gold patch and the
substrate can be observed. The dark rim around the gold area corresponds to the elevated areas
in the topography. From this data, it can be concluded that the elevated area ismost likely residual
resin from the fabrica on process. The scan is not detailed enough to determine the lower limit
of the near-field resolu on, however an upper limit of ∼ 150 nm can be stated. In the sideband
data, there are ar facts visible which need to be addressed before evalua ng the scan with the
excita on laser, such as a slightly more noisy and increased signal on the gold and clearly elevated
signals at the edges. All data shown before were spectra collected at a single point of the sample,
hence the p-i control loop of the AFM did not need to compensate for the fast changes in the
topography which occur during a scan. While scanning, the feedback loop will compensate for
any fluctua on in the topography. As the sample is not completely flat and the control loop does
not compensate perfectly, this will in general induce changes in the actual p-sample distance
containing all frequencies, including 1 kHz. As the near-field is very sensi ve to the p-sample
distance, this 1 kHz signal will directly couple into the near-field and sideband demodula on. The
gold film is much rougher than the germanium and much more vulnerable to this ar fact. By
adjus ng the control loop, the ar fact could be minimized, however a slightly larger signal on
gold s ll s ll remains. The largest ar facts can be observed at the edges themselves, where the
control loop needs to compensate strongly for the topography. The scan direc on is le to right

6The characteris cs of this semiconductor are discussed in sec on 2.1
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Figure 5.6.1.: Nano-op cal inves ga on of a gold patch on a germanium substrate. The
upper row shows the measurement without the excita on laser, the lower
row with an excita on power of 5 mW. To suppress background interfer-
ence from the CO2 probe laser, the 1d-FFT filter of Gwyddion [147] was
applied in (b), (c), (e) and (f). For the measurement an integra on me
of 100 µs, a filter of 12 dB and a sensi vity of 30 mV/V was used at the
SR 844. At the SR 830 the integra on me was chosen to 30 ms, the filter
was chosen to 12 dB and the oscilla on amplitude was 100 nm.

in this picture explaining why the edges along the scan direc on aremore sensi ve to this ar fact
than the edges perpendicular to it.

The lower row shows the scan with a pump excia on power of 5 mW. Both the topography (d)
and the second harmonic in the near-field (e) show no significant change. In the sideband (f), a
clearmaterial contrast in between the gold and the germanium can be observed. The germanium
appears bright, while the gold area is darker. Addi onally, the sideband phase is only stable on the
germanium (not shown). The resolu on of the sideband can be es mated to a value below 150
nm and is smaller than the diffrac on limit of both the CO2 probe and the Ti:Sa excita on laser.
The signal on the gold rises to a value of few hundredmV, which might be related to heat induced
ar facts in the first sideband as discussed above. Unfortunately, the limited lab me did not allow
for a lateral scan of this structure with the demodula on of a higher-order sideband. A second
explana on for the enlarged signal on gold can be a unwanted change of the background field
due to the mascroscopic change of the reflec vity of the germanium substrate which will directly
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induce sidebands in the full data of the scan. To exclude this ar fact an inverted sample (almost
completely coated with gold) would be a good candidate. For such a sample, the background
field would not change under the influence of the background laser.

Although the scan nicely demonstrates the capabili es on nano-op c inves ga ons of transient
states, the contrast in this measurement is much lower than expected (an ar fact- and noise-free
measurement should show a contrast of infinity, as discussed in sec on 3.3) and is not in the same
range as shown in previous experiments [47, 127]. One possibility could be the increased impact
of heat in this experiment. While a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) has been used in [47, 127],
this experiment was performed with a Ti:Sa short pulse laser (λ ≈ 800 nm). The Ti:Sa laser has
a stronger absorp on coefficient (see figure 2.1.6) and more photons are absorbed in a smaller
volume. Addi onally, the laser in this experiment has more energy per photon which needs to be
transferred during absorp on. As this energy is mostly transferred to phonons, the heat impact
into the system is larger than compared to the Nd:YAG experiment.
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6. Field-Effect Transistors
We choose to go to the Moon! We choose to go to the Moon, not
because it is easy, but because it is hard; because that goal will
serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills,
because that challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we
are unwilling to postpone, and one we intend to win.

(John F. Kennedy)

The second experiment featured in this sec on is the systema c inves ga on of plasma waves in
graphene field-effect transistors. Many of such devices have been inves gated with THz near-field
microscopy and other complementary scanning probe microscopy techniques during the author’s
PhD me. Two device are analysed in full detail in this chapter. For this, the theory of s-SNOM
and higher-harmonic demodula on of chapter 3.2.1 is combined with the theory of plasma waves
in field-effect transistors presented in sec on 2.2. The experimental results are compared to the
predic ons of this theory and compared to macroscopic characteriza ons of the devices.

In sec on 2.2.1 the fascina ng physical phenomena occurring in a two-dimensional electron fluid
of a field-effect transitor (FET) are discussed. As the electron fluid in a conven onal FET is buried
under the gate electrode, the possibili es for inves ga on were very limited un l the recent years.
With the implementa on of graphene in FETs, this limita on has been overcome. The graphene
can be processed without a capping layer and now allows for direct access to the electron fluid.

The inves ga on of graphene field-effect transistors (GFETs) was proposed by Prof. Dr. Hartmut
Roskos and Dr. Amin Soltani (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt / Physikalisches Ins tut) during the
author’s PhD thesis and carried out in close collabora on. Addi onally to this thesis, the results
are discussed in a publica on which is close to submission. The GFETs were supplied by the group
of Prof. Dr. Jan Stake and fabricated by Marlene Bonmann (Chalmers University of Technology,
Sweden / Microtechnology and Nanoscience, Terahertz and Millimeter Wave Laboratory).
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Figure 6.1.1.: A top view op cal microscope image of the GFet device is shown in (a). A
bow- e antenna (Au) with a size of 300 µm is designed to also include the
transistors’ connec ons of source, drain and gate. A schema c illusta on
of the device and the near-field measurement is shown in (b).

6.1. Device Design

The devices in general consist of two large bow e antennas with the FET located in the middle of
them. The connec ons for source, drain and gate electrodes are established through the bow- e
antennas which are connected to wires enabling the connec on of source measurement units
(see microscope picture in (a)). The antenna has a radius of 300 µm for efficient incoupling of
radia on from a few hundred GHz up to a few THz. A schema c close-up drawing of the transis-
tor and the near-field measurement is depicted in (b). The device consists of several layers. The
top layers are the gold source and drain electrodes with a height of 150 nm and the gate elec-
trode with a height of 300 nm. The channel in between drain and source is connected through
a graphene sheet with a length of 2.7 µm . To control the electric poten al of the graphene, the
gate electrode is par ally convering the area beyond the channel (called bo om gate electrode
during the further reading). The bo om gate has been implemented with sloped edges into the
structure to achieve a smooth transi on from the area with the electrode below the graphene
(gated region) to the area without the gate electrode (ungated region). Without this feature, the
graphene layer would presumably exhibit strong mechanical stress on a sharp edge. As some of
the devices had breakdowns during the first FEL shi s, this poten al origin for the breakdown
was removed together with others. TO control the charge carrier density of the channel, the gate
electrode is separated from the channel with a a layer of 25 nm thick Al2O3, which also prevents
a current flow in between the gate electrode and the graphene. Although not visible in the illus-
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(b)   AFM topography (a)        SEM image 

2 µm 

Figure 6.1.2.: SEM (a) and AFM (b) images of typical samples inves gated. Both show
the high quality of the device, but also some residuals from the sample
fabrica on. The adjustment of the greyscale in (b) was chosen to enhance
the visibility of the bo om gate. Please note the SEM image and AFM scan
were performed on two different devices.

tra on, the gate electrode on top and beyond the Al2O3 are connected. The substrate is a 280
µm thick silicon wafer.

An overview of the structure is shown in figure 6.1.2. (a) features a typical SEM image of the
device. The top electrodes have a very good quality with sharp edges and a uniform surface. The
edges of the bo om gate electrode are less well defined and have some holes and cracks. The
graphene is easily observed as the thick dark stripe connec ng the source and drain. It is more
grainy than the other areas and also shows a 1 µm long structure in the bo om right corner of the
graphene. An AFM measurement of another device is depicted in (b). Although the resolu on
is clearly worse than in the SEM image, the topography is nicely mapped. Here, the scale is ad-
justed to a the point where the sloped edges of the bo om gate electrode and the slightly grainy
graphene layer become visible. In this scan a non-perfect sample processing is visible in the area
of the graphene, where an ellip c feature is visible in the topography. This feature is a result of
an imperfect sample fabrica on process and could be a hole in the graphene layer or a result of a
non-uniform Al2O3 layer. Such fluctua ons from the fabrica on process can strongly disturbe the
s-SNOM response in the channel and must be taken into account carefully. Some samples were
contaminated to a degree where quan ta ve analysis of the near-field measurements becomes
untrustworthy.
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6.2. Data Analysis

In order to analyze the collected data and deduce quan ta ve values, the theory of near-field de-
tec on and the predic on made by Dyakonov and Shur need to be combined. During the collab-
ora on on this topic, several methods were proposed by Dr. Amin Soltani un l the collaborators
decided to choose the method presented below for the analysis and fi ng of the data.

The near field can in general be split up into two partsEnf = Em+Epl, whereEm represents the
field a ributed to the material and Epl the plasma wave. The total field present at the sample is
then

Etotal = Ebe
iϕb + Em + E1e

−i(k′plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx︸ ︷︷ ︸
plasma wave

. (6.2.1)

Here, Eb is the background field which accounts for sca ering at the GFET structure,the sample,
p and the AFM. The plasma wave equa on is taken from sec on 2.2. As we consider only the

first order of the plasma wave, kpl is used as the plasma wave vector instead of k0 (see equa-
on 2.2.17). As the coefficients C of the plasma wave equa on cannot determined in absolute

measures in our experiment anyway, they are represented by E1 in this calcula on. The detec-
tor in our experiment detects intensi es only, thus any contribu on with |eiωt| = 1 and can be
neglected. The intensity at the detector reads

Itotal =Etotal · E∗
total

=
(
Ebe

iϕb + Em + E1e
−i(k′plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx

)
·
(
Ebe

−iϕb + Em + E1e
i(k′plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx

)
=E2

b + EbEme
iϕb + EbE1e

iϕbei(k
′
plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx

+ EmEbe
−iϕb + EmE1e

i(k′plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx

+ E2
m + E1Ebe

−iϕbe−i(k′plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx

+ EmE1e
−i(k′plx+ϕpl)e−k′′plx + E2

1e
−2k′′plx. (6.2.2)

Due to higher-harmonic demodula on (see sec on 3.2) the term containing only Eb can be ne-
glected. As these background fields are much larger than Em or E1, only mixed terms of back-
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ground and near-field remain [118]. Hence the detected intensity reads

Itotal ∝ 2EmEb cos(ϕb) + E1e
−k′′plx2Eb cos(k′

plx+ ϕpl + ϕb). (6.2.3)

For the sake of simplici y, ϕb can assumed to be constant in the gated region, i.e. ϕb = 0 leading
to the final equa on of

Itotal ∝ 2Eb ·
(
Em + E1e

−k′′plx cos(k′
plx+ ϕpl)

)
. (6.2.4)

Here, k′
pl and k′′

pl depend on the plasma wave velocity s which depends on the applied gate volt-
age. They are given by

k′
pl =

ω

s

√(
(1 + ω−2τ−2)1/2 + 1

2

)
, (6.2.5)

k′′
pl =

ω

s

√(
(1 + ω−2τ−2)1/2 − 1

2

)
and (6.2.6)

s =

√
eU0

m∗
e

. (6.2.7)

Hence, a change of the gate voltage should result in a change of the deduced plasma wave veloc-
ity. For this reason, linescans along the channel were repeated with different gate voltages.

6.3. Near-Field Overview Scans

The GFETs were inves gated with the s-SNOM setup as described in sec on 4.1 with a FEL wave-
length of λ = 150 µm1. For characteriza on of the samples, both overview near-field scans and
linescans along the channel were performed. To achieve the best incoupling efficiency of the THz
field to the antenna, the incoupling field is mostly polarized along the antenna (s-polarized, blue).
The s-SNOM p sca ers the near-field into the InSb detector. With a p-polarized filter is mounted
in front of the detector, only the p-polarized part of the sca ered light is shown.

Many of such devices were inves gated with the FEL in between 2017 and 2019 with both silicon-
based (PPP) and full-pla num (RMN) ps2. Below, overview near-field scans are shown for two

1The experiment was also tried unsuccessfully at 230 µm and at 75 µm. For the la er case, the device antenna has
an insufficient incoupling efficiency to induce a plasma wave. For the former case the reason is unknown.

2Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt and Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology 25PtIr200B-H
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6. Field-Effect Transistors

devices of the same device, GT1 and JT1 at a frequency of 2 THz are presented and discussed.

An overview near-field scan of the GT1 device with a PPP p is shown in figure 6.3.1. The topog-
raphy is shown in (a). The p radius is obviously much larger than in the measurement shown in
figure 6.1.2 due to p wear off. The corresponding mechanical phase of the can lever is shown
in (b). The phase is changed especially at edges of the structure as the p exhibits stronger inter-
ac on with the sample in this area and consequently amplitude and phase of the can lever are
shi ed (see appendix A.1). In the first harmonic (c), the different areas are clearly visible. The bot-
tom gate region is clearly the brightest and is rela vely uniform. Although the gold is covered by
a 20 nm Al2O3 layer, the near-field is probed through this transparent layer [148]. This commonly
known effect has been u lized in several near-field experiments [56, 149]. Although previous
studies show a slightly stronger response of graphene with broadband THz radia on [89], the
graphene is not directly visible at this wavelength. While the drain and the top gate electrodes
show a response in the same range, the source side has amuch lower near-field amplitude. As the
can lever is located over the source side for all measurements shown here, we a ribute this to
either shadowing effects of the can lever or to the asymmetry of the p sha leading to a change
in illumina on of the antennas. Two facts support this thesis: Firstly, for some measurements,
the sample was rotated by 180 degree. In this case, the source side showed a much stronger
response than drain and gate. Such a measurement is shown in figure 6.3.3. Secondly, when this
measurement was repeated with the RMN p, the difference in amplitude wasmuch smaller (see
figure 6.3.2). Compared to the PPP p, the RMN is more symmetric and has a much longer p
sha and thus the can lever is located further above the sample and will create less shadowing
effect on the source antenna. At all the edges of the device, the signal is reduced due to sca er-
ing. This ar fact is well known in s-SNOM but must be taken into account carefully when the data
is analysed.

The second and third harmonic near-field signals are shown in (d). Here, two features in the
bo om gate region become visible: Thin stripes of enhanced signal at the upper and lower end of
this region, aswell as enhanced signal at the source side. The former could be related to sca ering
at the edge, but should in this case be most pronounced in the first harmonic signal and not in
the second harmonic. In the third harmonic, the effect is not visible anymore, but the noise level
might simply be too high there to observe such a small ar fact. More likely, the origin for this
stripe could be an ar fact from the higher-harmonic demodula on. When the mechanical phase
of the can lever is analysed, instable condi ons are found around the same posi ons where the
stripes occur. When the mechanical phase becomes unstable, the Lock-In amplifiers for higher-
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Figure 6.3.1.: 8x8 µm near-field scan of the GT1 device with a PPP p. (a) shows the
topography, (b) the meachnical phase of the can lever. The integra on

me of the internal R9 Lock-In amplifiers is 100 ms with a filter of 48 dB.
First, second and third harmonic are presented in (c), (d) and (e), respec-

vely. The dashed red line marks the posi on where linescans are per-
formed for quan ta ve analysis of the data.

harmonic demodula on can produce ar facts as they compare the detector signals to the AC
drive voltage of the AFM controller. When the driving phase does not have a stable rela onship
to the actual phase of the can lever and it changes faster than the Lock-In amplifier’s integra on
me, this unfortunately causes ar facts in the near-field measurement. These ar facts might be

shi ed a bit to the le side, as the Lock-In integra on of 100mswill cause a delay. In this scan, the
scanning direc on is from right to le . The ar fact is clearly visible in the color scale, but is only
5 % larger than the amplitude at the bo om gate region and hence is not very large compared
to the strongest feature of the measurement, which is described in the following. The brightest
feature in this measurement is a clearly enhanced signal at the source side of the bo om gate
region. This signal might be a ributed to the plasma wave predicted in sec on 2.2 and will be
analysed further below in sec on 6.4. The length of this feature is extended slightly further up
and down than expected by the area of graphene, however the resolu on of the p is clearly not
very good.

An overview scan of the JT1 device with iden cal geometry obtainedwith the RMN p is shown in
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(d) (e) (c) 

1H 2H 3H 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.3.2.: 9x9 µm near-field scan of the JT1 with a RMN p. The integra on me
of the internal R9 Lock-In amplifiers is 50 ms with a filter of 48 dB. First,
second and third harmonic are presented in (a), (b) and (c).

figure 6.3.2 for comparison. The topography is similar to the devices described before and shown
in (a). In the channel region some dirt par cles are visible. The mechanical phase is shown in (b).
Compared to themeasurement with the PPP p, the phase is muchmore stable and only changes
at the edges of the electrodes. (c) shows the first harmonic data of the near-field. Here, the
difference in between the signals of the source and drain electrodes is much smaller. The signal-
to-noise ra o is much larger although the integra on me of the Lock-In amplifier was reduced
to 50 ms. This matches the conclusion made in sec on 4.1, where a be er near-field response
of the RMN p in the THz region is expected. The signal also carries less ar facts compared to
the measurement with the PPP p, e. g. the edge-effects are observed at much smaller length
scales. The background suppression works be er in this measurement, which can be observed
at the low signal level of the Al2O3 in the first harmonic. In the second harmonic (d), ar facts in
the channel region due to dust par cles are clearly appearing as dark dots. In the third harmonic
(e), the noise level increases, but s ll beats the results of the PPP p by far. In this measurement,
no feature a ributed to a plasma wave can be observed in the overview scan. Frommacroscopic
rec fica on measurements of the device, a ten mes smaller response to THz radia on of the
JT1 device compared to the GT1 device is es mated. This much smaller sensi vity might quite
likely be the reason why the plasma wave is not observed in the near-field scans. Unfortunately,
interpreta on of this data via slow line scans with be er sensi vity is not possible due to the dirt
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(b) (c) (a) 

topo 1H 2H 

Figure 6.3.3.: 10x10 µm near-field scan of the TF1 with a PPP p. Here, the device was
turned by 180 degrees and in order to inves gate the asymmetries of the
setup. The device has been assembled for reference measurements and
does not contain a graphene layer. (a) shows the topography. The first
harmonic is depicted in (b). Here, the source electrode is much brighter
than the gate and drain electrodes. The second harmonic contains a high
level of noise, but shows the strongest signal at the source electrode as
well. This measurement shows clearly the asymmetry of the system as
described above.

in the channel, which influences the near-field data too heavily.

6.4. Plasma Wave Examination

As observed in figure 6.3.1, a feature which might be a ributed to a plasma wave is visible on the
source side of the channel. To gain quan ta ve statements about this feature, linescans were
performed with different voltages applied at the gate. To achieve a high signal-to-noise ra o,
the integra on me of the Lock-In amplifier was increased to 1 s and the line me was chosen
to to 100 s, the maximum value possible with the R9 AFM controller. Each line consists of 512
pixels. To assure the quality of the device and to confirm its func onality, the following steps
were performed during the experiment: A er each near-field measurement, an IV-curve of the
transistor was collected to verify the device did not degrade in between the measurements. At
the beginning and at the end of the experiment, the DC response on the THz field (see sec on
2.2, o en called rec fica on in literature) of the device was verified using a chopper in the THz
beam and a Lock-In amplifier while measuring the current induced in between source and drain
due to irradia on of the device. This indirect proof of the plasma wave assures that the device in
principle is worth to be examined.
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Figure 6.4.1.: Near-field data for two individual lines a er dri correc on. The averaged
signal is plo ed with the dashed line in black. The lines are in very good
agreement and show the reproducibility of the method.

The near-field experimentwas performed as describe below. Each linewas collected at least twice
per scanning direc on. They were checked for ar facts occurring from, e. g., large dirt par cles.
The correct posi on perpendicular to the line (up and down in figure 6.3.1) was confirmed a er
each change of the gate voltage. Due to dri s during this long line me, a slight shi along the
scanning direc on of each line is possible. To compensate this, each lineshi was corrected via
the topography data before mul ple lines were averaged. To exclude other ar facts, the forward
and backward lines were compared for each measurement, which showed a good reproducibility
of the method. As an example, the outcome of this procedure for the second harmonic is plo ed
in figure 6.4.1 for the measurement of the GT1 device with a gate voltage of 0 V. Here, the two
lines (green, magenta) are in good agreement. The averaged line (black, do ed) deviates only
slightly from the two single lines. Due to the long integra on me of the Lock-In amplifier, the
peaks in the near-field are not exactly at the same posi on in forward and backward direc on
when compared to the topography data. When scanning forward (or le ), the peaks are shi ed
towards the le and when scanning backwards (or right), the peaks are shi ed towards the right.
Since the absolute posi on of the peaks compared to the gate electrode is of high importance,
the middle posi ons of the peaks in forward and backward direc on were chosen as the correct
posi on of the peaks.
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GT1 device analysis

The near-field signal of such a corrected linescan obtained on the GT1 device with a PPP p is
presented in figure 6.4.2. For the correct determina on of the gate region, the sample was inves-
gatedwith a commercial closed-loop AFM3. The posi ons aremarkedwith blue lines in the third

harmonic near-field informa on. On the source side, a peak with an amplitude of roughly 0.5 mV
is clearly visible exactly at the start of the gate region. As resolu on of s-SNOM is limited and the
gates’ DC field is not completely bound to the end of the bo om gate, the signal is enlarged also
outside the gate region. The peak decays a er several hundred nanometers towards the drain
to a value of less than 0.4 mV, which is the near-field amplitude arising from the gold bo om
gate electrode itself (Em in the fi ng procedure). The wave is almost completely overdamped, a
second lobe is barely visible in this data due to strong damping of the electrons in the graphene.
The origin of small modula on (few percent) visible in the range of 1 to 2.3 µm is not clear. How-
ever, smallest grains and residuals from the sample fabrica on influence the distant-dependent
near-field quite strongly. This could be an explana on of the modula on. Due to the very long
line me, the topography data is reliable enough to properly correlate the near-field data to such
small features in the topography. A second possible explana on could be a plasmon mode in the
graphene which could be exited via the p and reflect at the graphene borders simililar to [71,
72]. However, such plasmon modes are not expected in graphene at this THz frequency [150].
Outside the channel, the signal decays as Em changes when the p is not above the gate any-
more and due to edge effects when the p reaches the source and drain electrode, also visible
in the overview scan. To prove the origin of the peak is not related to the topography, devices
with the same geometry but without the graphene layer were inves gated as well. The general
behavior of this device is similar, however no plasma wave could be observed (see figure 6.4.3).
The signal-to-noise ra o is not as good as compared to the GT1 device, however it is s ll good
enough to observe a feature as large as observed in figure 6.4.2.

Equa on 6.2.4 was fi ed to the experimental data as shown in figure 6.4.4 (a). A slight change
of the slope is visible when the gate voltage is changed and will be analysed further below. How-
ever, the change is expected to be fairly small, as the plasma wave velocity only weakly reacts to
the charge carrier density with s ∝ n1/4. For ideal graphene n ∝ |Ug − UCNP |, where UCNP is
the charge neutrality point, which will be discussed below. In a realis c system suffering from im-
puri es, defects and inhomogeni es, this dependence becomes much smaller (especially around
UCNP ).

3Asylum Research Cypher AFM
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Figure 6.4.2.: Third harmonic near-field data of a linescan performed on the GT1 device
with a gate voltage of 0 V and a power of 45 mW at the sample. The
do ed lines mark the posi ons of the channel and gate region. The red
rectangle shows the contribu on to the near-field signal arising from the
gold gate, which is represented by Em in equa on 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.4.3.: First harmonic near-field data of a linescan performed on the BT1 refer-
ence device with standard illumina on. Here, no feature associated with
a plasma wave could be observed. The noise level is larger than compared
to the GT1 device, but s ll low enough to detect a large feature as visible
in 6.4.2.
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Figure 6.4.4.: Linescan data: (a) Corrected third harmonic near-field data (dots) for dif-
ferent gate voltages on the GT1 device. The corresponding fits of the data
are plo ed with solid lines. Please note that the data is plo ed with off-
sets for be er visibility. (b) shows the deduced values for the plasma wave
velocity with the red line for τ = 55 fs.
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Figure 6.4.5.: (a) IV-Curve of the GT1 device under THz radia on. The CNP is at 3.2 V. The
calcula on of the plasma-wave velocity s and the measured values are
shown in (b). Both the macroscopic and the nanoscopic measurements
are in decent agreement.

The values for s deduced assuming different electron sca ering mes ranging from 40-70 fs, val-
ues which have been reported in several experiments for exfoliated graphene [151–153]. The
peak height of the measured data is a bit larger than expected from the theory. From the dataset
the origin of this mismatch cannot be explained, however one of the small oscilla ons visible in
the data could also be present at a posi on of 0 µm and enlarge the signal. The results are shown
in figure 6.4.4 (b). The red dots show the calcula on for a sca ering me of τ = 55 fs compared
to the Fermi velocity vF 4. The obtained plasma wave velocity is 6.5 vF for a gate voltage Ug = -3
V and decreases down to 4 vF at a voltage of 3 V. For higher voltages, it rises again up to almost 5
vF . The grey data shows the fi ng results for τ = 40 fs up to τ = 70 fs. The behavior is in general
the same, however smaller sca ering mes lead to larger s and larger sca ering mes to smaller
s.

GFETs have been inves gated in their applica on as transistors both in theory [154] and applica-
on [35, 36, 155, 156]. As men oned before, the charge neutrality point is an important quan ty

in such a device. It is the point where an equal amount of electrons and holes is reached in
the graphene through the applica on of a gate voltage. On the one hand, the CNP determines
the point at which the conduc vity of the GFET is the lowest. On the other hand, from plasma
wave theories extended to GFETs [157] the expected lowest plasma wave velocity is at the CNP.

4The Fermi velocity corresponds to the Fermi energy EF and hence is the velocity of the fastest electron in the
semiconductor when cooled down close to zero temperature. Here, we assume vF = 1µm/ps.
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Consequently, the CNP is very well suited to connect macroscopic and nanoscopic results of the
experiment. For the GT1 device, the conduc vity of the channel was measured in between each
linescan performed on the device to evaluate the performance, possible dri s and the influence
of the strong THz radia on on the device. A typical IV-curve is depicted in 6.4.5 (a). Here, the cur-
rent Ids has the lowest value of ∼ 12 µA at a gate voltage of 3.2 V and rises up to ∼ 21.5 µA for
a gate voltage of -2 V. The ra o in between these two values is the so-called ON/OFF ra o and is
ny compared to a any commercially available transistor based on classic semiconductors, where

a ra o of 10000 can be found. Graphene-based transistors can have a ra o 500 mes larger than
the devices of this work [158], when they are op mized for this par cular issue. In this case, the
design was op mized for near-fieldmeasurements, explaining this huge difference. However, the
ON/OFF ra o is not important for the plasma waves’ behavior. (b) shows the comparison of the
plasma wave velocity to the IV-curve. Here, the measured CNP was used to calculate s with the
theory of [157]. The deduced values for s are shown with the red dots. They are in decent agree-
ment with the calcula on shown in black. To check the consistency further, more experimental
values are needed. Unfortunately, the steep decrease of s at the CNP can neither be confirmed
nor be ruled out with this measurement as voltage step sizes of roughly 0.2 V would be needed
to further examine the plasma wave’s behavior at the CNP.

HT3 device analysis

A second experiment on another device was performed few month later to confirm the experi-
mental results. The device was fabricated in an independent process run, another p was used
and the setup was realigned completely. The data analysis a er the experiment was performed
in the same way as described above. The results are summarized in figure 6.4.6.

Overall, similar results could be obtained. For this device, the plasma wave occured at the drain
side of the channel. This could be a reason of changes of the asymmetries in the setup, e. g. from
different alignment of the laser. However, as explained in sec on 2.2, the boundary condi ons on
source and drain are arbitrarily chosen and can be interchangedwithout loss of generality and the
plasma wave can be induced from either side of the channel. Hence, the data analysis has been
performed in the sameway as before. The linescans and their fits to equa on 6.2.4 are presented
in figure 6.4.6 (a). For this device, the noise level is lower and the fits are in be er agreement with
the experimental values. From the fits, the plasma wave velocity is deduced assuming electron
sca ering mes in between τ = 25 - 60 fs. The red line marks the fit with τ = 40 fs. The plasma
wave velocity is s ≈ 5.75vF for a gate voltage of -2V and decreases below 4vF before it increases
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Figure 6.4.6.: Linescan data: (a) Corrected second harmonic near-field data (dots) for
different gate voltages on the HT3 device. The corresponding fits of the
data are plo ed with the lines. (b) shows the deduced values for the
plasma wave velocity.

to s ≈ 5vF for a posi ve gate voltage of 2V. The plasma wave velocity is a bit lower than observed
on the GT1 device, but is in the same range and can be very like varying from device to device
due to uncertain es during the fabrica on.

The corresponding IV-curve for device HT3 is shown in figure 6.4.7 (a). The absolute current and
the ON/OFF ra o are similar to the GT1 device, however the CNP is at 0.3 V here. This difference
emphasizes the sensi vity of the graphene’s electrical poten al to the fabrica on details and/or
possibly the air-exposure history as chemical reac ons cannot be excluded under ambient condi-
ons. The deduced plasma wave veloci es for τ = 40 fs are compared to the theorec cal values

of [157]. Here, the data fits quite well to the calcula on (see figure 6.4.7 (b)), however the density
of measurement points is again not sufficient to properly map the area of very low s around the
CNP.

In this measurement run, the rec fica on of the device was studied in more detail. Figure 6.4.7
(c) features ameasurement of the rec fica on current as a func on of the gate voltage. The func-
onal dependence is as expected [34]. The data shows a strong hysteresis where the minimum is

shi ed by≈ 0.8 V, depending on the measurement direc on. This behavior can be explained by
significant influence of impuri es in the device. At lower and larger voltages, the rec fica on is
rising. Here, the device is more sensi ve towards the THz radia on. The rec fica on data roughly
fits to the IV-curve and to the near-field measurement, although the hysteresis is muchmore pro-
nounced for this measurement. During the measurement of several hours a dri of the IV-curve
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Figure 6.4.7.: (a) IV-Curve of the HT3 device under THz radia on. The CNP is at 0.3 V. The
calcula on of the plasma-wave velocity s and the measured values are
shown in (b). The rec fica on as a func on of the applied gate voltage is
shown in (c), here, the largest values could be achieved far from the CNP.
When direc on of the measurement is changed, a hysteresis of≈ 0.8 V can
be observed. Both the macroscopic and the nanoscopic measurements
are in decent agreement.
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could be observed. As the rec fica on measurement was performed in the first few minutes of
exposure to the THz field, this could explain a dri s at later stages of the experiment and thus the
mismatch to the IV-curve.

6.5. Conclusion

With the results obtained above, we are certain that the plasmawave predicted by Dyakonov and
Shur has successfully been mapped directly for the first me. Two devices from different fabrica-
on runs showed near-field responses which can be a ributed to plasma waves. Both datasets

were collected months apart from each other obtained with different AFM ps and alignment.
The reac on to an applied bias delivered the expected response of the charge carrier dynamics in
the GFETs. The deduced plasma wave veloci es are in good agreement to literature expecta ons
[159, 160]. Although the veloci es depend on many parameters, the calcula ons lead to plasma
wave veloci es of s ≈= 4− 8vf at room temperature, completely matching our findings.

The origin of the small oscilla ons in the GT1 device remains unverified, however some possible
origins are discussed at this point. For the following thoughts, please note the signature of the
small oscilla ons remains unchanged with different gate voltages. The change of signal is small
compared to the main peak of the plasma wave, but can influence the deduced plasma wave
veloci es, as the fi ng of an overdamped plasma wave will be quite sensi ve to such changes.

Firstly, small sca erers could be the reason for these unexpected signal changes. They could be
located in between the graphene and the Al2O3 or the between Al2O3 and the gold electrode.
They can lead to small areas of enhanced local field and lead to fluctua ons in the signal. A
second possibility are dirt par cles which can be located in between the gold gate electrode and
the Al2O3 or the Al2O3 and the graphene respec vely. In this case the effec ve distance of the p
to the gold gate could be changed, leading to a change to the very distance-sensi ve near-field
signal. This behavior was observed in devices with lower processing quality and is visible in figure
6.3.2. A third point to consider is the reflec on of the plasma wave at the p. Here, a wave could
possibly travel to another edge and reflect back to the p. In this caseweexpect thewavelength of
the standing wave pa ern to be half of the plasma wave, however we observe rather a quarter.
In the recent years, p-launched plasmons have been in the scope of many scien st [71, 72],
however such plasmons are not expected on graphene at the wavelength of 2 THz [150]. From
the plasmawaves’ theory when higher orders of the differen al equa ons are regarded, however
such higher harmonics are excited very inefficiently and would occur at mul ples of the incident
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THz frequency [157] and would not be detected with the InSb bolometer. In the HT3 devices, the
small oscilla ons are not as stable compared to the GT1 device, however the same though apply
and none of the proposed origins explains the observes fluctua ons.

As the plasma wave’s signal is fairly small and the free-electron laser FELBE is noisy compared
to any table-top laser, long Lock-In integra on were needed for the measurement. Collec ng a
complete dataset with rec fica onmeasurement, IV-curves and near-field linescans takes several
hours, which implies the issue of dri s. While dri s in the AFM could be taken care of by checking
the p’s posi on a er each linescan, the dri s of the CNP cannot be compensated for. However,
the shi of the CNP was strongest shortly a er it was placed in the setup and irradiated for the
first me. When the quan ta ve near-field inves ga ons were started, dri s of the CNP were
comparably small.

For higher certainty and be er quality during the inves ga on, a device with lower damping is
needed. In general the graphene could be processed on or encapsulated with hexagonal boron
nitride to strongly increase the electron sca ering me [161]. This would certainly allow for a
wave appearing with several maxima or even a standing wave in the channel of the device. A
second possibility is an experiment at low temperatures, which is possible with a cryogenic near-
field microscope located in the same laboratory [63, 64]. Here, standing wave pa erns could
be observed when the device is cooled down to liquid helium temperatures [25, 26]. However,
such an experiment at the free-electron laser is very challenging, as cryogenic s-SNOMs are far
more complex and tend to suffer from dirt-condensa on of the devices due to condensa on of
par cles at the sample. However, with rapid development of electronic radia on sources in the
few-hundred GHz range, a successful combina on of a low temperature s-SNOM with such a
table-top device seems to be an approach with prospect of success. A table-top radia on source
would grant much more measurement me and would certainly help to collect more data points
with smaller spacing in between the gate voltages.

The applied gate voltage can in general lead to an electrosta c force in between p and sample,
changing the effec ve distance of the p and hence the near-field response. In our measure-
ment, one could argue that the peaks arising from the plasma wave could be broadened due to
the effec vely larger p distance, as the resolu on of the near-field microscope is worse in this
case. However, we observed the plasma waves on two devices with totally different CNP. An
electrosta c ar fact would occur at the same voltage (most likely at 0 V) for both devices and is
for this reason quite unlikely. To fully exclude this ar fact, a Kelvin-Probe Force Microscopy (see
appendix A.1) control loop running at the same me can be applied. However, graphene screens
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DC poten al quite well [162], minimizing the impact of electrosta c forces ac ng in between p
and sample. During this measurement we refrained from the use of this technique, as a voltage
at the p could either break or influence the device strongly.

This measurements shown in this chapter show that the plasmawave is involved in the process of
THz detec on in FETs. Nonetheless, it does not exclude that photothermal effects are occuring at
the same me. As the plasma wave is the origin for THz emission in such a device, the knowledge
gained with this measurement can be u lized to op mize FET-based THz sources. If the emission
efficiency rises to a value suitable for most applica ons, FET-based emi ers would by far be the
cheapest THz sources on themarket as semiconductor processing is a scaleable process. Another
field of applica on would be THz communica on via FETs, which could enable unforeseen data
rates. At this moment it is unclear whether the op miza on of these devices to such a point will
suceed or not.

TEST
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Der Mensch ist nie zufrieden.

(Rosa Luxemburg)

Goal of this work was the applica on of infrared and THz s-SNOM to inves gate nanoscale charge
carrier distribu ons. While a new method has been introduced to employ table-top infrared
radia on for the probing of the pump-induced carriers, THz radia on from the free-electron laser
has been applied to inves gate plasma waves in graphene field-effect transistors.

The theore cal part of the work contains two chapters. The first chapter gives an overview of
the sample systems, as well as the applied experimental techniques in this work. The influence of
charge carriers to the permi vity of semiconductors is described with the Drude model. As the
charge carriers can deliberately be excited by short and intense laser pulses, transient states are
described in this sec on as well. The main conclusion is an enhanced sensi vity of THz radia on
to smaller charge carrier densi es, both in ground and transient states. However, with intense
pump laser systems, infrared radia on can s ll be a good choice for probing these transient states.
Graphene field-effect transistors and their fascina ng proper es are theore cally described as a
second sample system. A erwards, near-field microscopy and THz op cs are described concep-
tual. The second chapter gives a detailed descrip on of s-SNOM theory with the analy cal dipole
model that describes several detec on techniques in order to suppress background sca ering.
The model is extended to include the occurance of sidebands appearing under the influence of
low repe on-rate pulsed laser. At last, a numerical simula on is chosen to inves gate the influ-
ence of the p shape in infrared and THz s-SNOM.

In this work, three different near-field setups have been set up and are described in a dedicated
chapter. While the setup at the free-electron laser FELBE for the inves ga on of GFETs and the
table-top infrared setup for the inves ga on of sidebands are similar, TDS-SNOM employs an-
other detec on technique, allowing for the deduc on of the full amplitude and phase informa-
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on of the near-field interac on.

With the FELBE setup, the superiority of full pla num RockyMountain Nanotechnology ps com-
pared to standard silicon-based ps for THz-SNOM has been shown clearly. The possibility to ex-
tract the full amplitude and phase informa on in the TDS-SNOM setup demonstrates that these
ps have a geometrical resonance in the low THz range, as expected by numerical simula ons

performed in the theory chapter. A nanoscale material contrast on a Si/SiO2 structure could be
observed with the TDS-SNOM as well. Although the THz radia on had a pulse repe on rate of
only 200 kHz and the setup has thus operated close to the Shannon-Niquist sampling limit, the
measurement performed proof that the setup can be combined with the TELBE beamline.

The sidebands inducedwith an intense near-infrared pulse laser were analyzed in detail in the ap-
plica on chapterwith both distant-dependentmeasurements and near-field scans. Here, physical
and technical aspects were analyzed in detail. The existence of higher-order sidebands has been
proven and a nanoscale material contrast via the demodula on of sidebands has been shown on
a germanium/gold nanostructure.

The demodula on technique applied in this work is rather slow leading to high demands on the
stability of the whole setup. Here, the applica on of state-of-the-art Lock-In amplifiers [124]
would certainly pay off due to their ability to demodulate more than one sideband at once. An-
other way to inves gate the sidebands could also be a sample where the sample proper es are
modulated electrically instead of op cally. This would simplify themeasurement and - depending
on the sample design - could strongly reduce ar facts if the excited areas are small.

Both macroscopic and nanoscopic measurements of graphene field-effect transistor devices are
described and analyzed in the second result chapter. Signatures associated with plasma waves
could be found and a parameter study for different gate voltages show an agreement of the data
with theore cal predic ons. Unfortunately, the damping of plasmons in the graphene is too large
at this frequency to excite a propaga ng wave which would show several maxima. The a empt
to use a higher THz frequency was unsuccessful as the applied bow- e antenna is not designed
to work at this frequency. The origin of smaller oscilla on visible in the dataset remains unclear
and can be part of future inves ga on.

As the inves ga on of the plasma waves is of high interest for the scien fic community and also
for the implementa on of FET transistors both for THz detec on and emission, some improve-
ments for the experiment are suggested at this point: The most promising approach is the en-
hancement of the mobility/sca ering me of the charge carriers in the graphene to exhibit less
damping in the channel. This could be performed with low-temperature s-SNOM at the free-
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electron laser FELBE, where standing plasma-waves could be observed in the channel. However,
this approach would not change the influences of local sca erers, is technically very challenging
and falls into the category of a high-risk-high-gain experiment. A second approach is the imple-
menta on of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) into the device. With the deposi on of graphene
onto h-BN, themobility of the charge carriers can be enhanced by a factor of ten [163], which will
easily result in a standing plasma wave in the channel. However, the deposi on of h-BN is not yet
as well established in the collabora on as classic device fabrica on methods for other materials
and might be demanding.

In conclusion, the plasma waves predicted by Diakonov and Shur could directly be observed for
the first me. The results open the pathway to further inves ga ons and the applica on of such
devices in micro- and nano-electronics.
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Nothing compares to the simple pleasure of a bike ride.

(John F. Kennedy)

A.1. Scanning Probe Microscopy

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) is an umbrella term for a vast number of techniques which are
generally located in the field of microscopy. The main idea of SPM is to u lize a nano-probe to
measure one or several physical quan es with a point-by-point approach to obtain a picture with
2D informa on. In this chapter, the first scanning-probe technique is briefly explained followed by
the fundamentals of atomic force microscopy, the basis for all techniques applied in chapter A.2.
Lastly, the concepts of near-field microscopy are presented.

As the AFM used in the experiments is home-build and was specially designed for this work, the
well-established atomic force microscopy and related techniques are briefly explained in the ap-
pendix. The performance of the device is crucial for all near-field measurements shown in this
work and is evaluated in sec on A.2.

The term Scanning Probe Microscopy in general pools various techniques which are applied in
order to inves gate a sample with very high resolu on using a small probe and a point-by-point
approach. The development of this technique had an enourmous impact on the scien fic com-
munity. Before its inven on, all microscopy techniques were either strongly limited in resolu on
(e.g. op cal microscopes) or invasive (e.g. scanning electron microscopes) and could only extract
few of the physical proper es. The first SPM was the scanning tunneling microscope invented by
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Binning and Rohrer in 1982 [164]. Their developement was awarded the Nobel Prize only four
years later. Today, a scanning tunneling microscope can easily reach (sub-)atomic resolu on.

Binning and Rohrer used piezo actuactors and an ac ve control loop for their first STM. Theymea-
sured the tunneling currect flowing from p to the sample to successfully image single atoms.
Keeping the current constant, the sample was scanned line by line to obtain a 2D image of the
topography of the sample. To avoid the p from crashing into the surface or leaving the tunneling
regime, a piezo actuator moved the p up and down via a control loop. This general concept of
ac vely controlling the size of a measured quan ty and line-by-line data aquisi on is applied in
almost all scanning probe techniques. It is the key feature for well defined measurement condi-
ons and minimal impact on p and sample due to wear-off.

Countless types of SPM have been developed in the recents decades. This chapter features the
theory of several modes of opera on applied in this work using the home-built T-Bone atomic
force microscope. Typical measurements with these SPM/AFM modes are shown in the setup
chapter A.2.

Atomic Force Microscopy

To overcome the limita on to conduc ve samples in STM, Binning invented the Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) only few years later [165]. Instead of measuring and ac vely controlling the
tunneling current, the force in between p and sample was chosen as a physical quan ty. The
working principle of anAFM is schema cally shown in A.1.1. The p ismounted to a can lever and
brought into close vicinity of the sample. The backside of the can lever illuminated by a focused
laser and reflects the beam onto a four-quadrant diode. The laser beam is usually aligned to the
center of the detector in order to level the signals of each quadrant. The signals processed by an
AFM controller, which usually calculates the so-called top-bo om signal TB = A+B− (C+B)

and the le -right signalLR = A+C−(B+D). Whenever the p reaches a topographic feature
of the sample, the can lever is bent and the point of the reflec on is shi ed upwards on the four
quadrant diode, leading to change in the TB signal. If the p exhibits a torque, the reflec on on
the four-quadrant diode is shi ed in le or right direc on resul ng in a change ofLR. The readout
by the four-quadrant photodiode is par cularly sensi ve if the distance in between can lever and
the photodiode is large. For best performance, the spot size of the laser focus should be smaller
than the can lever width to avoid interference of light sca ered on the sample with light from
the reflec on. A second approach for the can lever read-out is an interferometric detec on via
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an op cal fiber placed on top of the can lever. Gaining enormous sensi vity on the bending of
the can lever [166], the sensi vity on torsion is lost completely. Such read-out is usually applied
to measure extremely small forces present for example in magne c force microscopy [167].

4Q diode 

sample 

Figure A.1.1.: Schema c drawing of an AFM. The p is mounted on a can lever and
touch the sample surface on the other side. A laser diode is focused on the
can lever back, the reflec on hit a four-quadrant photodiode. Whenever
the p moves over an object on the sample, the can lever is bent (shown
with the transparent sketch) and the reflected beam is hi ng the four-
quandrant photodiode on a different posi on (dashed line).

Most commercially available ps are made out of monocrystalline n-doped silicon and have very
high quality standarts and reproduceability. The s ffness k of the can lever is usually in the range
of 0.2 - 50 N/m [168] and the effec ve p apex are below 10 nm. If the p is coated with a con-
duc ve coa ng, the radius is in the range of 20 nm. Tips can be coated with conduc ng diamond,
some companies also offer ps made of silicon nitride [169].

The forces ac ng on the p when it is approached to the sample are on the one hand a rac ve,
long-ranging van-der-Waals and electrosta c forces, on the other hand short ranging repulsive
forces due to the Pauli principle. The combina on of these forces is commonly approximated by
the Lennard-Jones-(12,6)-poten al given with
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Figure A.1.2.: Lennard-Jones poten al for the 12th potency on the repulsive term. Here,
two point atoms are assumed to interact. The long-range interac on is
dominated by the a rac ve poten al (black), the short range is domi-
nated by the repulsive poten al (red). Together, they add up to the blue
Lennard-Jones poten al. The poten al crosses zero at a value of r0, the
lowest point is reached at ≈ 1.12r0. The depth of the combined poten al
depends on the factors Cr and Ca. In the shown case, both were chosen
to one for simplicity.

CLJ =
Cr

r12︸︷︷︸
repulsive

− Ca

r6︸︷︷︸
attractive

(A.1.1)

where Cr and Ca are material constants. The 12th potency is chosen for simplicity during calcu-
la on and can also be chosen to other values larger than 6. The a rac ve term is nega ve and
domina ng the bahavior for large distances leading to an a rac ve force in between p and sam-
ple. For smaller distances the repulsive term with posi ve values becomes much larger laeding
to a repulsive force. The point of zero force ac ng on the p is at ≈ 1.12r0, whereas r0 is the
point where the poten al crosses zero.
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Contact Mode

On the long list of AFM modes, contact mode was the first one to be successfully implemented,
due to its the simplicity. The can lever is approached to the sample surface un l it is bend to
a point where the TB signal reaches a desired value. The TB signal is constantly compared to
the setpoint in the AFM controller. Whenever it is lower than the setpoint, sample and p are
approached further. In the opposite case, the p is pulled back. With op mized p-i-gain se ngs,
the p’s displacement can be controlled in the sub-Å range. During a lateral scan, topographic
features change the displacementwhich is then compensated by the control loop. From this data,
the topographic informa on can be recovered with the AFM controller so ware. The mode is
simple to handle and easily reaches atomic resolu on but has the disadvantage of solely opera ng
in the repulsive regime, where the p is worn off quickly and might even damage the sample
during scanning. Due to the forces ac ng on the p and sample, the mode is also not suitable
for so materials (e.g. biologic samples.) For these reasons, contact mode is usually only chosen
when very high topopgraphic sensi vity is needed or when an ohmic contact in between p and
sample is needed, like conduc ve AFM (c-AFM) or piezoresponse force microscopy (AFM).

Piezoresponse Force Microscopy

In piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) the AFM is operated in contact mode while an AC volt-
age is applied in between p and sample. This mode is used to map the spontaneous forma on
of ferroelectric domains via the converse piezoelectric effect.

Piezoelectric materials develop mechanical stress when they exhibit an electric field. The strain
is given with

ej = dijEi with i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (A.1.2)

when Voigt nota on is applied [170]. ej with j = 1, 2, 3 represents normal stress along the
three axis, whereas j = 4, 5, 6 denotes shear stress. The symmetry of the inves gated crystal
determines the non-zero elements of the 6x3 piezoelectric tensor dij . An overview for different
la ce structures is given in [170].

Of all the piezoelectric material groups, some are pyroelectric, meaning they develope a sponta-
neous polariza on below the Curie temperature TC . Here, the low symmetry leads to a uneven
distribu on of charges in the unit cell. To reduce electrosta c energy, the crystal forms domains
of different polariza on direc ons. Depending on the polariza on of a domain, the crystal will
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react differently on an applied field. Material systems, where the polariza on can be deliberately
changed in between states by a strong electric fields, are called ferroelectric.

The strain and hence the deforma on of a crystal can be measured with an AFM with nanoscale
resolu on. A schema c drawing of the setup is shown in A.1.3. Compared to a normal AFM setup,
the sample should be grown or mounted on a conduc ve material to allow for the applica on of
a voltage in between p and sample. For simplicity, the polariza on of the crystal is either facing
up or down (so-called c+- and c−- domains). The area below the p exhibits an electric field
leading to an expansion or shrinking of the crystal along the z-axis, causing the p to get slightly
displaced. To separate the expansion from the topography, an AC voltage is applied. Influences
on the displacement are constant as the setpoint is chosen constant, influences of the AC voltage
are modula ng the four-quadrant diode signal at the AC frequency. With a lock-in amplifier, this
signal can be detec on with enourmous sensi vity, signal-to-noise ra o and amplifica on [124].

When performing PFM measurements, the AC frequency must be chosen specifically for each
applica on. For materials with large piezoelectric tensors, a non-resonant frequency of few kHz
is the best choice, as it offers very stable opera on even when scanning parameters change. For
materials with small piezoelectric tensors, the signal at low frequencies is too small to be de-
tected. Here, the PFM frequency is sweeped to find the PFM contact resonance frequency. It is
usually loca on at 3-5 mes the mechanical eigenfrequency of the can lever. A typical sweep
is shown in the setup chapter in figure A.2.4. Around the resonance peak, the PFM amplitude is
very large and can be detected easily. The drawback of this method is clearly the smaller stability
of the mode. Whenever the parameters and thus the eigenfrequency of the p-sample system
change (e.g. due to dirt pick-up), the amplitude and phase strongly change as well and the relia-
bility of the data becomes ques onable. To tackle this problem, the resonance frequency can be
tracked during the measurement [171], a mode only recommended for more experienced users.

Tapping Mode

The next sec ons all fall into the category of dynamic modes in AFM. The mo va on to devel-
ope these applica on is degrada on of ps during contact mode AFM [172, 173]. In all dynamic
modes, themechanical contact of p and sample is kept minimal to avoid the ps’ wear. Thereby,
a higher reproducibility during measurements is achieved and resources such as me and money
are saved.

In all dynamic modes, the can lever is mechanically excited via a piezo actuator, causing the p
mechanically oscillate above the sample surface. To find the mechanical resonance of the can-
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4Q diode 
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conductive substrate 
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Figure A.1.3.: Schema c drawing of a PFM setup. An AC voltage is applied in between
p and sample. On a piezoelectric substrate, the field will lead to an

expansion/shrinking of the sample (blue). The displacement of the can-
lever is mapped with the beam deflec on on the four-quandrant diode

(depicted with the transparent beam). The signal is demodulated with a
lock-in amplifier. On different piezoelectric domains (blue colors), the am-
plitude and phase of the four-quadrant diode signal compared to the AC
voltage changes.
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lever, the excita on frequency is sweeped while the oscilla on signal is obtained at the four-
quadrant diode. A typical frequency sweep is shown in the setup chapter in figure A.2.6. In most
dynamic modes, the p is driven at its fundamental resonance frequency

f0 =
1

2π

√
k

m∗ , (A.1.3)

whrere m∗ is the effec ve mass and k the s ffness of the can lever [174]. Depending on the
shape and the material of the can lever, the resonance frequency can range from several kHz
up to the MHz range. Most probes for dynamic modes have frequencies above 100 kHz. Some
techniques also use higher eigenmodes of the can lever [175], but are not in the scope of this
work.

Tapping mode ensures the ps’ wear is kept small while keeping the experimental effort low. The
mode is actually so simple and fail-safe that an unexperienced scien st can be trained to use this
mode within a ma er of hours.

When driven with small excita on amplitudes, the can lever acts as a harmonic oscillator. The
can levers response to the excita on is shown as a func on of the driving frequency in figure
A.1.4. The height A0 and the full width half maximum (FHWM) of the peak is determined by
the so-called quality factor Q of the resonance, which is directly connected to damping of the
oscillator. When the p is far away from the sample, it is determined mainly by the drag of the
air surrounding the can lever. When the p is approached to the sample, the forces discussed in
figure A.1.2 are ge ng stronger, leading to increased an damping and thus a lowerQ factor. The
resonance peak is shi ed towards frequencies, the height becomes smaller and the width larger.

In tappingmode, the excita on frequency is kept constant and the oscilla on amplitude is chosen
as themain physical property for the control loop. When the sample is approached, the can lever
exhibits stronger damping, resul ng in a decreased oscilla on amplitude at f0 (see figure A.1.4).
The p is usually approached to a setpoint of 0.5 . . . 0.8 · A0. The control loop works in a similar
way as in contact mode allowing for the mapping of topographic feature. In many cases (e.g s-
SNOM), the p oscillates with amplitudes of 50 nm or more. In this case, the p exhibits both the
a rac ve and the repulsive regime of the Lennard-Jones poten al. The ps wear is significantly
reduced compared to contact mode due to less me spent in the repulsive regime.
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Figure A.1.4.: Frequency spectra in tapping mode: The black curve shows the response
of an harmonic oscillator in air, having a peak with an amplitude A0 at
f0. When the the p is approached to the sample and the the setpoint
Asetpoint is reached, the damping of the oscillator increases, the peak is
ge ng smaller and broader. Also, the resonance frequency is shi ed to a
smaller value f ′

0. Please note that the shi of the peak is not to scale and
increased manually for the sake of clarity.
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Non-Contact Mode

In non-contactmode, the repulsive regime is never reached. For this reason it is some mes called
True Non-Contact. Here, the physical property measured and fed into the control loop is the
resonance frequency. In order to track the frequency, a phase-locked loop is applied comparing
the actual resonance frequency to the excita on frequency via a phasemeasurement. Whenever
the resonance frequency is higher than the setpoint, the pwill approached further to the sample
and vice versa. In ambient condi ons, the setpoint is usually chosen to a few ten to hundred Hz
below the resonance frequency far away from the sample in air. The resonance frequency can be
measured with mHz precision allowing for very high sensi vity even when the p is in the range
of weak interac on in the a rac ve regime. Therefore, the wear of the p is minimal unless the
control loop fails to correctly control the excita on frequency.

At the same me, a second control loop can be applied to keep the amplitude of the oscilla on
constant via a change of the excita on amplitude. This allows for ar fact free measurements in
techniques sensi ve to the p ocilla on amplitude like s-SNOM, or magne c force microscopy
(MFM). A schema c drawing of the frequency spectrum in this mode is shown in A.1.5.

The main disadvantage of this mode is its complexity. Only experienced scien sts will be capable
to correctly apply this mode and almost any mistake will lead to the p crashing into the surface.
For this reason, non-contact mode is mostly applied when smallest forces need to be detected
e.g. in MFM.
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Figure A.1.5.: Frequency spectra in non-contact mode: The black curve shows the re-
sponse of the harmonic oscillator far away from the sample. It has a peak
with an amplitude A0 at f0. When the the p is approached to the sam-
ple the resonance frequency shi s to lower values. The p is approached
un l a chosen frequency fsetpoint is reached. At the same me, a second
control loop keeps the amplitude constant at A0 to avoid influences of
changing oscilla on amplitude to the system.
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Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) is a technique to measure the electrosta c poten al of a
sample on the nanoscale. This can be used to determine the work func on of a material and also
to avoid influences of electrosta c interac on in between p and sample.

The idea goes back to the capacitor method of Lord Kelvin, which he used to determine the con-
tact poten al difference (CPD) of parallel capacitor plates. He connected the two plates via a wire
and altered their distance. Hence, their capacitance C changed and a current flew through the
wire

dQ

dt
= I =

dC

dt
· UCPD. (A.1.4)

To nullify the running current, a voltage UK can be applied to the capacitor:

I =
dC

dt
·
(
UCPD − UK

)
. (A.1.5)

In AFM, the capacitor is the p sample system. The ps used for KPFM have a metallic coa ng,
hence the work func on is well defined and one can determine the work func on of the sample
underneath the p. On insula ng samples, UK corresponds to the electrosta c poten al due to
surface charges.

The implementa on of KPFM is done via an addi onal AC voltage applied in between p and
sample. The overall voltage is now

U =
(
UCPD − UK + UAC · sin(ωt)

)
. (A.1.6)

The energy stored in the capacitor is

E =
1

2
CU2 ⇔ F =

1

2

dC

dz
U2, (A.1.7)

where F is the force ac ng in between the p and sample. The force ac ng on the can lever is
measured via the beam deflec on. When U is plugged into equa on A.1.7, the force has three
components F = FDC + Fomega + F2ω. The DC part

FDC =
1

2

dC

dz

((
UCPD − UK

)2
+

1

2
UAC

)
(A.1.8)
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Figure A.1.6.: Beam deflec on (TB) frequency spectrum in KPFM: ω and 2ω terms (le )
can easily be measured directly. Amplitude modulated terms (right) of-
fer be er resolu on, but need higher experimental effort to be extracted.
Here, the reference frequency (e.g. Ω + ω) for the lock-in amplifier must
be generated via mixing.

does not depend on the frequency ωAC . One part contains a component at ω and is given by

Fω =
dC

dz

(
(UCPD − UK

)2
+ UAC sin(ωt)

)
(A.1.9)

and can be used to extract the contact poten al difference via nullifying Fω or the component in
four quadrant diode signal, respec vely. Another component is found at 2ω given with

F2ω = −1

4

dC

dz
U2
AC cos(2ωt). (A.1.10)

It can be used to determine the nanoscale capacitance.

The impementa on of KPFM can be performedwith either tapping or non-contact modewith the
use of lock-in amplifiers. To avoid influences of large-scale electrosta c forces ac ng in between
can lever and sample the signal should not demodulated directly on the frequencies ω or 2ω.
Instead, the mixed frequency of the can lever oscilla onΩ and the Kelvin modula on frequency
ω can be used to extract only the influences of the forces ac ng in between p apex and sample.
To extract the local surface poten al, the signal is demodulated at Ω + ωAC and the output is
inserted into a p-i control loop to keep the output at zero at via the applica on of UK . A sketch
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of the frequency spectrum is shown in A.1.6.

A.2. Atomic Force Microscope

The atomic force microscope u lized in this work was specially designed for the applica on of
THz-SNOM and for pump-probe-SNOM experiments requiring more than one laser source at once.
Hence, illumina on and light collec on should be possible from both sides. To fulfill this demand,
a slim AFM setup offering a large field of view to the p is necessary. Although this light design
comes at the cost of mechanical stability, the AFM should s ll allow for topography measurements
with sub-monolayer resolu on in the Ångström range.

The AFM should be applicable to most common modes like contact, tapping and non-contact
mode. As Scien sts of all fields are more and more interested in electronic proper es on the
nanoscale, the p must be properly wired to apply an electric poten al or to measure the current
flowing from p to the sample. This allows for PFM, KPFM and various other measurement types.

The design was finished by the author during his me of his diploma thesis and was a erwards
constructed with CNC-milling in the mechanical workshop of the Faculty of Physics at the Tech-
nische Universität Dresden. With addi onal home-build and commercial parts the AFM was first
assembled by Jonathan Döring and a erwards characterized in detail by the author. In this chap-
ter, the AFM is described schema cally and fundamental tests of several opera on modes are
presented. Although not all measurement types have actually been used to gain the main results
of this work, this was an essen al and also me-consuming part of the authors’ PhD me and is
consequently described in detail in this chapter.
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Setup

The AFM consists of two main parts, namely the foot and the head, which can be separated from
each other in a ma er of seconds. This allows for quick p changes and easy maintenance. An
experienced scien sts needs less than ten minutes for a p change and a complete realignment
of the device. During the measurements the head is placed on the foot via three micrometer
adjustment screws 1 fixing the posi on of the head. The screws have ball-rollers at their ends
which perfectly fit into a hole and a elongated groove in the foot and the re-posi oning of the
AFM head a er replacing it on its foot reaches an accuracy of few ten µm. When scanning, the p
always stays at its posi on and the sample is movedwith a xyz scanning stage 2. This is mandatory
for near-field microscopy as the whole op cal setup is fixed and aligned onto the p.

The foot of the AFM acts as a heavy duty basement of the whole device. Two differently sized
pillars are connected by the base plate and the larger one offers the hole and the groove for two
micrometer adjustment screws. One hole is simply circular to fix the posi on of the head at one
point, the other elongated groove fixes two angles and thus a second defined point. The third
point is defined by the third micrometer screw at the pillar, comple ng the three fixed points
needed to completely define three-dimensional objects’ posi on. With this three-point-system
the reposi oning of the head is highly reproducible, a very important requirement of the system:
The p should be almost at the same posi on a er a p change to avoid unnecessary and me-
consuming realignment of the op cal setup for the near-field measurement - especially when
beam me is limited at large facili es such as ELBE at the Helmholtz-Center Dresden-Rossendorf.

The foot is made of steel, which has enough s ffness to achieve very high eigenfrequencies and
allows for a measurement with low mechanical noise. The bo leneck of the mechanical stabil-
ity is the thinner pillar, but its strong eigenmodes oscillate in x and y direc on, whereas the the
adjustment screws’ posi on is not fixed in that direc on on this pillar, hence the impact of this
bo leneck is minimal. The sheer weight of the foot is roughly three kg, which reflects the me-
chanical stability.

The head of the AFM is shaped like the large le er T, hence it is referred to as the T-Bone AFM.
On each of its three ends, a clearance hole is drilled to a ach the micrometer screws. The screws
allow for choosing the height (and also the angle if necessary) of the headwith respect to the foot.
In this configura on, different sample scanners (e.g. piezo tubes or compact commercial systems)
can be used with the system. The head is completely made of Invar-steel, a iron-nickel allow with
1Newport Corpora on, Model 9302
2a ocube systems AG, ANSxyz50 or ANSxyz100
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Figure A.2.1.: Screenshot of the T-Bone AFM in the Solidworks so ware. The foot, head
and mirror elements are shown. The commercially available parts (mi-
crometer screws, posi oners and scanners are not included in this model).

an extremely low thermal expansion coefficient of αt = 1.7 · 10−6K−1 at room temperature. This
is very useful to avoid any influence of temperature changes on the posi on and the alignment
of the head. The discovery of this material was awarded with a Nobel Prize in physics to Charles
Édouard Guillaume in 1920, as it is very well suited to produce length standards.

The design of the instrument was carried out in the commercially available so ware SolidWorks,
a 3D-CAD program with various tools to engineer devices for a vast number of applica ons. A
screeshot of the AFM in the so ware is shown in figure A.2.1.

To have the possibility to detect bending of the can lever as well as torque ac ng on it, a beam
deflec on op c was chosen for the detec on of the can lever’s movement. The p and beam
deflec on op cs are installed on the long-axis of the AFM head (see figureA.2.2). The whole
design is conceived for maximum stability andminimal incoupling of stray light into the detec on
path. To illuminate the p, a commercially available laser-diode 3 and the corresponding driver

3IMM Photonics GmbH, IMK-0714-E-K-U-LD-650571A
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4 are used. For highest power stability, the power supply is established via ba eries. The red
laser beam is then focused with a lense 5 on the can lever. The beam direc on can be adjusted
with twomirror elements which aremounted with the same concept as the head is placed on the
foot: Threemicrometer adjustment screws are used to lt the angle of themirror elements in the
desired way to steer the beam with mrad precision. When correctly aligned, the posi on of each
element is fixed with two allen screws. With the height of the elements the best focussa on of
the beam on the can lever can be reached. The elements are also designed in a heavy duty way
and made of Invar steel to achieve the best mechanical stability. The actual reflec ng elements
are gold-coated pieces of a 500 µm thick silicon wafer, which are glued into each element. The
reflected beam is then directed with two addi onal mirror elements through a lense 6 onto a
four-quadrant silicon diode, which is mounted at the lower end of the head. The mirror elements
have a compact design to avoid any stray light from incoupling into the beam path.

The four-quadrant diode7 is a silicon based photodiode with an ac ve area of 5x5 mm2. And
detects light with wavelengths of λ = 320 - 1100 nm, with a peak sensi vity of 0.72 A/W at λp =

960 nm. The diode can be operated with a reverse voltage of up to 30 Volts, however, in order to
avoid heat loss, the voltage is set to 5V here. The diode has an intrinsic cutoff frequency of fc = 25
MHz at a reverse voltage of 10 V and a load resistance of 50Ω. At λp, the noise equivalent power
is 1.4·10−14 W/Hz1/2. For the AFM used at the free-electron laser FELBE, the signal is transferred
through two individial preamplifiers, where the second stage amplifica on can be adjusted via
different resistor se ngs. For the standard se ngs, the bandwidth is s ll in the range of 10MHz.
The AFM used for both the sideband and the TDS measurement, the signal is amplified with a
commercially available preampfilifier.8

The signal of the 4Q-preamplifier is then coupled into an interface9 where is is processed and
passed to the AFM controller.

The can lever is mounted with a spring to a commercially available alignment chip10 for µm-
accuracy realignment a er a p change. For non-contact modes, the p has to be mechanically
driven at its resonance frequency. To achieve this, a piezo-ceramicmaterial is connectedwith two
electrodes and placed in between the head and the alignment chip. It is electrically insulated from

4IMS-WKL-O1
5Edmund Op cs model 45-489, 84 mm focal length
6Edmund Op cs Model 33-355, 36 mm focal length
7Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., model S5980
8RHK Technology, Inc. Beetle AFM preamp
9RHK Technology, Inc.,R9 PSD Interface

10NanoWorld AG, Nanosensors PointProbe® Plus XY-Alignment Series
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Laser diode 

Mirror elements 

4Q diode 

cantilever 

Head 

Figure A.2.2.: Screenshot of the T-Bone head in the Solidworks so ware. The orange
line displays the beam deflec on beampath star ng at the laser diode
and ending at the 4-quadrant diode. The commercially available parts
(e.g. the micrometer screws) are not included.

the AFM by two sheets of ceramic11. At resonance frequency, an AC driving voltage of less than
10 mVpp is applied to achieve a can lever oscilla on of 50 to 100 nm.

Posi oning and scanning is performed with a compact stack [176] consis ng of two lateral 12 and
one ver cal posi oner 13 and one xyz scanner 14. The full posi oning range is 5x5x5 mm3 and
the scan range is 40x40x4.4 (or 40x40x24) µm3. The whole stack allows for atomic resolu on in
a stable environment.

All measurements shown in this chapter were performed with a commercial, and fully digital
AFM controller15. The feature of this state-of-the-art device are well explained in [177]. Most
important are six internal, fully digital Lock-In amplifiers for the applica on in s-SNOM allowing
for the demodula on of several harmonics at once. The scanning procedures in the so ware16

were provided by Steffen Porthun (Schaefer Technologie GmbH / RHK Technology, Inc.) and Dr.
Peter Milde (Ins tute of Applied Physics, Technische Universität Dresden) and then modified for
this special applica on.

The head also offers several cable passages to establish more measurement modes like PFM,
11MACOR, Corning Inc.
12a ocube systems AG, Px101
13a ocube systems AG, Pz101
14a ocube systems AG, ANSxyz50 or ANSxyz100
15RHK Technology, Inc., R9
16RHK Technology, Inc., Rev9
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Kelvin Force Microscopy and others. The following sec ons describe the established techniques
and give specifica ons for each mode to display the performance of the device. For a general
explana on of these modes, please refer to sec on A.1.

Contact Mode

When first tes ng the AFM, dozens of parameters of the device are unknown and vary with the
u lized AFM p type. Hence, a simple AFM mode is a good choice to start with test and specify
the device and the control parameters before moving to more complex modes. Conclusively,
the contact mode was chosen. The most important unknown parameters are the setpoint and
gain values of the distant control as well as the scanner calibra on. To start with, the following
guidelines fro se ng up such a device can be used.

When the beam-deflec on is aligned to the center of the 4Q-diode, the setpoint17 can be chosen
to roughly 10% of the overall signal on the diode. However, the correct direc on of the setpoint
(nega ve or posi ve values) is unknown due to the many stages where the AFM signal is pro-
cessed. The proper algebraic sign must be found by trial-and-error. The p-gain and i-gain should
be set to a value that full z-piezo distance will be traveled in several seconds. The algebraic signs
again play a role, as they depend on the defini on of the gain formula used by the AFM controller.
RHK and most of the companies supplying AFM controllers use formula in a way that both p- and
i-gain should have the same sign.

A er using these guideline, test measurements in the contact mode were performed on a cali-
bra on grid18. Figure A.2.3 shows a scan of an calibra on grid obtained with a BudgetSensors,
ContE-G, Innova ve Solu ons Bulgaria Ltd. p. The Si/SiO2 stripe structure has a pitch of (4±0.1)

µm and a height of (20± 2) nm. As the stripes are parallel and equally spaced, the non-linearity
of the scanner can be observed. In this scan the non-linearity is neglectable for values below 60%
of its maximum travel range. Due to the proper es of piezo scanner materials (hysteresis, creep,
...), this will dras cally change with the scan speed and line me. The non-linearity can easily be
no ced in the top right quadrant of the scan. Compared to the lower le quadrant, the stripes
are enlarged by roughly 55% in both dimensions. Various surface roughness values can extracted
with the open source so ware Gwyddion [147] and the RMS (root mean square) roughness is
≈2.4 Å along the stripes for the raw data. When corrected with a line slope filter (b), it decreases
17In this case the top-bo om signal.
18Anfatec Instruments AG, UMG01 [178]
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

raw data line slope corrected data 

Figure A.2.3.: 1024x1024 pixel, ∼ 40 µm scan of UMG01 calibra on grid. Raw data
is shown in (a). The topography stripes reveal the 20 nm steps of the
Si/SiO2 structure. (b) shows the line slope corrected data with slightly
lower roughness. An extracted profile is shown in (c). Here the quadra c
scanner ar fact in z-direc on can be observed. Please note that this first
measurement did not yet have a correct scanner calibra on.
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Figure A.2.4.: Out-of-plane PFM frequency sweep on a PPLN sample. In the range of 2
to 200 kHz, three peaks are visible and connected with strong changes in
the phase diagram by 180 degree.

to≈1.9 Å. The z-piezo non-linearity can be observed in (c). The extracted line profile (top le to
bo om right of the scan) shows a parabolic behaviour with a 20 nm change on the full scan range,
a small value - especially when compared to piezo tubes. As this scanner ar fact is quite common
in AFM, Gwyddion offers data postprocessing prozedures to correct this parabolic behaviour (not
shown here).

Piezoresponse Force Microscopy

Piezoresponse ForceMicroscopy (PFM) is a commonly used AFMmode to characterize the piezo-
electric response of solids on the nanoscale [REFs]. Themode can be run in parallel during contact
modemeasurements. It simply needs an AC voltage supply and one or two Lock-In amplifiers (LIA)
in addi on to the standard contact mode AFM with a conduc ve p.

In order to map the ferroelectric domains, a suitable AC voltage and frequency needs to be se-
lected. When the p is in contact this is best done with a frequency sweep, measuring the ampli-
tude and phase response with constant AC voltage. A typical frequency response is shown in fig.
A.2.4. The peaks correspond to mechanical resonances of the p-sample system. For different
applica ons, suitable voltages can lie in totally different regimes. For materials with strong piezo-
electric response an off-resonant frequency below 10 kHz can be selected. This se ng is most
stable against small changes in the system (e.g. dri s, dirt pick-up, p wear-off, ...). However, the
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PFM signal for this case is usually quite small. For samples with smaller piezoelectric response,
the frequency of a resonance peak is o en a be er choice, as the PFM amplitude is much larger
and the phase is very sensi ve to slight changes of piezoelectric responses (e.g. by different types
of domains). The measurement is also much more sensi ve to changes of the environment, as
small changes of the resonance frequency can change amplitude and phase drama cally.

To evaluate the performance of this mode, lithium niobate (LNO) has been examined. The crystal
has a polarisa on along the z-axis which can be either poin ng up or down. When hea ng above
the Curie temperature of 1150 °C [179] and cooling down again, domains form in a random pat-
tern with the two different polariza ons (so called c+- and c−-domains) [180]. Due to the large
piezoelectric response of these domains can be easily observed with PFM and thus make LNO
a very good material for PFM test measurements. Furthermore, the polarisa on of LNO can be
deliberately changed by large electric fields. With nano-structured electrodes, domains can be
wri en into the crystal with desired forms and sizes. One design is a pa ern of large stripes with
the width of few µm, so called periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN). Typically used for its
applica on in quasi-phase matching in non-linear op cs, it is commercially available at low costs.
The capability of the T-Bone to map nanoscale domains is demonstrated with such a sample.

For a perfectly aligned AFM and a homogenius electric field19 the PPLNmeasurement no contrast
in the out-of-plane amplitude channel is expected as c+- and c−-domains should have the same
response. The phase should show a 180 degree contrast in between the two domains, as the
polarisa on shows in the opposite direc on. The out-of-plane channel should theore cally show
no response and thus no contrast at all.

The PPLN measurement is depicted in fig. A.2.5. The topography (a) is rela vely flat and has a
RMS roughness of few nm. It shows a small amount of dirt par cles on the sample of which one
is picked on the last third of the measurement. Ferroelectric domains cannot be observed with
the topography data. The PFM AC voltage was selected off-resonant (< 10 kHz) and with 1 Vpp

amplitude. The out-of-plane PFMamplitude (b) shows a contrast in between c+- and c−-domains.
7 µm thick stripes are visible in the whole scan range. Depending on the posi on in the scan the
response of the brighter stripe can be more than twice as large as the darker lines. The phase
difference (c) of the stripes is up to 140 degree and does not reach the expected value due to an
offset in the Lock-In measurement. Notwithstanding, the domains can clearly be mapped in with
this measurement.

19Due to the finite p size, the field will never be homogenious.
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

topography 

out-of-plane PFM amplitude out-of-plane PFM phase 

Figure A.2.5.: 512x512 pixel PFM measurement of PPLN: (a) shows the topography. (b)
and (c) show the out-of-plane amplitude and phase response.
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Tapping Mode

A very commonly used AFMmode is the tappingmode, where the p oscillates above the sample
surface and the oscilla on amplitude is controlledwith a p-i control loop A.1. It is also o en called
intermi ent contact mode and is mostly applied at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
It features high stability and is user-friendly and very fail-safe due to the simplicity of the distance
control. In almost any case of a complica on during a measurement (e.g. dirt-pick up), the p
will be pulled away of the surface instead of crashing into it. Using modern, commercial AFMs,
a simple topographic characteriza on of a sample can be done in few 10 minutes, including the
moun ng of p and sample - another reason for the wide distribu on of the mode.

Firstly, the p resonance frequency of the free oscilla on must be found when the p is mechan-
ically excited. A typical sweep with an AC excita on voltage of few mV is depicted in figure A.2.6.
An overview sweep is shown in (a). A clear and sharp peak in the amplitude is visible at 250 kHz,
associated with a phasejump of π. A zoomed sweep in depicted in (b). The devia on from a
damped harmonic oscillator (which would show a Lorentzian distribu on) is a consequence of a
crosstalk with different mechanical resonances close to the main peak. The quality factor Q of
a resonance peak at fpeak with an amplitude Apeak is determined by the width ∆f of the peak.
∆f is give by the frequencies where the mechanical amplitude has fallen to Apeak/

√
2. For this

example, theQ-factor isQ = ∆f/f ≈ 450.

To approach p and sample a setpoint of≈ 80%of the free oscilla on amplitude is a good value to
start with. The p-gain and i-gain should be set to a value that full z-piezo distance will be traveled
in several seconds. For tapping mode, the p-gain can be three orders of magnitude smaller than
the i-gain. When the setpoint is reached and the p is close to the sample surface, it is necessary
to verify that the p reached the regime of repulsive forces. This can best be checked with a so-
called retract curve, where the feedback loop is frozen and the p is pulled away from the surface
in a linear mo on whilst the amplitude and phase of the can lever oscilla on is measured. A
typical example for this shown in figure A.2.7. Here, the feedback is stopped and the p-sample
distance is increased up to 500 nm. (a) shows the mechanical amplitude of the can lever. On
the first 20 nm, the amplitude rises quickly as the can lever shortly touches the surface during
each oscilla on. For larger distances, the amplitude rises much slower due to long-range electro-
sta c forces interac ng in between p and sample. The small oscilla on is an ar fact resul ng
from interference of the light reflected from the can lever and stray light from the sample sur-
face. The strength of the interference can change with the alignment of the beam deflec on and
the sample. For this measurement its size is neglec ble. If the interference is larger, the beam-
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Figure A.2.6.: Frequency sweep of a BudgetSensors Tap300E-G p. An overview sweep
is shown in (a). The first-order mechanical resonance of the can lever is
at ∼250 kHz and connected with a phasejump of π. A zoomed sweep is
shown in (b). The Q-factor of the resonance is ∼ 450.
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Figure A.2.7.: Retract curve on the UMG01 gra ng. (a) shows the amplitude and (b)
the phase data as a func on the p-sample distance. The measurement
as been performed twice (black and red curve).

deflec on must be realigned. In most cases the focus at the can lever is too large and must be
improved with the first two mirror elements. For near-field microscopy (and many other mea-
surement types) this measurement is of high importance and must be very reproducible which is
the reason always to collect at least two curves for each measurement. The corresponding phase
data is shown in (b). It also has a strong change on the first 20 nm and is rela vely flat for higher
distances.

To inves gate the performance of the tapping mode, the Anfatec UMG01 test gra ng was mea-
sured again. Figure A.2.8 shows the topography of the gra ng. Here, the forward (piezo voltage
rising from zero) and backward (piezo voltage decreasing to zero) scanning direc ons are com-
pared. While the forward direc on (a) suffers strongly from non-linearity in the top and right ar-
eas of the scan, the backward direc on is less affected by this problem and shows the strongest
non-linearity when the voltage becomes small again. The origin of this behaviour is the creep and
the hysteresis of the piezo scanner. As a consequence both direc ons should always be checked
whenever the dimensions of a certain structure is unclear. Alterna vely, a closed-loop scanner
can be implemented into the device which costs are three to four mes larger than the costs of
an open loop scanner. The RMS roughness along the stripes lies in the range of 500 pm to 1 nm
- too large for the inves ga on of monolayers. As huge scien fic interest lies in the inves ga on
of 2d-materials such as graphene or sheets of transi on metal dichalcogenides, the capability to
map single atomic steps needed to verified.
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(a) (b) 

forward scanning  backward scanning 

10 µm 10 µm 

Figure A.2.8.: Forward (a) and backward (b) scan in tapping mode of the UMG01 test
gra ng a er the substrac on of a second-order polynomial background.
Non-lineari es occur stronger in the forward direc on.

A common sample with such single atomic steps is highly oriented pyroly c graphite (HOPG).
The crea on of such steps can simply be achived via cleaving of the sample. A topography scan
of a HOPG surface is depicted in figure A.2.9. To reduce noise in (a) a 2d FFT filter is applied.
Secondly, a second degree polynomial background is substracted to remove scanner ar facts.
Now the small steps in the topography are clearly visible. The red line shows the posi on of the
extracted line profile in (b). A small step in the topography occurs at x ≈ 2.4 µm. The step height
of 3.4 Å matches well to the literature value of 3.35 Å [181]. This measurement clearly proofs the
AFMs’ capability to map single atomic steps. In the raw data, the RMS roughness at the leayers
is≈ 1 Å, which marks the lower limit of the T-Bone AFM in tapping mode.

Non-contact Mode

The non-contact mode (also referred to as nc-AFM, True Non-Contact mode, dynamic force mi-
croscopy) also uses an oscilla ng p tomap the topography of a sample. However, the p-i control
loopmeasures and controls the the oscilla on amplitude and the phase simultaniously. This guar-
antees a constant oscilla on amplitude of the p at all mes and can reduce ar facts from steps
in the topography. Also, this mode has an extreme sensi vy to map smallest forces with very
high resolu on [167, 182] as the oscilla on frequencies in the range of 100 kHz can be measured
with fewmHz precision. This mode is rather suitable for flat samples and not very fail-safe if large
features apprear the topography. In case of an unwanted incident like a dirt-pick up or a too
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(a) (b) 

3.4 Å 

Figure A.2.9.: 512x512 pixel, 17.5 µm scan of a HOPG sample. (a) shows steps of dif-
ferent height in the topography. The red line marks the posi on of the
extracted profile depicted in (b). Two steps are clearly visible, a mul layer
step at x ≈ 1.2 µm and a single step at x ≈ 2.4 µm.

large feature in the topography the p will crash into the surface in almost any case. This mode
also requires amuchmore experienced user compared to the tappingmode, as more parameters
need to be set. Besides the control loop for the oscilla on amplitude, a second p-i control loop
needs be configured for the setpoint∆f of the desired frequency shi . The parameters strongly
influence each other andmust also be varied from sample to sample. To find good star ng values
before approaching the sample, a procedure is installed in the Rev9 so ware to test if the con-
trol loop can follow changes in amplitude and phase precisely enough for a real measurement. It
changes the setpoints in between two values with a certain periodicity and the gain values can
are adjusted in a way that the control loop can reach the changed setpoints in a reasonable me
without overshoo ng.

The following two test measurements show the capability of the T-Bone to u lize this mode and
also demonstrate an example of how strongly the se ngs can change on different samples.

Ameasurement of the UMG01 test gra ng is depicted in figure A.2.10. The topography data (sec-
ond degree polynomial corrected) for the right-to-le direc on is presented in (a). The stripes are
clearly visible, however the p used for this measurement is blunt, which explanes the addional
structure on the le hand side of each stripe. The surface roughness is in the range of 1 Å on
the stripes. The frequency shi is shown in (b). The setpoint is -20 Hz and on the stripes it is
controlled with a precision of 100 mHz (RMS). This is an excellent value considering this mea-
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(b) (c) (a) 

topography Δf drive voltage 

Figure A.2.10.: 256x256 pixel, 10µm scan of the Anfatec UMG01 test gra ng. (a) shows
the topography. The 4 µm pitch stripes with 20 nm height are clearly
visible. The frequency shi is shown in (b). When moving onto a stripe,
there is a short shi towards lower frequencies. When moving off, the
shi goes towards higher frequencies. The drive voltage is depicted in
(c) and clearly depends on the scanning direc on

surement has been performed in ambient condi on. Whenever the p moves from the lower to
the higher level of the gra ng, the can lever gets closer to the surface and the eigenfrequency
shortly drops to a lower value due to the increased force interac on in between p and sample.
As the control loops need a limited me to compensate for this shi , thin black lines appear on
the righthand side of each stripe. On the le hand side it is vice versa. Although the edges are
not very sharp in the drive voltage (c) due to the worn-off p, the control loop keeps the drive
voltage constant with a precision of less than 1 µV on the stripes.

As a second example and to verify the non-contact mode is capable of mapping single atomics
steps the HOPG sample has been inves gated another me. Figure A.2.11 (a) shows the topog-
raphy of the measurement a er a second degree polynomial correc on and a 2d FFT filter to
reduce 50 Hz noise. The small steps of the HOPG are again visible. A profile is extracted at the
red line and plo ed in (b). Here, the capability of mapping signal atomic steps is proven for this
mode. The slight mismatch of a 4 Åcompared to the literature value of 3.35 Åcan be a result of
the nonlinear behaviour of the open-loop scanner. The RMS noise of the frequency shi is∼ 200
mHz and in the same range as on the test gra ng. The RMS noise in the drive channel is one order
of magnitude larger though, with 10 µV (not shown).
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~ 4 Å 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.2.11.: 256x256 pixel, 6 µm scan of a HOPG sample. (a) shows steps of different
height in the topography. The data is post-processed with a 2d FFT filter
and a second degree polynomial background correc on for the sake of
clarity. The red line marks the posi on of the extracted profile depicted
in (b). A single layer valley is in the data. The step height of ∼ 4 Å is in
fair agreement with the literature vale of 3.35 Å.

Kelvin-Force Microscopy

Electrosta c interac ons in between p and sample can have huge influences on certain sam-
ples and some mes need to be compensated both in tapping and non-contact mode. Without
compensa on it is o en not possible to reach the surface with the p which causes ar facts the
topography measurement and consequently also in other modes like s-SNOM. For conduc ng
materials and structures it is sufficient to connect p and sample to the same ground poten al to
solve this problem. In certain cases (isolators, pyroelectric materials) the electrosta c poten al
must be ac vely compensated with a voltage applied to a conduc ve p (see chapter A.1 for dif-
ferent implementa ons of this technique). For example, localized surface charges cannot simply
drain to the ground connec on through a bulk crystal [64] and are trapped at their posi on. Their
stray fields must be compensated by KPFM.

Here non-contact AFM is combined with KPFM to measure the nanoscale surface poten al of
a Si0.23Ge0.77 thin film sample (figure A.2.12). The Kelvin signal was demodulated at the first
sideband of the can lever oscilla on. Whenever there is a mismatch of the surface poten al of
p and sample the sideband is non-zero and a control loop adds a DC voltage to the conduc ng p

to nullify the mismatch. Please note that the demodula on frequency is not a fixed value, but is
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(b) (c) (a) 

topography Δf kelvin DC voltage 

Figure A.2.12.: 512x512 pixel, 10 µm scan of a SiGe thin film sample sample. (a) show
the topography a er a second degree polynomial filter was applied. Be-
sides a few par cles, the topography is very flat. A slightly lower stripe
in the data is visible from the top middle to the bo om middle. The ∆f

signal (b) shows very stable measurement condi ons. The Kelvin signal
is shown in (c). Here, the par cles and one inclinated stripe are clearly
visible. A er two thirds of the scan, the control loop jumps to a posi ve
value before moving back. The reason for this behaviour is unclear.

steadily updated as the can lever oscilla on and driving frequency changes. Although expected
changes of the surface poten al due to the crosshatch-pa ern [183, 184] could not be observed,
the measurement s ll shows the capabili es of the T-Bone to measure surface poten als.

The topography is depicted in figure A.2.12 (a). The ver cal stripe of slightly lower topography is
a typical feature of such samples [183, 184]. The la ce mismatch of SiGe and Si is ∼ 1% [127]
which corresponds to strains in the range of GPa. When the top layer is grown, the impuri es and
disloca ons par ally relieve the stress, and create a crosshatch structure o en seen as stripes in
the topography. Please note the height of these steps is usually even smaller than a single atomic
step again proving the very low noise of the topography measurements with the T-Bone. The
corresponding∆f measurement (b) shows a stable opera on and the frequency only shi s sig-
nificantly when the p reaches one of the par cles on the sample surface. The Kelvin DC voltage
applied to nullify the sideband is depicted in (c). Here, one can clearly observe small changes in
the topography even by smallest par cles and also one long, slightly inclinated stripe of lower
DC voltage going through the whole scan range. When a profile is extracted across this stripe, a
jump of 800 mV in the Kelvin voltage can be observed on a length scale of roughly 350 nm. The
resolu on is not a good value compared to other reports [185], and it is quite likely limited by
the structure itself and not by the measurement method. The RMS roughness on areas without
features is in the range of 6 mV, which is a good value considering the fact poten al differences
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of different materials o en lie in the range of eV and values of several volts need to be applied
on pyroelectric materials [186].

s-SNOM

The main purpose to design the T-Bone AFM was the need for a new near-field microscope with
large field of view to apply it in several setups covering op cal ranges from mid-infrared to THz
radia on. The first tests were carried out with a CO2 laser 20 setup and MCT detector 21 in a self-
homodyne detec on scheme (see chapter 4.1). This combina on of stable laser and sensi ve
detector with large dynamic range is used on a day-to-day basis in many research groups world-
wide. In the follwing chapters the very first s-SNIMmeasurements obtained with the T-Bone AFM
are presented.

Infrared Near-field Examination on a Gold Sample

In order evaluated the quality of near-field signal, p quality and signal-to-noise ra o the mea-
surement of the near-field signal as a func on of the p-sample distance (retract-curve) is com-
monly used a er alignment of the signal to its maximum value. A large layer ≈ 100 nm of evap-
orated gold on a polished silicon waver leads to a rela vely large near-field signal and has a flat
spectral response and thus is applicable for alignment and as a reference sample for all wave-
lengths from infrared to THz radia on.

Such a measurement from the developing stage of the T-Bone AFM is shown in figure A.2.13. A
can lever tapping amplitude of 20 nm and a laser power of 15 mW were chosen. The typical
near-field decay is clearly visible in (a) for all harmonics (represented with different colors) when
the distance in between p and sample is increased. The second harmonic is drawn in black.
Here the near-field signal is the largest. Also, the signal-to-noise ra o has a good quality. How-
ever, the demodulated near-field signal does not go down to zero for larger distances although
the near-field is only present on the first few 10 nm above the sample surface. This is a far-field
ar fact as higher-harmonic-demodula on does not yet work perfectly for the second harmonic
[118]. The decay length to half of the ini al signal strength is an indicator for the achieveable
resolu on in a lateral scan and is reached at a distance of 24 nm. The third harmonic (red) has

20Access Laser model Lasy 3S
21Teledyne Judson Technologies model J15D16-M204-S01M-60 with PA-101 preamp.
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Figure A.2.13.: Near-field signal as a func on of p sample distance on a gold sam-
ple. (a) shows the typical near-field decay for different harmonics (color
scale). The same plot is depicted with a logarithmic scale in (b) for bet-
ter visibility. The dip in the third harmonic signal at 80 nm is a result
of a phaseshi in the Lock-In measurement and a residual of far field
contribu ons.

a much shorter decay length of 11.5 nm already. As the signal goes down to zero for larger dis-
tances, far-field influences are neglectable at this point. For the fourth harmonic this value goes
down to 7.5 nm. However, the signal-to-noise ra o significantly rises, which is more clearly visi-
ble in the logarithmic plot in (b). The noise level is in the range of (40 ± 10) µV for the third and
higher harmonics, whereas the signal level gets lower with each harmonic. The last detectable
signal was measured at the sixth harmonic, where the preamp is already confronted with signals
above the stated bandwidth limit. At the sixth harmonic, the signal-to-noise ra o is too low for
a lateral scan. For qualita ve measurements the second harmonic is usually a good trade-off in
between signal strength and resolu on, for qualita ve and high-resolu onmeasurements higher
harmonics should be chosen. Please note that the combina on of a CO2 laser with a J15D16 MCT
detector is not ideal. With a J15D12 detector, the sensi vity is twice as good and increases the
signal-to-noise ra o significantly. This upgrade was implemented later to the setup.

Infrared near-field imaging

To dermine the resolu on in a lateral scan and confirm that the obtained signals in the retract-
curves are no ar facts, a scan on a sample with a defined material contrast is usually chosen.
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(b) (c) (a) 

topography 2nd harmonic 3rd harmonic 

Figure A.2.14.: 512x512 pixel, 10 µm near-field scan of a gold sample. The topography
is shown in (a), the correspondig near-field signals of the second and
third harmonic are shown in (b) and (c) respec vely.

As the gold samples used to align the near-field usually are contaminated with dirt par cles, a
material contrast is expected during scanning. As the sample does not need to be changed for
this measurement, this saves me and is thus o en the material of choice.

The first near-field scan ever obtained with the T-Bone is shown in figure A.2.14. A pla num-
iridium-coated p 22 with a oscilla on frequency of 160 kHz was used. The topography (a) shows
several larger dirt par cles with a lateral dimension of hundreds and a height of several ten
nanometers. On a much smaller scale, there are also thousands of much smaller par cles visible
almost forming a closed film on the sample. The origin is unclear, as well as theway of produc on,
storage and age of the sample. The corresponding near-field amplitudes of the second and third
harmonic are shown in (b) and (c). Here, a material contrast is clearly visible in both harmonics in
between the large dirt par cles and the gold. The largest signals are found on some stripe which
seem to be almost completely free of contamina ons. The second and third harmonic show he
same informa on, yet the contrast in the third harmonic is larger as far field effects are be er
surpressed.

From this data, a profile was extracted at the marked posi on (red and green lines) to determine
the resolu on of the scan. The data is depicted in figure A.2.15. The topography shows a par cle
of ∼ 600 nm lateral size and a height of ∼ 70 nm. The near-field signals of the second and third
harmonic were recorded simultaneously using one internal Lock-In amplifier of the R9 controller
for the third harmonic and one external Lock-In23 for the second harmonic. Please note the sec-
ond harmonic signal is amplified by a factor of 1000 due to this fact. On the dirt par cle, the
signals are low, and on the gold they are high. Although there is no clear conven on to deter-

22Nanoworld AG, Nanosensors PPP-NCLPt
23Stanford Research Systems SR 844
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mine the resolu on for such a measurement, one way is to measure the distance to overcome
80% of the signal change in between the two levels [7]. Here, a lateral resolu on of 60 and 62
nm is achieved for the third harmonic and second harmonic respec vely. Higher values can be
achieved in s-SNIM [6], however it fits to the value determined in [7] with the same kind of p.
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Figure A.2.15.: Line profile extracted from figure A.2.14 (red and green markers): the
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Figure A.2.16.: Frequency sweep of a BudgetSensors ContE-G p. The amplitude is de-
picted (a), the corresponding phase in (b).

Low-Repetition-Rate Tapping Mode

AFM ps applied in tapping mode usually have high s ffness and mechanical eigenfrequencies
in the range of > 100 kHz. This allows for fast measurements and easy tuning of the p-i control
loop. It also has the advantage that electronic noise at such high frequencies is lowerwhen higher
harmonic demodula on is applied in s-SNIM.

One scien fic case of this PhD work was the implementa on of the TELBE THz light source [140]
to the T-Bone for near-field microscopy. The repe on rate of this accelerator-based light source
is planned to reach 13MHz repe on rate, but at the me of the thesis has been strictly limited to
100 kHz, which opens a demand to run the s-SNOM with low can lever eigenfrequencies. Con-
sidering the Niquist-Shannon sampling theorem [141], the highest detectable frequency when
sampling a signal with 100 kHz sampling rate is 50 kHz. When s-SNIM signals up to the third har-
monic shall be detected, the maximum eigenfrequency must not exceed 50 kHz / 3 ≈ 16.7 kHz.
This is a very low value for tapping mode AFM and s-SNIMwhich makes unconven onal methods
necessary. One way is simply to use ps with such low eigenfrequencies and s ffnesses, which
are actually used for contact-mode and related techniques. As the THz near-field response of
these conven onal probes is unclear, two kinds of probes were tested during this work. Firstly, a
standard silicon-based and PtIr-coated probe was used. Secondly, full pla num probes by Rocky
Mountain Nanotechnology were used. Made of a pla num wire with a p shank length of 80
µm these ps have an antenna resonance in the low THz regime (see sec on 3.4.3). This chapter
presents results with these different ps for this unconven onal applica on.
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(a) (b) 

topography mechanical amplitude 

Figure A.2.17.: 128x128 pixel, 5 µm scan of the UMG01 test gra ng. The topography
is depicted in (a), revealing ar facts espacially at the edges. The cor-
ressponding mechanical amplitude is shown in (b).

Figure A.2.16 shows a low frequency sweep of a BudgetSensors ContE-G p. The amplitude data
(a) has a broad Lorentzian peak at∼ 8 kHz connected with a 180 degree phasejump in the phase
(b). TheQ-factor of the resonance is only 46, one order of magnitude smaller than the value for a
conven onal non-contact p (see figure A.2.6). Thus the control loop of the AFM controller must
be set to much be set to much higher p & i values in order to reach stable feedback condi ons,
which is a result of the smaller change in amplitude of the can lever oscilla on when it reaches
the sample surface and the resonance frequency slightly changes.

To find a suitable set of gain parameters, the test gra ng 24 was applied once again to confirm the
AFM’s capability to correctly present nanoscale topography values. Here, aim of the measure-
ment was not to achieve an Ångström-level topography sensi vity, but to find the best values
without increasing the line mes to a value which is imprac cal for a daily useage of the AFM.
The measurement is shown in A.2.17. With a scanning speed of 1 µm/s the RMS noise in the
topography channel (a) is≤ 1 nm along the stripes, but does not reach the Å-level. Scanning ar -
facts become obvious at the edges and especially at dirt par cles. Addi onally, the amplitude (b)
breaks down to one almost one third of the setpoint when it reaches the edge in the topography.
For comparison, the breakdown in classic tapping mode is rather in the range of 10%. Conse-
quently measurements with this p must be carefully evaluated, as features of the topography
can easily couple into the demodulated near-field signal.

PICTURES!!!The second candidate for low-frequency tapping mode is the Rocky Mountain Nan-

otechnology 25PT300B p [132]. Made of solid pla num wire, it can reach very small p radii

24Anfatec Instruments AG, UMG01 [178]
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80 µm           2 THz 

Figure A.2.18.: Schema c side view of the Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology 25PT300B
p. Illustra on from [132], label included by the author.

below 10 nm. The can lever is mounted on a plas c substrate and thus does not fit into the
alignment chip used in the T-Bone and needs to be mounted by eye to the correct posi on. Fur-
thermore the back of the can lever is not flat and consequently the beam deflec on is harder
to align. For a trained scien st it is s ll possible to correctly mount the p in few ten minutes.
The performance of this p is analysed at this point in more detail in this sec on, as it is ap-
plied in a THz Time-Domain-Spectroscopy SNOM setup (see chapter 4.3). The s ffness of 22 N/m
is one order of magnitude larger than the BudgetSensors p and half the size of conven onal
high-frequency ps, which allows for easier handling in tapping mode AFM. The p shank is 80
µm long and thus much larger than a conven onal silicon-based p. The side view of the p is
shown in figure A.2.18. For low THz radia on, the antenna acts like a dipole antennawith a center
frequency of ∼ 2 THz and strongly enhances the THz field at the p apex (see sec on 3.4 for a
detailed discussion).

A mechanical frequency sweep is depicted in A.2.19. The overview sweep shown in (a) shows
a clear peak at 20 kHz. Far from the resonance, the can lever barely oscillates and the signal is
at the noise level. A zoomed scan is shown in (b). The sharp resonance is assiciated with a clear
phasejump of π. Although the number of pixels in this sweep is low, theQ-factor of the resonance
can be determined to∼ 450 with the procedure applied in chapter A.2.

The quality of topography control is crucial for near-field measurements. Consequently retract-
curves and a scan on a Si/SiO2 nanostructure were performed with this kind of p to evaluate
the performance. The measurement of the retract-curve is depicted in A.2.20. The mechanical
amplitude as a func on of the p-sample distance is shown in (a). Here, a very steep breakdown
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Figure A.2.19.: Frequency sweep of a Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology 25PT300B p.
(a) shows an overview sweep, (b) a zoomed sweep of mechanical ampli-
tude and phase, respec vely.
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Figure A.2.20.: Retract curve on a Si/SiO2 nano-structure. (a) shows the amplitude and
(b) the phase data as a func on the p-sample distance. The measure-
ment has been performed twice (black and red curve).

of the can lever’s oscilla on is observed on the first ten nanometers. When the p is further
away from the sample surface, the amplitude is not as stable as observed in A.2.7, however it is
s ll in the range of 1 %. The phase (b) is much more stable. Here, a difference in between the
two measurements (black and red) is barely visible.

To confirm the capability to map the topography with a 25PT300B p on the nanoscale a Si/SiO2
nanostructure was measured with the T-Bone (see figure A.2.21). A complex checkered pa ern
is visible in the topography with heights up to 100 nm. The scan direc on shown is from right
to le . Here, the gain values have been chosen a bit too low, as the edges are sharp on the
right-hand side of the topography features connectedwith a strong breakdown of themechanical
amplitude down to one third of the setpoint and not very sharp on the le -hand side of the
features connected with an increased amplitude. However, larger gain values will significantly
increase the topographic noise or may even lead to unstable condi ons. Considering the low
oscilla on frequency and a scan speed of 2 µm/s, this is not surprising. The RMS roughness
of the topography is in the range of 1.5 nm along the stripes. This value is not comparable to
values achieved with the conven onal method in this chapter, however it is good enough for
many applica ons in near-fieldmicroscopy. Imperfect p-i control of the scan is not as problema c
with this p as compared to metal-coated silicon ps. When the coa ng is worn off, silicon ps
are usually useless for near-field microscopy. Here, the p is completely made of pla num and
cannot lose any coa ng. When working with these ps, the near-field signal usually rises strongly
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(a) (b) 

topography mechanical amplitude 

Figure A.2.21.: 256x256 pixel, 5 µm topography measurement of a Si/SiO2 nano-
structure. (a) shows the topography a er a line-substract filter and (b)
the mechanical amplitude for the same measurement. Ar facts can be
observed in both channels at the edges.

at the cost of resolu on when the p becomes more and more blunt.

For comparison with silicon-based s-SNOM ps, the p was tested in the well-known and rather
simple CO2 laser setup to confirm its general applicability in near-field microscopy. A MCT detec-
tor25 was u lized for excita on and detec on of the near-field signal. A detailed descrip on of
the setup is presented in sec on 4.1. Here, the p acts as a small sca erer close to the sample
surface.

A complete characterisa on of the 25PT300B p with a CO2 s-SNOMmeasurement is depicted in
figure A.2.22. The near-field amplitude of the second and the third harmonic on a gold sample
as a func on of the p-sample distance is shown in (a) and (b), respec vely. The reproducibility
is good. When in contact, the absolute values of the amplitude are in the same range as with
conven onal ps (see figure A.2.13). The signal decay to half of the ini al values is reached at
distances of 11 and 7 nmwhich indicates small p radius and consequently a very good resolu on
for lateral scans in near-field microscopy. The value of the third harmonic goes down to zero for
large distances confirming a good far-field suppression. For thismeasurement, the signal-to-noise
ra o is even be er thanwith the conven onal p in sec on A.2. However, the noise level in these
retract curves can be strongly influenced by laser noise and changes on a daily basis.

A well suited sample to verify the near-field microscope is capable of mapping a material con-

25Judson Technologies Inc., model J15D12-M204-S01M-60 with PA-101 preamp
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trast and determining the achievable lateral resolu on, is a gold nanostructure on a semicon-
ductor/insulator substrate [7]. The topography of such a structure is shown in (c). The gold is
covering the top le area of the scan and has a height of ∼ 30 nm. Although the lithography
process is of doub ul quality, as can be seen by the form of the structure and residuals at the
edges of the gold from the fabrica on process, the sample shows three dis nct signal levels in
the near-field amplitude (d) and (e). The residuals are probablymade of resin from the fabrica on
process and do not contribute to the near-field signal. The substrate is an undoped germanium
single crystal. The signal level is higher than the level on the residuals. The gold clearly has the
largest near-field signal as it has a nega ve permi vity for a wavelength of 10.6 µm. The third
harmonic shows a be er contrast compared to the second harmonic in between the different
materials due to be er far-field suppression. To determine the resolu on, a zoomed scan (f) was
performed in the area highlighted in (e) with the green rectangle. The three signal levels can be
observed again and a profile was extracted at the posi on of the green line and is plo ed in (g).
With the method applied in sec on A.2, the resolu on is determined to 15 nm - a comparably
good value for s-SNOM. Overall this p shows a very good performance for s-SNOM and due to
its resonance in the low THz regime it is now also applied by other groups [48] and the company
Neaspec for THz near-field microscopy.

At this point it must also be men oned that there is also an exci ng report of phase-domain sam-
pling [187], where s-SNIM is applied with low sampling rate and standard high-frequency ps.
The can lever amplitude and phase is recorded and correlated to the sampled s-SNIM detector
signal for each laser pulse. The data analysis performed a er the experiment is technically chal-
lenging. The implementa on of this technique for the combina on of the T-Bone and TELBE this
is part of Thales deOliveira’s work andwill not be explained in detail in this thesis as it is a complex
process, experimentally challenging and has not been applied for any measurements presented
in this work. Just to name a few obstacles of this technique: The signal cannot be observed on the
fly when the experiment is performed, also the amount of data sampled with such a techniques
is very large and needs to be post-processed correctly.
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(d) (e) (c) 

topography 2nd harmonic 3rd harmonic 

3rd harmonic - zoom 

(f) (g) 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.2.22.: Near-field examina on with a Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology
25PT300B p. Retract curves on gold are shown in (a) and (b). Topogra-
phy and corresponding near-field signatures of a gold nanostructure on
a germanium substrate are depicted in (c), (d) and (e). The size of the
scan is 5 µm with 256x256 pixel resolu on. A zoomed near-field scan
(127x67 pixel) with a size of 1100 nm x 550 nm is shown in (f), where a
profile (green) is extracted and plo ed in (g).
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